









Inter cultural Director To Step Down
Stepping Down
H. McKim Steele, director of Intercultural Studies, will leave his post at the end of the
academic year. The associate professor of history said that a new director would have to
be sought in order to "institutionalize" the department, which he said was closely
identified with his person. He added, however, he would continue to teach within the
department.
By Matthew Moloshok
H. McKim Steele, director of the in-
tercultural studies program, will step down
at the end of the 1972-73 academic year.
In a TRIPOD interview Thursday, the
associate professor of history said he felt he
should give up his chair in order to insure
that the program would not become too
closely associated with, him.
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, said
that the College has not begun a full-scale
search for Steele's successor yet. He said no
action would be taken until the Joint
Educational Policy Committee determined
how to allocate faculty for next year. That
decision will probably be reached in mid-
November, Nye said.
Steelt, an associate professor of history,
said he was "fairly satisfied" with the
program's success so far, but added, "given
the limited resources we have to work
with." .
He said, however, that its continued
success depended on its becoming a more
institutional concern.
"This program has reached the point
where it must be institutionalized." he
stated. "Its fortunes have risen and fallen
with me. I will not be a candidate for the
directorship at the end of this year."
Steele added, however, that he would
continue to teach in the one-year old
program "because I believe in it." He ex-
plained, "It offers students something no
other program does."
Steele described the program as a highly
individualized exploration of a given
culture. He said that students presently
enrolled in the program take courses
relating to Japanese, Russian, Chinese,
Southeast Asian, Indian, Middle Eastern,.
African, Latin American and American
Cultures. In addition, the program offers
two specialized areas of Black Studies: the
Caribbean and the United States.
Steele said new or expanded offerings
within the Intercultural Studies Program
would depend in a large measure on the
program's ability to attract new faculty. He
added, however, "We use all the ingenuity we
can muster to meet student requests."
According to Steele, the biggest problem
facing intercultural studies is the limited
areas of, faculty expertise currently
available at the College..
The director said such shortages were
particularly critical in languages. He
pointed out that students who wish to study
Chinese are sent out to Central Connecticut
State College and those who want to study
Japanese to Wesley an. At Trinity, Steele
noted, these students do not have laboratory
tapes or sufficient tutors to practice what
they learn at these other institutions.
Steele suggested the College could im-
plement a "critical languages program"
such as the one used by the New York State
Universities. This involves keeping a
program of tapes available for student self-
instruction with a native-speaking tutor to
offer assistance and guidance.
Steele also said Trinity's entrance into the
Greater Hartford Consortium of colleges
may offer some increase in language of-
ferings and augment courses in other areas
of Intercultural studies.
Nye also emphasized the potential of the
Greater Hartford Consortium Of Higher
Education to improve offerings in critical
languages. "There may not be enough in-
terest at any one campus to support a
faculty member in Chinese but together the
interest at all the Colleges could probably
support one," he said.
In terms of hiring additional faculty, Nye
noted that the College has set a limit of 130
faculty positions which must be divided
among all the departments. He said
teachers in other departments would also
have to be replaced and any allocations of
faculty would be within that 130 member
l i m i t . •••-. :.; ' • - . . ., •-•• ;•,••'".. , . :
According to the Deaii of the Faculty,5 the
Intercultural Studies Program has no full-:
time faculty and he said the College is un-,
sure whether a new director should devote
his full-time to the program or would split it
with another department.
Steele said the program's success for the
time being depends on its ability to get
students to other colleges, such as Wesley an
and CCSG, and overseas.
(Continued on P. 5) '
Baird Attacks Catholic Church
By Bonnie Bernstein
Bill Baird announced that he will take the
Roman Catholic Church to court for
retaining the tax exemption status while
lobbying in the legislatures.
Baird explained that the church was
retaining its tax exempt status in violation
of a federal law, which states that lobbyists
must forfeit their tax exempt status.
The Sierra Club which lobbied for clean
air was denied its tax exempt status. Yet,
said Baird, the Roman Catholic Church has
not lost its exemption, for actively lobbying
against the existing abortion law.
Baird's announcement came in a speech
to Trinity students on abortion, con-
traception, and church intervention
Thursday, night in the Washington Room.
His appearance was an 150th Anniversary
event, sponsered by TWO and the Mather
Hall Board of Governors.
Baird gave up a career in birth control
pharmaceutical manufacturing to fight for
women's rights for , abortion and birth
control. He founded the Parents' Aid
Society, a non-profit birth control, abortion,
and narcotic center in New York City. He
also established the nation's first abortion
'referral clinic there in 1964. .•-,
Baird was appointed advisor to the New
York Subcommittee on Health and Mental
Health, and was an advisor on' birth control
to New Jersey legislators. He directs a birth
control and abortion center in Hempsted,
Long Island.
Aside from condemning the church for
taking illegal advantage of its tax status,
Baird said it is '.'the most chauvinistic and
sexist church.in history. I'll settle for one
female bishop or pope in that church. Aren't
women just as good and moral as men?"
Witnessing a 29-year-old woman
hemorrhage to death after attempting to
abort her fetus, moved Baird to begin his
pro-abortion crusade ten years ago. He said
he upholds a women's* right to control her
own body, and gives secondary importance
when the fetus is first considered a living
being. "A fertilized acorn is an oak tree?"
Baird displayed familiar contraceptive
devices and described their limited use.
Tripod
The TRIPOD will appear next week on
Monday, November 6. All an-
nouncements, columns, and articles are
due Saturday, November 4, at 2 p.m. in
the TRIPOD office, Seabury 34.
I'hoto bv Kick Woodward
BiU Baird
Bi!l Baird, birth control advocate, clarifies some of
the points he made during a lecture Thursday night. He
said that the Roman Catholic Church should li>se its
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McGovern Attacks Economy Conversion
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By Ken Post
George McGovern told 15,000 people at
Constitution Plaza Monday that come
November 7 he will have won "the most
impressive and unexpected victory in the
history of the country."
The South Dakota Senator addressed the
noon time rally on his plans for the post-war
economy.
The Democratic presidential nominee
criticized the Nixon administration for
failing to make plans for conversion to a
peace-time economy.
With the prospects for peace apparently
mproving, McGovern stated, "There's not
i single person on the White House staff who
>s working on conversion."
The Democratic candidate claimed that in
'he.four years of the Nixon administration
i .8 million Americans have lost their jobs in
t'efense related industries, in Connecticut
and across the country.
This is particularly crucial here, stated
icGovern, since "Connecticut...more than
.•ny other state depends on the defense
i udget for jobs."
"There is no reason under the sun why the
•orkers at United Aircraft, can not change
i -om defense related activities to building
i-ublic transit equipment for this city" he
aid. "
Calling Nixon "Mr. Veto", McGovern said
iat by vetoing measures for health,
ducation, jobs for veterans and the han-
icapped, Nixon was vetoing "the health
care of the American people."
"Your answer to him should be to "Veto
him on Nov. 7" said McGovern.
Approximately 125 Trinity students at-
tended I he rally.
McGovern's campaign swing also in-
cluded a telethon on WTIC Sunday night.
McGovern and his wife Eleanor answered 15
viewers' questions from f) to 7 p.m.
One laboring man stated that the rank and
file of labor did not like Nixon but were
scared to vote for McGovern. He asked
about McGovern's labor record.
The Senator responded that the American
Federation of Labor had given him a 94%
rating on his votes in the Senate
received a 14% rating. '
"Any working man who votes for Nixon is
cutting his own throat," McGovern ob
served, "and will deserve what he gets"
Regarding his decision to cut the defense
budget, McGovern promised that he "would
not close any defense installations or con-
tracts until we have worked out alternative
blueprint for jobs."
McGovern said that he was for amnesty
for all those who refused to fight in the
Vietnam war once the war has stopped, He
commented that President Nixon said in
March that he would be "very liberal with
regard to amnesty" and now he says that he
will "never" grant amnesty. Mcfrovern
accused Nixon of "demagoguery".
McGovern said that there was not a
fundamental difference between his peace
plan and Nixon's and that he would not
quibble over the exact nature of the set-
tlement." I only wish he had done it'four
years ago" said McGovern.
Mrs. Eleanor McGovern, who has done
the most extensive campaigning ever for a
presidential candidate's wife, responded to
questions about child care centers and
frequently elaborated on her husband's
statements.
She said that she was for the establish-
ment of child development centers and her
husband added that it was-"regrettable"
that Nixon considered money votes for child
care to be inflationary and to veto a bill
designed for such care.
Mrs. McGovern also pointed out that
Nixon, while avoiding debates during this
election had advocated debates as a good
way to clarify the issues in 1968. She said
that it was obvious that he didn't want to
clarify the issues this year.
During one of the recorded an-
nouncements during the telethon, Carroll
O'Connor, T.V.'s Archie Bunker, urged
"conservative" people like himself to vote
for McGovern because Nixon was the "real
radical."
George McGovern addresses a rally of 15,000 people at Constitution
Plaza .Monday. He accused the Nixon administration of failing to provide
for conversion from a war-time to a peace-time economy.
Black-White Relations
TGC, Psychology Major Prepare Studies
By Jim Cobbs
("Editor's note: This is the second article
on..black;white relations at Trinity.)
The' Trinity College Council (TCC) is
beginning to investigate racial problems at
Trinity, but the more imaginative approach
of Aletha Strong is believed to be more
productive.
The TCC discussed the black-white
relations problem at their meeting last
week, but according to Michelle toomey,
assistant professor of psychology; the
discussion was a "dead end."
Mark' Feathers. ~'?4, said,'' " there , was
interest1 ori the''part qf the rrtembers'a'nd'the
problem had been'raised before, but the"
Council caLild riot decide"dti. any' course of
action, or concrete proposals."'
the TpC.finally,decirjed to, let each
. member thi'rik' a$Qiii"radial relations and in
the, ne^t" meeting .split into small groups to
. discuss* ideas: :' \ • '' '
: \yiiile tCC'is making little headway.; there
seems to'be rriore hop.e'in the approach Of
Strong, ;'73, '.a. psychology major, who is
conducting a study:of blaclowhite
a t T r i n i t y . . •' ::* ; - ' • • : •'
Strong circulated questionnaire;
"imaginative", approach to the relations
problem is much more effective than the
discussion of TCC. ..,, .
Both Toomey and Feathers are members
of a subcommittee appointed by TCC to
investigate relations on campus and which
lately has been working on the racial
problem.
th is committee includes Dick Fenn,
assistant professor of Sociology; Robbins
Winslow, Dean for Educational Services and
Dirk Kuyk, assistant professor of English.
Feathers arid Toomey qbncluded Strong's
study was more effective a way of getting at
the problem than the discussions of their
subcommittee.
J to date ha'
She i_R pUinhing fo
gathered and'evaluate
'black's'and Whites towards t
• Stronii'i study w "
.Jiscussion parK-r^y;
• Monday;' night Tib
.students who aivVlibi
'.an'd'eonservath






















Strong-. '| • • ' " . ' " .
"The panel will start with some questions
from a moderator,, but hopefully a
discussion wiii staii iii \vhich both sides can
air their . vie.yvs * and-'' gain some un-
derstanding." she added.
:. .According : to 'Toomey this type of Mohamed fthmll Photo hv Lloyd Wolf
Feathers a}so said Trinity Coalition'of.
Blacks (TCB) would have to take certain
steps toward improving communications,
before the misunderstanding between
blacks and whites could be resolved. ,.,;.,
He pointed out only one black student was
on any of the committees at trinity and no:
blacks'were on TCC. Trinity has about 90;
blacks on the 1,600 student campus. • .;•,
"Because of this",1 .he -said, We
discussions of the various cornrrwnity
problems, especially those of the biacK-
white gap, are one-sided, and the.placK:.
students' point of view is not represented. .,
'He said TCB should encourage us
members to run for the committees ana
councils which make decisions,, around -me
s c h o o l . %••.. , - '• .- V s ' ' • • : ? • .*"! ,
:. "This &piild;; allow' someSwoPwpe
discussion on the relations problem ne
added.
Feathers also said TCB should make an
effort to justify its existence as, ?" .
organization' receiving" money from m ,
school a h ^ i t s privilege of .'having its own
houses : l ! ' ; ' " ' : ' . • '• ' : • ;
He said "The cloud of mystery arouna
TCB and its policies make students wary w
the organization, and more dialogue Dei.
ween TCB and the Trinity community.woiw,
help alleviating this problem." . ., •
Feathers also denied the assertion o>.,
Keggic Martin, head of TCB, that Wac^
and whites at Trinity have no commonbaas
for communication, because of difieren ...,
in backgnmnds." ' • in
Feathers said "There are differences
backgrounds Lobe sure, but that they shorn
he overeomable in view of the importance.«
interaction between blacks and whites,
attaining a good education:" • _,
All students are here to get the DP>|.
education they can, he continued, and ont
the most, important parts of an education »;
learning how to get along with peop» >
.especially those of different backgroun^
"We can get the best education W ' i
teracting and communicating," n e •„ '
"and if that is not a common basistor iu,
teraction I do not think one exists.
Urban - Environmental Studies
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Program Offers City Research Chances
By Rebecca Dunn
An Associate Professor of Economics has
developed an urban-environmental studies
program for students with interest in cities
and the environment.
In addition to helping student to pursue a
subject of interest, the program, designed
by director, Andrew Gold, is intended to
provide continuity and structure to what
could become a scattering of courses, urban
internship experiences and research. He,
said it forces a student to explore one sub-
ject area in detail.
The U-E program is composed of in-'
troductory and advanced courses,
seminars, urban internship and ac-
companying seminars and research
projects.
Gold said the program does not include
courses scheduled this year, but he added,
however, that it does offer some "very
good" course experiments, a community
Affairs and Open Semester Program and
flexibility to permit students to pursue a
variety of urban and environmental in-
terests.
In addition, the program draws on related
courses in biology, chemistry, economics,
engineering, mathematics, physics or
political science.
The title "Urban-Environmental" reflects
the hope the two areas of Urban studies and
environmental studies can successfully
merge. According to Gold, the En-
vironmental Studies summer committee,
composed of Robert Brewer (biology),
Francis Egan (economics), Edward Bobko
(chemistry) and Gold (urban-
environmental studies) as chairman, met
during the summer.
The Committee said the best type of
program would result from replacement of
the U-E Studies Program with separate
programs in Urban Studies and En-
vironmental Studies.
The requirement for urban studies is a
general background in the social sciences,
while the requirement for an environmental
studies program is a background in science
and economics. The two subjects are closely
related and could be combined, Gold said.
The Urban Internship is part of every U-E
student's program. The U-E internship
counts towards work in the U-E major and
fulfills the college requirement for in-
dependent study or research. Gold ex-
plained that the internship is an experience
where the student "can get involved with the
real world." A student could go out into the
city, research and work in government or
private agencies, community groups or as
an individual. The U-E program is con-
cerned more with research than doing
something concrete for a city, he added.
Trinity has special advantages for an
Urban-Environmental studies program
because of its location. According to Gold,
there are state, regional and local govern-
ment organizations available for research.
The only disadvantage he said is fixed
faculty size and budget.




The Trinity College Council discusses
use of the chapel and interracial
'relations during its meeting Wednesday.
By Mark Salonia
The average section size for the Christ-
mas term is 22.76 students, according to the
Registrar's Office.
The two largest sections of the term hold
101 students or more, and there are 20
sections with only one to five students.
Assistant Registrar Lewis Goverman
pointed out, however, student interest in
classes could not be determined by
statistics. He said the number of courses
being offered, the departmental teachers at
hand, and the college's policy of free student
choice of curriculum also must be con-
sidered.
Goverman said the registrar's office could
not predict change or stability in enrollment.
This makes it "difficult for the College to
decide what courses to offer, he added.
The figures for the present term show 52
sections with 6-10 students, 64 with 11-15, 43
With 16-20,23 with 21-25,22 with 26-30,19 with
31-35, 12 with 36-40, 10 with 41-45, again 10
with 46-50,11 with 51-70, and? with 71-100. In
total there are 6,714 students enrolled in
Christmas term courses.
Goverman said that students tend to favor
the sciences over the arts, but he added that
this is proportionate to the ever increasing
student body. With respect to Independent
Study, Goverman has noticed great interest
by the students during Christmas terms as
opposed to Trinity terms. Though there
are 837 students enrolled in the History
Department and 356 in the Mathematics
Department does not determine student
body direction.
The Modern Languages Department has
remained relatively stable with the average
section size of 55 students.
Lastly, Goverman views the registrar's
office as a library of student files with in-
formation open to all.
It is emphasized by Goverman that the
"Open Door Policy" exists, and that each
student is invited to discuss with and ob-
serve an administrator that works for them.
TCC Refers Chapel
Use To Subcommittee
Bill Baird • • • . • •
Women using diaphragms, plastic cups
that seal off the uterus, were urged to have
them checked for size. Baird explained that
if the diaphragm is too small, it can rotate
and force sperm into the uterus.
He showed the Intra-uterine device, a
small plastic coil or loop. The IUD, he said,
acts as an irritant, creating artificial con-
tractions that prevents the fertilized egg
from becoming implanted in the uterus.
No form of contraception, including pills,
are 100% effective, Baird warned, He also
cautioned tha t the pill has potent side effects
for some women. He dismissed the Church-
accepted form of contraception, the rythm
method, as a risky game of "Vatican
roulette."
Although foam and cream are easy to use,
Baird said that they are not always ef-
fective. One reason is that a shower or bath
following intercourse dilutes or washes
away the chemical contraceptive.
"Many of you here do have intercourse,"
he said, "If you do have intercourse, be. •"
responsible and protect others."
Baird said that Governor Thomas Meskill
of Connecticut and President Richard Nixon
were negligent in handling the issue of
abortion. "In your state your brilliant
Governor Meskill buries his head in the sand
and pretends there isn't a (birth control)
problem. If he were my governor, I'd turn
him out of town so quick, and I hope you do."
Baird said he "wholeheartedly supported
George McGovern when he first started his
campaign because he was opposed to all
restrictions" on abortion.
Although McGovern has withdrawn his
support for a federal pro-abortion law,
Baird says that "even on his worst, day,
McGovern is a saint compared to Nixon."
Baird predicts that with a Nixon victory
the New YOrk abortion law Will be repealed.
He explained that Governor Nelson
Rockefeller, who vetoed recent anti-
abortion legislation, would move up to
Nixon's cabinet. His successor, Lieutenant
Governor Malcom Wilson, said Baird, "is on
public record opposed to abortion," and will
not veto the next anti-abortion legislation,
Baird encouraged Trinity students to
insist that the College provide a
gynecologist for its women students. "You
are not second class citizens; you have a
By Adrien Mally
College policy on use of the chapel by
various faiths and distribution of chapel
funds will be investigated by a special
committee appointed by the Trinity College
Council (TCC).
The action was in response to a letter from
Susannah Heschel asking for an in-
vestigation at the TCC meeting on Wed-
nesday, Oct. 25. The letter followed an Oct.
24 editorial asking why chapel facilities may
be used by French classes, draft coun-
sellors, the Placement office and other
groups, while Catholic and Jewish students
are refused permission to conduct services
there.
A proposal to tackle some aspect of the
campus' racial issue was turned down by
frontpage one
right for proper care. Trinity is not a cheap
school. If you're paying, you should have a
right to a doctor, a pill, or whatever else you
need." .
He also urged that a campus birth control
and abortion center be immediately
established. The center should be both a
referral service and contraceptive
distribution outlet. He suggested that an
abortion fund be set up to assist in
emergency pregnancies. '
In the past ten years, Baird has been
arrested seven times. He was arrested last
year on Long Island and charged with
corrupting the morals of a 14-month-old
baby girl, seated in the audience with her
mother at Baird's lecture on contraception.
According to Baird, charges were dropped
because "the police in all their wisdom
couldn't figure out how to cross examine a
14-month-old baby."
Baird assured the audience that he does
not "throw diaphragms out like frisbees."
He said that "if I seduced half the number of
students I've been accused of, Don Juan
would turn over in his grave."
the TCC. Freelander made the proposal
during a discussion of TCC goals.
One TCC member responded, "We're not
going to be able to do this within the
structure of the TCC."
Toomey explained the infeasibility of such
a program by "just the fact that there are
not blacks on TCC when it's supposed to be
representative of our community."
The issue was resolved by leaving the
problem to panel discussions promoted by
other groups and to the TRIPOD.
In other business, President Theodore D.
Lockwood rejected the TCC proposal of last
spring that all faculty recommendations for
students applying to graduate school be
available for student inspection or approval.
Lockwood felt sueh a procedure would be
detrimental to the objectivity of such
reports and weaken their influence at the
graduate schools. He did state, however,
that because of the TCC proposal, he would
appoint a committee to discuss the con-
fidentiality of student recommendatims.
Michele Toomey, TCC representative on
the Faculty Conference Committee,
reported recommendations of honorary
degrees will be referred to an ad hoc
committee made up of students.
In her report, Toomey said an alternative
plan to" the scheduling of exams after
graduations is bein investigated.
Reporting on the progress of the recycling
committee, J. Ronald Spencer said one and
one half tons of paper have beenpicked up to
be recycled since the program s inception.
In payment, the committee received $11.20.
Danny Freelander asked if all Buildings
and Grounds personnel knew about the
recycling program. He said some students
putting papers outside their doors in Mc-
Cook have found them in the trash the next
day instead of recycled.
The TCC resolved someone from the
committee would speak to B & G officials.
As a result of a report on the ad;
ministration of student funds, the TCC
decided any further investigation or action
on the issue should be left to a committee
appointed by the Student Executive Com-
mittee.
w





Every Trinity student was admitted to fill
a need in the school, according to Ad-
missions Director W, Howie Muir.
"Besides the scholastic ability," said
Muir, "the selection process comes down to
our asking ourselves who we need and who
has applied that can fill that need. "We have
sports teams. We have a drama department
and a newspaper. To keep them up we need
individuals who have shown themselves
interested and capable."
Muir emphasized the College's policy of
selecting students only on merit. "We have
never had a quota for Jews or for racial
minorities," he said. He added that lack of
financial aid is an especially big factor in
limiting the number of blacks who are able
to attend Trinity.
. Muir noted the College aims to base their.
selection decision only on accomplishment
and promise. He cited the non-required in-
terview as an artificial means of judging a
candidate. He added, however, that some
students who might otherwise have been
rejected show themselves to be "important
human heings" during the interview and are
accepted.
Among the other factors Muir cited as
important to admission were: teacher and
counselor recommendations, ex-
tracurricular activities, sports, aptitude
tests, and especially the academic record.
"The academic record is 3-1/2 years of
effort," he said.
While the median Scholastic Aptitude Test
(SAT) scores for freshmen has decreased,
Muir believes the quality of the Trinity
students is increasing.
"Even though the median SAT scores for
freshmen in this class has gone down, the
quality of work these candidates presented
to us has been better," he said. He added
that the median class rank for 1972-73 fresh-
men had risen. According to Muir, this
shows the admissions office is more con-
cerned with the quality of the person rather
Independent Study
than his or her test scores.
Several years ago the admissions office
conducted a study to show the correlation
between success in Trinity and SAT scores.
It found, Muir said, that people who had
scored high on the verbal part of the SAT
generally did well in their English or writing
related courses.
A disproportionate amount of students
who scored high on the math section,
however, did not do well in their math
courses. Muir attributed this to the former
requirement for a year of math and the
tendency of many good students to enter
second year calculus with inadequate
backgrounds.
The admissions director said the essays
found on the application for admission help
his office to know the candidate as a person.
"Our essays are intended to make people
think. Students should see that these aren't
stock questions," he said, "andthatwe don't
expect stock answers. The responses people
submit show us a lot."
Besides the quality of writing and the
maturity of ideas that they reflect, Muir
noted that "the responses sometimes give
our office that little sensitivity we're looking
for. Trinity is seeking to admit people who
are a little outstanding in some way."
According to the admissions director,
"the essays give a person a chance to talk
about himself rather than have his record or
his teachers talk for him."
This year applicants have a chance to
address themselves to questions on the
greatest test of their integrities, fate, in-
terpersonal relationships, competition, and
matters that have come to concern them
deeply.
The two sides of a quarter also appear to
stimulate the student's imagination. Muir
noted that imagination and creativity are
attributes his office looks for in prospective
candidates.
W. Howie Muir, director of admissions
I'lioln hv \l<'x Trockor
By Rebecca Adams
Four Trinity professors are teaching
science and psychology in courses designed
to let the student set his own pace, under a
modified version of a plan developed by U.S.
eduqator, Fred S. Keller. But students
believe Keller plan courses are harder and
more worV than their traditional coun-
terparts.
Keller, former Chairman of the Board of
Directors of Independent Learning Systems,
Inc., described the plan as a self-paced
course in which students are not held back
by other students or forced to go ahead
before they are ready.
"At best, he said, "you may meet all the
course requirements in less than one
semester; at worst, you may not complete
the job within that time."
"Chemistry is more difficult this way,"
commented Ann Wolf, '75, "but you learn it
more thoroughly. When you have to figure
something out for yourself it takes longer,
but you gain more from going through the
whole process."
Joe Garamella, '74, said, "Fifteen tests in
one semsster is just too much to handle. I
find myself working constantly and not
Keller Students Set Fast Pace
seeming to get ahead. I dislike this plan
intensely and would much rather have the
course taught in the usual lecture fashion."
LorePaliocha, '73, added, "For genetics it
is extremely difficult, however it is the first
time I've been forced to study and am ac-
tually learning something.
"I am spending twice as much time on this
course as I did on other introductory
courses," a psychology student commented.
"I never see my classmates except to
consol them," one student remarked.
"Interaction is non-existent. The teachers
must love it."
One student responded bitterly, "Dr.
Keller, wherever you are, beware. Someday
when you least expect it you will be found by
one of your 'victims' with revenge on his
mind."
"I'm learning something for the first time
since I came to Trinity," a senior co-ed
stated.
Professors did not appear particularly
excited about the innovation either.
"Preparing this course was like writing a
book," a professor commented.
"Lectures will soon be passe," a professor
predicted. "I already miss getting up on my
stage and performing."
Trinity facutly members involved, George
W. Doten, professor of psychology; William
T. Bowie, assistant professor of chemistry;
Harvey S. Picker, assistant professor of
physics and Donald B. Galbraith, associate
professor of biology, offer non-traditional
courses based on "the Keller plan."
Edwin P. Nye, dean of the faculty, urged
departments to try the Keller plan with the
Individualized Degree Program in mind.
Once a professor has prepared the study
units and tests for a given course, a student
can take it coming to campus only for
testing. A regular student can take it during
a semester when it is not being offered.
Doten, offering Introduction to
Psychology under the method,' stressed the
importance of individualization of the
learning process. He said, "Unfortunately
my work is done and I serve mainly as a
motivator. I see very few students'and they
seem, to be seeing their teaching assistants
only for testing.
"I am offering a series of non-compulsory
lectures by each member of the department.' "v " " " ~ *~™c> a W"lessor leciuresoy each e ber of the depart e




"Gay Liberation more or less centers
around sexual freedom," declared Chuck
Nazartan, '73 and president of Gay
Liberation, at a meeting on Monday, Oct. 23.
He explained the group's goals and history
at the meeting and in a TRIPOD interview
last Wednesday.
Nazarian said that the group was started
last year by Bruce McDonald, then a senior,
•when he became "fed up" with the situation
for gay people on campus. He and others
had encountered prejudice and fear at
Trinity, so they decided to start a Gay
Liberation group, according to Nazarian.
He outlined goals of ending the fea^-gay
people experience on campus, members
thinking of themselves as healthy - "noESick
by any means," educating others about gay
people, sponsoring a film festival, and
planning a dance Dec:. 1 in Hamlin Hall with
refreshments.
Pressured by society, gay people con-
tinually feel frustrated because they can't
show their emotions in'public, Nazarian
said. There is a need for Gay Liberation,
which is not composed of militants but of
"people looking at each other as people," he
added.
Nazarian said Gay Lib resists
the "sleaziness" from homosexuality.
"Intimacy is a good thing between people-
-no matter who they are," he said.
Now Gay Liberation, advised by Chaplain
Tull, meets every other Monday at 8 p.m. in
..„*„! i u sHia ua  i  r sists Alumni Lounge.
stereotypes. The "fag act is dying out in the The psychological difference between last
same way the sultry woman" is dying out he year's meetings in the Chapel's dark, dingy
pointed out. stone cellar and the meetings this year in
Alumni Lounge is "just tremendous," ac-
cording to Nazarian.
He added "not too many" aims were
fulfilled last year, but the group did go to
Yale for a gay dance, and that it was "really
great". We had quite a good time.
"Last year we did our best to get as many
members of the Trinity community as we
could. This year we've tried to broaden our
appeal. There is still much fear at Trinity,
so we've advertised in Hartford. Usually
two-thirds of the people at each meeting are
from Hartford," Nazarian said-
pointed out.
He also said the labels "homosexual" or
'heterosexual" don't mean anything but
constrict people because many are bisexual
persons.
Gay Liberation strongly supports
Women's Liberation and wants to spread its
belief in sexual freedom of all kinds across
campus. Nazarian said the majority of
people on campus are not prejudiced
against gay people, and are indifferent to an
individual's sexual preferences.
The Gay Lib group published a list of
places for gay people to meet in Hartford.
Nazarian explained the list helped remove
It exposes new students to the psych staff
and makes them visible. We're trying to
discourage procrastination by allowing no
more than two tests during the last week of
classes," he added.
Bowie, teacher of general chemistry, said,
"Ideally there would be no limits of
semester and grade. I think this method
might help get rid of unhealthy competition.
Chemistry is often difficult for some
students, or it scares them. Perhaps with
more time and attention a student can do
better.
"I'm hoping everyone will get atleast a B:
which is guaranteed if he finishes all the
units. An A is is obtainable by success on an,
optional final.
"I deviated from the basic Keller plan by
pacing my students the first three weeks.
Our text book had not arrived at that time so
progress depended on finding information in
other texts," he added. ...
Picker, teaching electrodynamics, saia,
"Except in fields so new that textbook
covering them do not exist, the lecture is an
"exceedingly inefficient" means of con-
veying usable information. , ,
It seems worthwhile to experiment m
search of new ways to facilitate lean""*'
"An undergraduate who completes aJi.̂ >
units earns a grade not lower than a B p"»
and graduate students earn not lower tnan a
high pass. Grades higher than this nW ™.
earned by doing one or more optional ac-
tivities including the completion of one or
two optional units, succeeding on an opnona'
final exam, finding and correcting
significant errors in the text, inventing anu
solving problems illustrating the content, oi
one or more units, rewriting the study gu««;
or submitting a report on a paper on eiec;
trodynamics in a contemporary journal.
Galbraith, who is teaching genetics, saw,
"It is hoped that the student will learn to
learn. In addition, it is hoped that this course
will bring the student into a more per-
sonalized relationship with the instructor
and provide a basis for interacting Wore
extensively with his classmates." , hv
Galbraith has paced his studentsi oy
setting a deadline for the completion ot tne
tenth unit in a series of fifteen. He also
doubles as a teaching assistant and has no
course manager. . i r
Each of the four professors said tneu
students are making steady progress
(Continued on P. 5)
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Eight Third Party Candidates Offer 7 2 Choices
By Adrien Mally
Other than the standard Republican or
Democrat, voters can choose from a wide
assortment of presidential candidates in a
variety of sexes, ages, and political per-
suasions.
Dr. Benjamin Spock, an anti-war activist,
• heads the People's party ticket. Many of the
party's former advocates now reside in
Senator McGovern's camp, but Spock says,
"You waste your vote by voting for
Democrats or Republicans. The rich and
; powerful control both parties."
Spock differs most with McGovern on
domestic policy, calling for an unspecified
maximum income, free medical care for all
people and "consumer and worker control of
industry on the local level." He also ad-
vocates a minimum Federal allowance of
$6,500 for a family of four.
Spock's running mate is Julius Hobson, a
black activist noted for his leadership role in
the 1963 civil rights march on Washington
? and his advocacy of statehood for the
nation's capital.
John G. Schmitz, who is running for the
American party, is also a member of the
John Birch society and opposes abortion.
He contends that Nixon has sold out to
: socialism at a time when America is a
target of International conspiracy. And he
says "Any government that's big enough to
give you everything you want is big enough
t to take away everything you've got."
; A one-time politcal science instructor at
)••• Santa Ana College, Schmitz, 41, entered
i politics with an upset victory over a
j. • moderate Republican in a race for the
: California State Senate. He went to the
United States House of Representatives in a
special election and won re-election in 1970
by a large margin.
A Roman Catholic, Schmitz cites the
religious balance of his tickets with the
selection of a fundamentalist publisher,
Thomas J. Anderson of Pigeon Forge,
Tenn., as his running mate.
Linda Jenness, the nominee of the
Socialist Workers Party, is only 31 years old
and has run into legal problems getting on
the ballot in New York, Indiana, and
Wisconsin because the Constitution puts the
minimum age at 35, Evelyn Reed will be her
stand-in in these states.
Jenness was a Washington secretary and
then a school teacher in Spain. She became a
supporter of the Cuban revolution and joined
the Young Socialist Alliance in 1968.
She was born in El Reno, Okla., but has
lived in Georgia most of hre life and in 1969
ran as the Socialist Workers party candidate
for mayor of Atlanta. A year later, she ran
for Governor of Georgia. She has traveled in
several Latin-American countries, in-
cluding a visit in 1969 to Cuba at Premier
Castro's invitation.
Jenness calls for a "democratic society
where the people who live and work in it
make the decisions." And that, she adds,
means "taking control of society out of the
hands of a minority of millionaires and
reorganizing production" with
nationalization.
A strong advocate of the women's
liberation movement, Jenness Wants all
abortion laws invalidated. Other proposals:
"a shorter work week with no reduction in
pay" and "black control of the black
community."
Her running mate is Andrew Pulley, 22, a
black railroad worker from Greenwood,
Miss., and a former organizer of G.I.'s
United Against the War.
The Socialist Labor party nominated
Louis Fisher to run for President on their
ticket. Fisher, 59, is a dry-cleaning plant
worker in Chicago who calls for an "in-
dustrial government."
Fisher contends that he has special appeal
to young people. They liked McGovern, he
says, "but since he's been talking to Wall
Street the young people are turning away."
The party's Vice-Presidential choice is
Genevieve Gunderson, a dispatcher for the
Minneapolis Fire Department.
Gus Hall, the Communist party choice, is
somewhat of an all-American success story -
- born in a chilly log cabin in Minnesota, self-
educated, a lumber jack, then a
steelworker, then a Navy hero, and a
baseball fan, according to the party's
newspaper.
His platform, he says, does not advocate
communism, and, indeed, there are only
three planks - an end to the Vietnam war
and a dismantling of the defense establish-
ment: a "massive assault" on poverty,
including a $6,500 income for a family of
four, and the elimination of racism.
Hall expects a "respectable vote" for
himself and his running mate, Jarvis Tynef,
in the 13 states that have him on the ballot
even if it is cast as "the vote of protest"
more than for him.
John Hospers is the Libertarian candidate
for president. The 54-year-old chairman of
the University of Southern California's
philosophy department is running for an
office he doesn't want to hold, for leadership
of a government he hopes will shrink away.,
Libertarians believe in the least govern-
ment possible. "Each individual has the
right to exercise sole dominion over his own
life so long as he does not forcibly interfere
with the equal rights of others," the party
platform says.
With that, Hospers advocates amnesty for
draft evaders, the legalization of marijuana,
the right to bear arms and strong pollution
controls. He opposes public schools,
government economic controls, censorship
and welfare programs.
Hospers says his candidacy will not ac-
complish much except to gain the party — •
which has small groups scattered
throughout the country - a bit of publicity.
He and his running mate, Tonie Nathan, a
radio-TV producer in Eugene, Ore., are on
the ballot only in Colorado and Washington.
However, they hope to add Oregon, New
Hampshire and Louisiana before Election
D a y . ; . . . \ ' _ ' • • • • • : : ••• . . ' ' • • ;
The Prohibition party is back again with
Earle H. Munn on the presidential ballot in
Colorado, Delaware and Kansas.
The Universal party has its nominee,
Gabriel Green, on the ballot in only one
state, Iowa. John V. Mahalehik of the
America First party is only on the New
Jersey ballot.
Communist Candidate Hall Discusses Issues
Denver, Colorado (CPS) - A strange
aspect of modern American politics is that
the only accessible presidential candidate is
a communist.
George McGovern has been running a
mass media campaign, while President
Nixon hasn't been campaigning at all -
unleashing administration underlings to
s p r e a d h i s w o r d . . • , • . - ' •
Gus Hall, the Communist Party candidate
for president, can't work that way. One of
the intrinsic problems of his personal race
for president is that few people know about
his candidacy. So Hall has to talk to anybody
who will listen, and usually has to ask them
to listen first. :
Hall doesn't expect to win, but he realizes
that as a presidential candidate on the ballot
in 13 states, the media has to listen to him.
On the surface, Hall seems to be cam-
paigning against Nixon more than he is for
himself.
"If Nixon is re-elected," Hall warns,
"This country will face four years of a
reactionary president who doesn't have to
worry about being re-elected."
Keller Plan*..
through the units. Some students are ahead
of schedule, and a few are struggling behind.
None of tl\e professors forsee problems of
students being unable to pass a unit after a
few tries. Doten said that after two tests the
problem area can be isolated and
conquered. Galbraith said, "I haven't
decided on the number of tests I'll give for
each unit, but there shouldn't be any dif-
ficulty with this group of students. They
seem bright and highly motivated, but of
course, there is always a surprised"
The origianl Keller course is divided into
"units ot content," corresponding to a series
of homework assignments and laboratory
exercises.
The units come in numerical order, he
explained, and mastery of each unit would
be necessary before moving to the next.
A student could demonstrate mastery by •
Pissing a readiness test or carrying out an
experiment.
Keller lectures and demonstrations- are
used differently than in the traditional
classroom. They are provided when a
student has demonstrated a readiness jor
them, and are not compulsory and have7*]©
exam based on them, he said.
Staff or a Keller plan course includes a
teaching assistant for every 10 students, a
course manager to kec:p track of progress
and an instructor to design the study unit
and tests.
The teaching assistant administers 'tests '
Hall is not only concerned with Nixon. Of
special interest to Hall is George Meany,
head of the AFL-CIO, who he describes as a
"jackel on the leash of the administration
and the corporations."
Hall spoke to newsmen recently in Denver
the same day Sargeant Shriver came to
collect union, minority and student votes.
While Shriver raced from audience to
audience, Hall talked to a small group of
newsmen.
Since Hall knows he's not going to be
elected, he doesn't have to worry about
offending people:
When asked if President Nixon had
changed since the McCarthy era, Hall said,
"No, Nixon is what he always has been, a
totally unprincipled reactionary,"
The FBI, according to Hall, hasn't
changed either. Hall, who spent eight years
in prison as a result of the McCarthy years,
claims that the late J. Edgar Hoover was the
"biggest liar this country has ever seen."
"Whenever Hoover wanted money," Hall
said, "he would go to Congress and tell them
lies about me."
from page 4.
and tutors during scheduled times. Tests are
graded in the student's presence with
student ' teacher dialogue affecting
evaluation. A student gets the next unit if he
passes with 100 percent proficiency. If not,
he restudies the unit or the teaching
assistant supplies him with material to
improve his background for the next test.
Students are expected to take a final exam
representing the entire semester's work.
Twenty-five percent of the grade is based on
the final and seventy-five percent on the
number of units a student completes.
All four Trinity professors attended a
week-long workshop last spring set up by
Mark M. Shamamy, assistant professor of
engineering.
The TRIPOD is published weekly during
the'academic year by the students of Trinity
College, Student subscriptions are included
in the student activities fee; others are
S10.00 per year. Second-class postage is paid
at Hartford, Connecticut, under the Act of'
.March 3, 1879.
Offices are located in Seabury 34, facing
the Quad, off Summit Street. Mailing ad-
dress is Box 1310, Trinity College, Hartford,
Connecticut 06106. Telephones: (203) 246-
1829 or 527-3151, extension 252.
Hall came down hard on, Nixon, but only
criticized McGovern lightly. In fact, Hall
told newsmen a story defending
McGovern's welfare programs.
"A Nixon aide recently said that the
McGovern welfare policies are unrealistic
because the people with the money are
unwilling to give anymore." If the Com-
munist Party was in power, according to
Hall, such people would be given a "God-
father" proposition: "A request they
couldn't refuse."
Hall describes the McGovern programs as
liberal, but not enough.
McGovern, he told CPS, wants 90 days to
end the war, but "all it would take is 90
seconds."
Hall doesn't believe Nixon will end the
war, and that McGovern is presently
making headway in his presidential cam-
paign because people are realizing that
"this bastard (Nixon) isn't going to end the
war, but just de-escalated enough to get re-
elected."
"Anybody would be better than Nixon,"
Hall said, and he views McGovern as "the
Intercultural
The associate professor, who specializes
in African and Middle Eastern history,
noted that the program has already sent
students to Hong Kong, Beirut,: Uganda,
Japan, and Pamplona.
Steele also said that Intercultural Studies
majors would be consulted on hiring new
faculty and encouraged to give: their
opinions on future directions for the
program. He pointed out that students last
year interviewed prospective new teachers
in the program. , \ . .
Steele said that while the program is
tailored to the needs and interests of in-
dividual students, the program's value
items from its challenging character. "It's
worth the effort we put into it," Steele said.
Urban Studies
There are not enough faculty members
with concerns in U-E studies and there are
no specialists in the field, Gold added.
An alternative to an internship is par-
ticipation for credit in a U-E research
group. For example, Aimee Brown '74 and
Martha Wetteman '73, compiled a project
directory for student involvement in Hart-
ford.
The project listed the area of study,
agencies available and their functions and
concerns. Also information about the study
area, deadline for completion of a project
/and credit possibilities are listed in their
lesser of two evils."
McGovern is still a candidate on the
capitalistic ticket he said, and has several
flaws. ...' '•••':. :'..'
"While McGovern is a dove in Vietnam,
he's a hawk in the Middle East," was Hall's
main criticism. "Hawks and Doves cannot
exist in the same cage, and McGovern is
making a very opportunistic appeal to the
Jewish vote through his stand on the Middle
East."
An affable man, Hall doesn't fit the stereo-
typed image of the "dirty commies" who
are trying to take over the world. He was
born into a miner's family in Minnesota and
became involved in organizing unions and
unemployed people during the depression.
Hall has the distinction of being the only
presidential candidate to visit North Viet-
nam, and was in that city when the U.S.
resumed the bombing.
Hall doesn't believe in a violent overthrow
of the government.
"You have to work within the existing
realities," he concluded.
from page 1
"Not just in a do your own -thing - the
program, as you know, is very challenging --
but because, the students who enter this
program are highly motivated. They want
to take on something out of the ordinary,"
According to the director, the students in
intercultural studies are "considerably
above average -- and not at all lazy." He
asserted that continued student enthusiasm
for the program would determine its success
or failure.
Last year, 7 students took their major in
some area of intercul tural studies. This year •
0 students will graduate with an in-
tercultural studies degree. Next year,
however, Steele expects the number of
majors to jump to more than 20.
from page 4
directory.
Gold said many different themes and
projects on the envirmnment or the city are
available to create projects the student can
adapt to himself. Depending on the students
interest and background the program can
either emphasize social policy, en-
vironmental policy, technique and
modelling or humanities.
The Urban-Environmental program is a
catalyst to start studies interesting to a
student, he added. In the future Gold hopes
to get more courses and more staff mem-
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We the undersigned administration, faculty, staff, and student members of the Trinity Community strongly
support the candidacy of George'McGovern for President of the United States and are actively contributing
time and money toward his campaign. We do this because we feel that, if elected, President McGovern will:
"*\















































































BRING PEACE TO VIETNAM - •
by ending American military involvement and support for the corrupti Thieu dic-
" . i t a t o r s h i p i n S a i g o n . •.• ;.:;;.••;.•• '.••.•..••, ;•..••: •;•: • ••; \ w j a i ' . . » ; ; o - t , . : " ' U>AI v t a b w ; v ^
(••..
'!':;.•..: "oil;.-? -.'
REORDER NATIONAL PRIORITIES — , Z?%
away from war and military spending to the solution of urgent domestic problems.
GIVE GOVERNMENT BACK TO THE PEOPLE ̂
, by eliminating special, favors and tax breaks for the few, and creating new jobs and tax
relief for the many.
BRING HONESTY TO THE WHITE HOUSE—
in place of the corruption, secrecy, and spying (e.g., Watergate) thathave characterized
the past administration.
RENEW NATIONAL COMMITMENT TO CIVIL LIBERTIES —
after four years of official attacks on the First Amendment, and "benign neglect" of the































































































































-contributing to Senator McGovern's campaign
-work for McGovern afternoons and evenings, and this
weekend. See Ivan Backer or Gary Morgans (246-3605).
-voting for the McGovern/Shriver ticket on November 7.
McGovern Million Member Club
PO Box 6390, Hartford, Ct., 06106
I don;t want to have Nixon to kick around any more. Enclosed is
contribution.
$25 $10 $5 $
Name.
Addraaa.
City- -Sta le . -Zip .
» you a n currently employed, tb» tollowinc infomution is a t e I M H M tor record purposes only undet
tha urn political contribution* act:
Occupation
A COPY OF OU« M P M T FIL«D W1W
f«OM THE SUPERINTtWDSMT Of DTC
Wame ot
A PY F « P T FIL«  1  THE APPROBATE SUWSHVISOBY OFf ICE IS (OR WILL s£) AVAILABLE FOR
f   I t  f UMtNTS. UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT PRINTING CltflCt. WASHINGTON
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Cooper Traces Europe's Interest In China
By Eric Gibson
Social upheaval in Europe during the late
seventeenth century led many Europeans to
search for an ideal culture, said George
Cooper, professor of history.
Speaking in the third of a series of lectures
on China, Cooper said that many Westerners
saw China in this period as a blissful and
harmonious society that Europe might
idolize.
Repeated contact with China destroyed,
however, the West's conception of China as
a land of "delicate bridges, pagodas, and
fans," he said.
Cooper said the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries were periods of great religious
and political tension in Europe. England
saw the Civil War, the execution of Charles
I, and the excesses of Cromwell.
France had its particular problems as
well, he added. The opening of the New
World upset the balance of the old. People
were beginning to question the foundations
of European government.
Reports of mankind living in harmony in a
world of "order and symmetry," Cooper
said, contrasted with the state of Europe at
the time. The Chinese way of life was what
Europe was looking for-a society of order
and without tension-and so, unable to live it
in reality, they chose to live it vicariously.
By the time of Queen Victoria, however,
and the European peace of the 1800's, many
Europeans became disillusioned with China.
He quoted Alfred, Lord Tennyson's Loxley
Hall, "Better fifty years of Europe than a
cycle of Cathay," the poetic word for China
In his lecture, entitled "Cathay and the
Imagination of the West," Cooper traced the
first European contact with China back tc
the Mongol conquests of Trukey, Poland
Russia and China. The seeming unin-
terrupted warfare of the Mongols led many
western countries to fear the hordes might
turn their interests toward Western Europe.
As a result emissaries were sent out from
these countries to placate the Mongols.
"The point of contact between East and
West was the fear that the conquerors oi
China would be the conquerors of Europe,"
Cooper explained.
The Mongol threat soon subsided and
interest in China lay dormant until the late
thirteenth century when Marco Polo
returned telling of the wealth and splendor
of Chinese life, re-awakening European
interest.
This prompted Portuguese explorer Vasco
da Gama to go there by sea, the overland
route being too long and too dangerous, to
get a foothold in China for commercial
purposes. He successfully established the
Portuguese port of Macao.
Cooper said the Jesuits were anxious to
use Portuguese influence as a jumping-off
point for their own religious ambitions, The
priest Matteo Ricci went to China to convert
the Chinese to Christianity. This is im-'
portant he said, because from this time on
the world was getting a picture of China, and
of Confucius, "refracted through Jesuit
eyes". Because of this the history of China is
of relevance to the intellectual history of
Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries.
Father Ricci remained in China for many
decades. It was through him that the world
first heard of Confucius, Cooper said.
When the Analects of Confucius were
published they were read all over Europe.
What was picked up because of its supposed
similarity to Christianity ("Do unto others
what you would have done to yourself" is
one of the most celebrated statements) was
in fact no more than "a pastiche of com-
monplace moral sayings," said Cooper.
Nevertheless, it was this interest in
Confucius which started the uncontrollable
vogue for China and all things Chinese in the
late seventeenth century, Cooper pointed
out. • .
Confucianism was something that ap-
pealed to Europeans intellectually. In
France, the court of Louis XIV was imbued
with it, and England's Lord Chesterfield
spoke of it in his letters to his son, he added.
In many of the so-called 'stately homes' in
England, there was always one "Chinese
room" decorated in what was considered
authentic Chinese style Cchinoiserie').
People drank China tea out of Chinese
teacups, which rested on Chinese lacquered
• tables (Chippendale even managed to in-
corporate the occasional motif into his
furniture), and the cumbersome periwig
was replaced by a hat, thought to be Chinese
in style, but which in fact looked more like a
turban. Such was the extent of the craze.
Cooper said this had behind it the idea that
it was all in honor of Confucius, and in no
way meant to compete with Christianity. It
was nevertheless the case that by giving to
the West what they thought was something
similar to Christianity, the Jesuits un-
wittingly unleashed a potential enemy to it
in the form of the vogue.
The disenchantment began late in the
eighteenth century, when people returning
from China brought with them reports of
vice and corruption, thus destroying the
popular conception of China as a land of
"delicate bridges, pagodas and fans,"
Cooper said.
Also, Britain had to pay for her silk and
tea with opium, since there was nothing she
could offer China in return except silver
which was in short supply. This led, in 1839,
to the Opium War, starting when the
Chinese arbitrarily seized and destroyed
British opium stores in Canton, Cooper
explained. British merchants objected to
these measures, since the drug- had been
allowed to be imported despite decrees
forbidding its entry.
The British won in 1842, but by that time
interest' in China had died, and it was then
that Tennyson wrote his poem.
I Is
Freshman Hazing Featured Tribunal
By Glenn Weaver
Copyright, Trustees of Trinity College.
Reprinted with permission.
Freshman hazing, perhaps as old as the
College or as old as collegiate education,
became somewhat formalized at Trinity in
the campus institution known as the "Grand
Tribunal." The origins of the Grand
Tribunal are lost In the mists, of early
college tradition, but by the beginning of the
1850's it had come to be recognized as a
mock court composed of Seniors and Juniors
for the purpose of keeping the Sophomores
in tow. The Grand Tribunal was headed by-
the "Grand High Chancellor" who presided
at the court's sessions. There were also
judges, advocates, and a sheriff.
Sophomores accused of misconduct would
be brought before the court for trial, but the
seriousness with which the court was
regarded might be attested to by the fact
that cases were few, and that sometimes an
entire year passed without a sitting of the
Grand Tribunal. In the prosecution and the
defense, the students often rose to great
heights of eloquence and the Tribunal was,
thus a practice court for potential lawyers.
Perhaps, too, the Tribunal was a
rudimentary form of "student govern-
ment," for the Faculty offered full
cooperation in acting as "police" while the
court was in session to prevent the
Sophomores from creating disturbances
outside the courtroom.
i\li"' TRIALS '..'
Although originally intended to discipline
the Sophomores, those traditional per-
secutors of Freshmen,: the Freshmen
themselves, in the course of time, came
under the jurisdiction' • of the Grand
Tribunal, and the hazing of Freshmen -
officially at least - became one of the func-
tions of the Junior and Senior "court." In the
fall of 1860, the Tribunal "sat" in Odd
Fellows Hall in Hartford and the new
students were summoned, one after the
other, to appear, and each was "put through
a course of sprouts after a mock trial."
Three of the Freshmen, however, refused to
submit, and the officers of.the Tribunal
proceeded.tb punish the recalcitrants. One
was taken at night to Zion Hill Cemetery and
lashted to a tombstone. Happily, he was
released by a classmate at an early-
morning hour. Another was forced into a
carriage and taken several miles from
Hartford where he was tied up and left
suspended in an old well. The third, Preston
D. Sill of South Carolina, was more elusive
On the evening of Thursday, October 11,
however, as the students were leaving the-
Chapel after Evening Prayer, "agents" of
the Grand Tribunal attempted to seize Mr.
Sill and carry him to«a carriage waiting at
the side of the building. Sill •had?anticipated;
such an incident and.'as the rush was made,
he produced a revolver and fired at his
nearest assailant. Fortunately, the shot was
high and the bullet lodged in a pillar of the
chapel portico. The students, thinking that
the bullet had hit its mark, shouted "Man
shot!" Immediately the Faculty appeared
on the scene, took charge of Mr. Sill, and
dispersed the students.
Sill became literally an over-night hero in
Hartford and the local press praised his
bravery, but on College Hill it was another
matter. There his action was regarded as
having been most cowardly, and there was
some reason to believe that he might suffer
bodily harm at* the hands of irate un-
dergraduates. Immediately after the in-
cident, Sill was taken by Professor Edward
Graham Daves, Professor of Greek, to the
rooms of Professor Austin Stickney, Daves'
colleague in Latin. There Sill was examined
by the Faculty and according to Sill's own
version of the story - much to be doubted - the
Faculty absolved him of all blame for the
affair and assured him that he would not be
punished. At any rate, although the Faculty
never issued an official statement regarding
the proceedings, Sill left Hartford on the
first train and never returned to the College.
CONSIDERATE
The students could be unruly,
disrespectful of lawful authority, uncouth,
and even - some of them - actually vicious;
but they could also be considerate perhaps
beyond normal expectation. When Professor
Jackson left the College to accept the
Presidency of Hobart College, the students
"serenaded" their former Professor at his
home on "the eve of his departure. The
following day they accompanied him to the
railroad station and sang "Auld Lang Syne"
as the train left Hartford. Shortly thereafter
they gave a similar "serenade" for the
departing Instructor in Modern Languages,
M. Leopold Simonson. And on the occasion
of Bishop Brownell's eightieth birthday, the
Trinity students adopted resolutions "in-
dicative of their esteem of the founder, first
President, constant patron and faithful
supporter of the institution."
ATHLETICS
T R I N I T Y COLLEGE
Hartford, Connecticut 06I0G
The 150th anniversary of Trinity College has made one oi the few
changes in the Trinity seal.
When the seal did come into existence, is not known. The history of the
seal has either been lost or whoever adopted the seal neglected to
' document the history. ' . ; . •
However, a few old copies of the seal were found, and the seal has
changed very little over the years, Originally the seal existed without the
black background it has today. '
For the 150th anniversary the announcement of this has been put on the
seal. Next year the seal will return to its former state with only the black
background. .•:• • '
In the center of the seal is the original shield of George Washington,'
according to the publications department. Inside the shield stands a
building representing the original facade of Seabury Hall at Washington
College. Trinity was originally founded as Washington College by an
Episcopal Bishop named Thomas Church Brownell in 1823.
Within the shield lie the thirteen stars of the original states. The mitre,
the key and the staff which are located on the outside of the shield are the
symbols of the Episcopal Bishop of Connecticut. , ' .
The Latin Wordswritten on the border of the Trinity seal "Sigillum
Collegii Trinitatis Sanctissimae" stand for "The Seal of the College of the
Most Holy Trinity."
, ,T.he Latjinexpi-jB^sjonat the.bottom of the seal "Pro Ecclesia et Patria"
means "For Church arid Fatherland." Both expressions reflect the
religious background of the school.
In a way, some of the undergraduate
deviltry was a form of "letting off steam" in
the days before organized sports absorbed
so much of the collegians' energies. But only
in a way, for the decade of,the 1850's was the
period in which collegiate (although not
inter-collegiate) athletics began at Trinity.
Critics of the mores of the Trinity un-
dergraduates had long deplored the
sedentary life of the residents of College
Hill, and visiting preachers had continued to
reiterate the unfavorable comments long
since made by Nathaniel Wheaton in the
1820's. In 1847 the Reverend Jonathan
Mayhew Wainwright, a Fellow of the
College and then of St. John's Chapel of
Trinity Parish, New York, delivered the
annual address before the House of Con-
vocation in which he, as Wheaton had
previously done, compared the activities of
English and American collegians. Pointing
out that in the English colleges the student
spent two hours each day in riding, walking,
rowing, fencing, or gymnastics, Wainwright
urged that Trinity adopt compulsory-
measures to insure adequate physical
exercise. By remarkable coincidence, three
days after Wainwright had presented his
views on the strenuous life, there appeared
an item in the Hartford Daily Gourant,
which, although not specifically mentioning
the Trinity students, more than suggests
that the collegians were more committed to
outdoor recreation than the .convocation
speaker realized. Many complaints', the
Courant noted, had been heard of the large
number of persons who swam, in the Little
River, "directly back of Imlay's Mill, and in
sight from the railroad . . . . occasionally as
many as 75 persons..," from March until as
late as November, and "from morning until
late in the afternoon . . . It is one continual
scene of diving, swimming, shouting and
running naked over the back of the College,
and around the lots opposite; and in the
midst of all this, respectable females are
compelled to pass the Railroad in going to
and from church." •
The Courant's editor's suggestion that
cleanliness - when achieved through bathing
in the Little River - was hardly akin to
godliness could not prevail against -Wain-
wright's preaching of a sound mind in a
sound body, for the students, with or without
Faculty sponsorship or approval, had com*3
to find sports, of one sort or another, very
much to their liking. Swimming in summer
and skating in winter took the un-
dergraduates frequently to the "Hog."
Several undergraduates took up boxing, and
the more affluent among the student body
hired saddle horses and rode as far away as
to Avon Mountain. Visiting preachers
continued to lament that "educated men are
sadly deficient in ,.. manly robustness," but
it was not long before organized team-sports
made their appearance.
•3 « ,
i i ' ' "
if
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Photos by Rick Woodward
The Deadly Theatre takes easily to
Shakespeare. We see his plays done by good
actors (in some cases) in what seems like
the proper way - they look lively and
colorful, there is music and everyone is all
dressed up, just as they are supposed to be
in the best of classical theatres. Yet secretly
we find it excrutiatingly boring - and in our
hearts we either blame Shakespeare, or
theatre as such, or even ouselves. To make
matters worse there is always the deadly
spectator, who for special reasons enjoys a -
lack of intensity and even a lack of en-
tertainment, such as the scholar who
emerges from routine performances of the
classics smiling because nothing has
distracted him from trying over and con-
firming his pet theories whilst reciting his
favorite lines under his breath. In his heart
lie sincerely wants a theatre that is nobler-
than-life and he confuses a sort of in-
tellectual satisfaction with the true ex-
perience for which he craves. Un-
fortunately, he lends the weight of his
authority' to. dullness and so the Deadly
Theatre goes on its way.
—Peter Brook
The Empty Space
It is unfortunate that Mr. Brook's
description of the Deadly Theatre so aptly
describes the current production of The
Taming of the Shrew. Never have I seen
such lifelessness on the Trinity stage as I did
last Friday night. To say that this per-
formance or rather this academic
regurgitation, was boring would be a
complement, To say that it is theatre, is a
joke. The cast, with few exceptions, read
their lines and failed to bring any energy or
vibrancy to their characters. There was no
gaiety, no spontaneity, and most im-
portantly the cast members didn't seem to
be having any fun with what they were
doing. Thus the evening dragged, and the
high anticipations I had entertained upon,
entering the theatre were quickly destroyed.
I feel very guilty about this: 1 wanted the
show to succeed; I kept thinking it would get
better. I know that any production is the
combined effort of a number of people, who
have worked exceedingly hard. Those in-
volved with Shrew deserve better than the
end product I witnessed.
The basic problems with the show were:1
1) tne entire show permeated with a
sameness; if was repetitive in both
characterization and staging, which
destroyed any mood; 2) the slow pacing
produced a choppiness of line delivery and
lack of continuity; and 3) the casting was
poor. Fortunately Mr. Nichols and his cast
have another week to try and iron out tne
difficult moments, to use what they have at
this moment as a foundation and build onto
it, adding energy and credibility, I will go
see the • show • again this weekend.*T am
confident it will improve.
Pictured above from left to Tight: Christian Horn fights to take off his master Petruchio's (Ron Blitz) boot. Kathy Falk as Kate
glares at her spouse. Bianca (Anne Scurria) and Lucentio (Tim Warren) profess their love.
As with all of Shakespeare's comedies,
The Taming of the Shrew is a play abput
love. The theme is portrayed here cfs a
struggle: a bawdy and lusty competition
among members of the opposite sex to
dominate one another, a rivalry among men
for the favors of one woman, and the
struggling of sisters to achieve parental
affection and blessing. It is a loud play,
brimming with hot emotions and ex-
travagant actions. It is not rational, nor does
it pretend to be. The play is a farce and
builds with a very-rapid-paee-to" its' "con-
clusion, that is the taming of Kate, and the
reversal of roles. Unless this pace is
established and maintained from the very
beginning the ending seems ridiculous. The
production Friday night failed to create any
unified tone for the piece. At the' end,
Shakespeare divulges his little moral about
love. (Remember in the entire,.text of the
script, we are actually watching a play-
within-a-play, although Mr. Nichols has
deleted this information by the excluding
the Induction.) fcove cannot exist where
there is no tenderness or affection. It should
not be regarded suspici.QMgly.as.the desire-on
the part of one memberin the relationship to
control the other. Only when people can give
freely to each other, when no deception
exists, can love flourish. Petruchio is able to
demonstrate this axiom to Kate by
mirroring her shrewish behavior, which she
finds repulsive. This creates an un-
derstanding on the latter's part, forcing her
to reflect on her own previously repulsive
behavior, and thus, she is tamed. If she
would like to be treated as a human being,
then she must act like one. The actions
which lead up to this understanding create
very comical situations, and although The
Taming of the Shrew may not be one of
Shakespeare's better comedies, it has its
own unique charm -and flavor which carries
it off. The ending is happy; it is a celebration
of the beauties of love. I neither saw nor felt
any love, nor any sense of festivity at the
end of the production opening night. My
happiness grew not out of the show, but
rather by the fact that it was over. I didn't
have a good time watching the per-
formance, the actors didn't have a good
time performing, (which can only be ac-
complished if they believe in the characters
they are creating.)
Mr. Nichols started his show with a very
bad mistake, one which immediately slowed
down the pace of the production. The curtain
rose to reveal a very appealing and bright
set, then the lights went out, and came up
aeain with the start of the dialogue. This
opening bit of directorial business is
characteristic of the entire production: the
show would pick up, and then be stopped in
the middle.of its build, and be forced to start
again.'- Mr.,"Nichofe- "was" obviously calling
attention to his beautifully constructed set.
Yet no matter how beautiful a set may be, it
,can never really existas a separate entity, or
at least it shouldn't. It is an integral part of
the total theatre experience, and its ef-
fectiveness can only be judged by its in-
tegration into the production. Does it lend
itself to movement? Does it preate a specific
feeling? Does it ever become more im-
portant than the action of the play.
The set was both appropriate and pleasing
to look at, although I would have preferred it
if it ha.dcxeated a stronger sense ofdepth: It
was shallow: a cut-out facade. It was very
open, very light and allowed for great
freedom of movement. Unfortunately Mr.
Nichols did not make greatest use of this
advantage. The movement was static and
erratic, excepting the one scene of
Fjetruchio and Kate fighting on the stair-
case. This play needs lots of movement; the
violent temperments of the characters are
unleashed not only in their words, but also in
their actions.
Another staging device which constantly
pulled back the production was the use of
individual scene changes Jisbuszep each
scene. Instead o'f letting each scene dissolve
into the next, as Mr. Nichols did effectively
in Twelfth Night, he insisted on having the
lights go down and a group of servants enter
to change the set pieces, accompanied by the
original music of James Dilettoso. (A brief
note on the music: T don't know whether it
was good or not. Its\ constant repetition
between scenes made it 'all the sound the
same, and I found myself no longer listening
to it. It could Have been used much'more
effectively in 'the actual body of the per-
formance,''particularly Tn. W l a s t " 'scene
after the banquet. The volume should' have
been louder and it should ha've continued' to
provide a background for the .scene 'to- be1
played, out in. this scene-is- fir essence' '8
party, the music should havebeengafyVand I
wouldn't have even minded sortie dancing.)
What was most unfortunate about the scene
changes, apart from killing any pace1 that
might have existed, was that the servants
were often more interesting to watch doing
this, than the main characters had been in
the regular action of the play.
This brings me to' the acting. This
production is an excellent example' for the
acting student of how much can be made of a
small part. All of the servants were ex-
cellent. They were energeticand individual.
They reacted to the action even when they
had nothing to do. In general most of the
smaller parts were handled extremely well.
This may be dua-to the faet-that- the smaller
roles tended to be cnaracter parts, and these
are always easier to portray than a serious
part. Yet it was their liveliness and vitality
which impressed me the most. The five old
men in the show .created unique portraits
which were always funny and interesting.
This had the adverse effect, though of
making the lack of energy in the rest of the
cast more pronounced.
Kathy Falk as Kate did everything she
could to try to liven the pace. Friday night
she had npthing to play" off of; Ron Blitz'|
Petruchio was very stiff and tbire-was-tt}
subtlety to his characterization. His
character either shouted or did not, nothing
in between. The lines were delivered in a
monotone, being differentiated only by the
intensity of his voice, not by inflection! I
liked Kathy's portrayal of Kate, although
her transition from the shrew to the faithful
wife happened so quickly, that I hadn't seen
the motivation for this transformation.
Stephen Roylance continues to do what he
has done wwl in the past, playing the fool.
How boring and sad that he is always type-
cast. He has a great deal of talent which
continues to remain unexploited. I also liked
Anne Scurria's Bianca. Behind her very
sweet and innocent smile, Anne was able to
convey incredible depth to her character, as
being both very coy and potentially bitchy.
She seemed to have the least to work from in
terms of devehjping a' character and yet she
succeeded above everyone else.
The most interesting new talent to appear
is Jim King. I feel he deserves special
mention above everyone else, not because
his acting was more spectacular, but
because he was always convincing. He was
the only one who seemed comfortable witn
his' part and with what he was doing, ajia.
thus he was always believable, He was very
natural on the stage, I never doubted him. or
what he was doing. Yet all of the actors
tended to'repeat effective gestures, wnicn
m'&'de'-tffe'm losie initial effectiveness. And ai
times''' When'tnej? sensed'-the energy was
d W # ' began to' tivera'ct. •'
i f s ' costUrries'/with' the exceition
of^mPr/Faik's- which were most un-
flatteVitig and unappealing', were very
bright and conveyed that sense of pageantry
and Joviality, when everything else taueu.
They we're the only element in "»
production which succeeded in continually
ireating the atmosphere and mood.
I would suggest that the actors go over
their lines and learn to deliver them without
having to stop and think about them. The
lines did not flow, they dribbled and drooled.
Much work is needed on this production
before I would consider it competent. They
have the time. I hope they use it. And don t
forget - energy!
By William B. Harris
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A Russian "Dracula:"
Sergei Eisenstein's 'Ivan The Terrible'
By James L. West
Ed. Note: James L. West is a member o}
the Historv Department at Trinity.
It has ueuume something of a tradition on
college campuses to celebrate the week of
Haloween by showing monster and horror
movies. This week's presentation of the
Soviet film classic "Ivan the Terrible",
(Thursday, Nov. 2, 7 p.m. McCook
Auditorium-) sponsored jointly by the
Department of History and the Intercultural
Studies Program, is thus ^uite in keeping
with the spirit of the season.
Eisenstein's "Ivan the Terrible" is not, of
course, a monster picture, though it does
offer enough sinister plots,% treacherous
poisonings, psychotic fears and ghoulish
characters to fill a quite resDectable
Halloween nightmare. Yet this film is, in a
sense, a political horror show, both in its
choice of subject and in the political in-
trigues which surrounded its production and
presentation in the Soviet Union. What's
more, this last product of Eisenstein's ar-
tistic genius can claim a strong historical
filiation with the progenitor of all modern
monster movies, "Dracula".
The 1931 classic, which starred Bela
Lugosi as the paradigm Transylvanian
vampire, was based on the nineteenth
century novel Dracula, written by an Irish-
man, Brom Stoker. In typical fin de siecle
romantic style, Stoker found his inspiration
in the peasant legends and folktales of the
Carpathian Mountains (present day
Rumania), remote in both time and place
from the bourgeois society in which he lived.
Stoker adapted for his novel one of the most
enduring folk legends of the peasants of
Transylvania and Wallachia. thataf 9«rcnt
To suit the. tastes of-filS readers, the author
iWu ,̂ ~ nineteenth century vampire, out of
this folk hero; in reality, however, the ac-
tual source of the legend was two fifteenth
century rulers of Wallachia, Vlad Dracul
("The Dragon") and his son, Vlad Tsepesh
("The Impaler"). These two warlords of the
region gained their legendary status by
defending their territory against the inroads
of the Turks, who were advancing into the
Kingdom of Hungary across the mountain
passes of Wallachia and Transylvania. They
succeeded in thwarting the repeated in-
vasions, and were thus celebrated in
peasant legends as the saviors of their
country; but their success was due ms'nlv
to the extremely hruta!..methods which they
employed towaiu uieir enemies and op-
ponents.
While the barbarities which this father
and son team perpetrated in their time gave
rise to their names, their legend, and finally
to our modern Dracula, it is. interesting to
note that these rulers were celebrated in the
peasant folktales as "monsters of cruelty
and justice". This seeming incongruity in
the popular attitude arose from the fact that
while the methods of the original Dracula's
were inhumane and barbarous, they were
employed in defense of an exhalted purpose:
the two rulers felt that they were imbued
with a holy mission to establish a holy and
righteous society, a "Kingdom of God on
Earth", and that all who opposed them were
enemies of (iod, and therefore deserving
victims of cruel and unusual punishments.
Thus to the pious common people, Vlad
Dracul and Vlad Tsepesh shone with the
holy aura of righteous Christian princes.
Ivan the Terrible, Tsar of Muscovy in the
sixteenth century, ruled his kingdom in the
best traditions of Dracul and Tsepesh. Ivan
was undoubtedly one of the most psychotic
rulers ever to sit on the Russian throne, a
seat occupied by not a few imbeciles, half-
wits and perverts. His paranoid personality,
was warped from earliest childhood as the
intrigues of a resurgent landed aristocracy
(the boyars) surged around *e throne
which he was too young to occupy. He saw
his mother poisoned and his relatives tor-
tured as one clique after another struggled
for power, and he suffered indignities and
indecencies at the hands of those who were
his nominal guardians. These traumatic
experiences began early to have their effect
on Ivan, for it is said that his favorite
pastime as a child was throwing cats off the
Kremlin wall.
When Ivan finally came of age in 1547, he
began a conscious dual policy of wreaking
revenge on those who had tormented him,
and of consolidating the throne against the
ambitions of the old landed elite. In carrying
out this life-long mission, Ivan, like his
spiritual predecessors in Wallachia, gave
free rein to his most demented instincts. His
enemies and opponents were tortured and
maimed in the most innovative and
imaginative ways possible: burning wax,
boiling wine, ritual drowning, scalding and
dragging over ice were applied in-
discriminately to all who showed the
slightest signs of resistance to the Tsar's
will. Under his reign, terror became in-
stitutionalized as an instrument of state
policy. To carry out his plan, Ivan
established the oprichnina, a sort of
inquisitional political police. His hand-
picked agents, known as oprichniki, roamed
the countryside hunting down and rooting
out opponents of the regime. These men
were falfable specters of calculated
terror: they wore black cloaks, rode black
horses, and carrier! as their symbol of
authority the severed head of a dog swung
from their saddles. This systematic ap-
plication of fear and coercion was, for the
time, successful. Since the power of the old
feudalistic aristocracy was broken by the
end of Ivan's reign in 1584. But so, too, was
the strength of the nation he sought to
protect: after the exertions and convulsions
of Ivan's reign, the whole structure of
Russian society dissolved into the period of
national disintegration known as the Time of
Troubles. The Russian state and people
barely survived the crisis brought on by
Ivan's brutal policies.
Ivan's exertions on .behalf of the strong
centralized'state won him an important
place in the Russian historical tradition as
the architect of the Muscovite state, but his
methods earned him the legendary title
"T*he 1 Terrible"* ^s with Dracul and
Tsepesh, however, Ivan's reputation among
the common people was not altogether a
negative one. The Russian word for
"terrible" is grozny, which carries the
connotation of ""awful", or more precisely,
"awesome", "inspiring awe". Ivan was,
indeed, "awful" to those who opposed him,
but to the simple people he was said to have
been gentle, affectionate and -Gensitterate.
Along with -opposition, he rooted out
corruption and abuse of power, and thus,
like his Transylvanian counterparts, his
legend was that of "a monster of cruelty and
justice".
Ivan was, in his own perverted way, a
deeply religious man: he kept lists of all his
victims, for whom he ordered the
monasteries to pray incessantly; he spent
much of his time composing monastic rules
and rituals for everything from icon pain-
ting to shaving; and even his opricihiniki
formed something of a monastic order,
complete with vows, habit, and holy
mission. Thus the Tsar and his henchmen
became, in their own conception, disDensexs
of Old Testament, justice«gatnSt agents of
•.he-Bern, their opponents.
Given the nature of Ivan's personality and
reign, it becomes apparent that it was no
accident that Eisenstein's film was
produced at the behest of the man whose
political career most closely ressembled
that of the Terrible Tsar Joseph Stalin. It
must also be clear that if the film pretended
to any degree of historical accuracy, it
would inevitably run afoul of the new
Russian Dracula. Eisenstein placed his art
above his own personal safety in attempting
to portray in his historical epic many of the
complex facets of his subject's personality.
The producer sought to achieve as high a
degree of historical accuracy as was
possible without sacrificing dramatic effect.
Considering the subject matter, this seems
hardly to be a problem.
In Part I of the film, Eisenstein presents
the early career of the young Tsar as he
struggles to consolidate the power of the
state against its enemies, "both internal and
external". Ivan's efforts are seen as heroic,
and tragic since he is successful, but only at
the cost of the life of his young wife, the
victim of a boyar plot. In Part II, however,
these exertions begin to tell on the aging
Tsar, and Eisenstein masterfully portrays
the psychological disintegration of the man.
Ivan becomes increasingly despotic, but
more out of fear than strength He is-
haunted bv fears-of subversion and intrigue,
and'is surrounded by his oprichniki who feed
his suspicicions and direct his reprisals.
Ivan is clearly becoming unhinged under the
strain of his struggle, but not before he
achieves a sinister triumph in the mock
coronation and spectacular assassination of
a boyar pretender, the half-wit Vladimir.
The political history of this film, which
was Eisenstein's last, is hardly less sinister
than the plot, itself. Part I was produced in a
lavish manner in 1943, at the height of the
Second World War. Production was
authorized and supervised by Stalin, him-
self, who felt the need to divert scarce
resources from the war effort into an epic
film which could both justify his pre-war
(and post-war) repressions and glorify his
military achievements. The young Ivan in
Part I is clearly fulfilling this propagan-
dists function when he speaks of defending
the Russian State against foreign invasion
and internal subversion. The Tsar even
congratulates himself on the arrival of
English ships carrying supplies for his army
and oprichniki (re: Murmansk, 1943). To
contemporary audiences, then, Part I was
clearly a vindication of Stalin's policies by
reference to the similar methods and
achievements of the "progressive" Tsar
Ivan. When Stalin viewed Part I of the film,
he was immensely pleased, and is said to
have exclaimed: "Now I know that Sergei
Mikhailovich (Eisenstein) is a good
Bolshevik!"
Such lavish praise from the Great Leader
was short-lived, however, for Part II,
produced in 1946, quickly ran into serious
political '.rouble. Eisenstein attempted in
this part tc maintain the historical accuracy
of his film by depicting the psychological
disintegration of his "hero".
The Great Bolshevik, who thought of
himself as Alexander Nevsky, Ivan the
Terrible and Peter the Great all rolled into
one, clearly felt that Eisenstein's portrayal
of a fifteenth century political Dracula on
the Soviet screen was a clear and present
threat to his power; the film was im-
mediately suppressed, and the producer,
along with his star, Nicholai Cherkassov
(who had also played the role of Alexander
Nevsky in Eisenstein's 1938 film) were
summoned to appear before the Great
Leader. Cherkassov's account of this en-
counter, contained in his ritual public
renunciation of his role in the film, stands as
a classic example of the subservience of art
(and truth) to politics in a modern
totalitarian system:
In reply to our questions, Comrade J. V.
Stalin made a whole series of ex-
traordinarily valuable and interesting
remarks about the era of Ivan the Terrible
and the principles of artistic representation
of historical figures. "These figures" he
emphasized, "must be shown with truth and
forcefulness, and it is essential to preserve
the style of the historical period." We
recognized the faults of the film, (and our)
errors were voilently aggravated by the
historically inaccurate picture of the'
progressive army of the oprichinki and by
the distortions of the character of Ivan IV
himself. A number of problems concerning
the Soviet cinema were discussed during the
conversation, and we were able once again
to appreciate the viligant attention with
which Josef Vissarionovich had considered
the problems of cinematic art...
The political fate of Eisenstein's
masterpiece is symbolic of the fact that the
Russian Revolution had come full circle
back around to the worst traditions of the
Tsars, and its suppression demonstrated
that Autocracy had simply been rein-
carnated in Russia in modern form as
totalitarianism. "Ivan the Terrible"
inadvertently revealed this basic truth
about the Soviet system, and thus had to be
suppressed; the new Dracula could hardly
afford to permit his loyal victims to see an
accurate portrayal of the old.
"Ivan the Terrible" is, in the opinion of
many, "the greatest work of the greatest
cinemagraphic artist of the twentieth
century. It is hoped that this account of the
political reality behind both the film and its
subject will enhance your enjoyment and






funs "of the many varied oil paintings by Mitch Pappas, currently
hanging in the Widener Gallery of the Austin Arts Center in the exhibit
entitled "Mitch Pappas in Retrospect." Mrs. Pappas is always on hand
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Wallflower, Elknsong" By Lloyd Wolf
Ed Note: . • • - . - • : .
This photograph inaugurates a new and permanent space in thearts section reserved
for original student photographs. All photographs should be submitted,to the Tripod
office by 1:00 PM Saturdays. Please include your name, box number, and the title of the
photograph, if any.
Theatre:
Pioneers Of Modern Painting
Clark's New Film Series
Pioneers of Modern Painting, the new six-
part film series written and narrated by
Kenneth Clark, will be shown at Trinity
College on Wednesday, November 1, 8, and
15 at 2-3:30 p.m. in the Cinestudio. Ad-
mission is free.
Trinity College will receive the six
Pioneers of Modern Painting films, free of
charge, from the National Gallery 'of Art,
under a program offered through the
Gallery's Extension Service,
This distribution has been made possible
by a grant from the National Endowment
for the Humanities. In making the grant, the
National Endowment for the Humanities
and the National Gallery emphasized the
film's availability to the whole student body
by requesting the college presidents to
sponsor the program, rather than art
history, or humanities departments. Par-
ticipating schools are also required to co-
sponsor the series with a local museum,
library, or cultural center for showings to
the general public free of charge. In this
manner, the Gallery makes its collections
available to those who are otherwise per-
sonally unable to visit it. This program
follows the pattern-of the Extension Ser-
vice's distribution of Lord Clark's'
previously highly acclaimed film series,
Civilisation, That had a large viewing
audience, consisting of more than BOO
campuses and their communities.
Pioneers of Modern Painting covers the
life and works Qf six-leading artists of the
late lilth and early 20th centuries: Edouard
Manet, Paul Cezanne, Claude Monet,
Georges Seuraj;, Henri Rousseau, and
Edvard Munch. Each of these artists, whom
Lord Clark considers "the pioneers of what
we still call modern painting," has a 45-
minute color film devoted to him. The
setting or the series is in France and Nor-
way for the most part but also includes
many of the works currently hanging in the
National Gallery in Washington.
Edouard Manet (1832-1883) is the first of
the series. Lord Clark considers him "the
first revolutionary," as he found no official
support from the Establishment and was
actively persecuted by it. Lord Clark also
examines Manet's relationships with other
notable impressionists.
By Jon Doolittle
The current production at Long Wharf
Theater of Christopher Pry's "The Lady's
Not For Burning" is probably one of the best
performances ever seen there. As Pry calls
his play. "A comedy in verse," it follows the
age-old maxim of seriousness in comedy
and combines farcical situations and actions
with a serious message about life.
The play is set "in the fifteenth century,
more or less or exactly," according to Fry.
It takes place at the house of Hebel Tyson,
Fry Play At Long Wharf
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mayor of the small village of Cool Clary.
Hebel's sister Margeret and her two sons,
Nicholas and Humphrey also live with him.
The story also concerns the fortunes of
Thomas Mendip, a discharged soldier and
vagrant and Jennet Jourdemayne, a
beautiful young girl who lives in the village.
Mendip appears from nowhere and im-
mediately demands to be hanged and
confesses to- .several fictitious murders.
Rebel, however, will not listen to his pleas
and is outraged by the request. "The
gallows is not a1 charitable institution," he
remarks.. His mind is taken up by other
matters, as Jennet, • who has rather ec-
centric living habits and whose deceased
father was an alchemist, has been accused
of witchcraft by the villagers. She wishes
only to live and be left alone. "We must burn
her," says Hebel, "before she destroys our
reason." Mendip and Jennet gravitate to
each other, but. neither can understand the
other.
The humour of the play is enriched by
numerous subplots and lesser characters; a
bibulous chaplain married to his violin, a
senile old rag and bone merchant, the
brothers Nicholas and Humphrey infighting
constantly.
The play itself is wonderfully written.
Wonderful imagery spews forth in the
speeches of the characters in seemingly
endless profusion. Such phrases as "the
moon's grey mane", "the moors of mor-
tality" abound. The characters make ex-
traordinary similes. Speaking of Hebel and
himself in tears, Teppreeoom, the con-
stable, says, "And here we both stand,
dripping like newly weighed anchors."
The acting is of that caliber for which the
Long Wharf Group is known. George Hearn
as Mendip is excellent. He displays exactly
that mixture of cynicism and humour that
Fry wrote into the character. He does a fine
job with those very difficult fast lines and
endlesh solKeration. Joyce Eberi. as Jennet
Jourdemayne is likewise superb.
Hut i! is William Swetland as the
Chaplain, though in a minor part who really
carries thy show away. He'stands quite
apart from the others, fine as they are.
While they seem to nearly shout to reach the
audience; his quiet, well modulated voice
1 comes up audibly and clearly.
But is is not only the acting and play which
distinguish this production. The set,
designed by Marjorie Kellogg is a brilliant
solution to a very difficult problem. At the
Long Wharf the stage is seen from three
sides and the set must present the same
view to all three. The background is a wall of
the house, stuccoed and having a large
window looking out on a garden. There is a
stairway leading to a landing and backstage
from which several entrances are made.
The foreground is a stone floor'surrounded
by a low wooden platform, giving the room
an enclosed feeling.
The lighting, designed by Judy Rasmuson
is on a par with the rest of the production.
The light in the room as well as the sunlight
and moonlight which pour in through the
window is extremely realistic.
All of these things make this production of
"The Lady's Not For.Kurning" one of the
best in New Haven theater in a long while.
Long Wharf appears to be starting one of its
best seasons.
Tryouts
TrybutS for three one-acts will be held
today in Garmany Hall from 4-7 p.m. Lyririe
Derrick Is directing Edward. Albee's: The
American Dream. Brian McElehey is '
directing The 'Typist by Murray Schisgal
and.Len.Cowen will direct a:new play by
Megan O'Neill "73. All are welcome,.Y ,
A portrayal of Paul Cezanne's (18S9-19O6)
greatness, a particular favorite of Kenneth •
Clark, is accomplished by a fascinating tour ;
of his life and works. ;
Lord Clark explores Claude Monet's (1840
1926) representations of nature in the third
film, characterized by a delightful com-
bination of color and light. Monet, one of the
founders of the impressionist school, is also
shpwn; as:a:rival of Manet ..,. ;
'Little;.being known, of pointillist Georges
Seurat's (1859-18911, -private life and :
character, the fourth; film concentrates
primarily on his method of work, subject
matter, scientific approach, and'relation- ;'
ship of cultural background and era ]
Henri Rousseau (1844-1901) is included in '
this series because he represents this i.
century 's view that imagination and a sense ;
of color can often be more important than \
skill of hand alone. ;••
The ability of Edvard Munch (1863-1944),
an early leader of the expressionist £
movement, to reveal the emotions of his ;
personal experiences through his work is •
explored in depth by Lord Clark in the sixth !
and final series. V •
This program is also notable as it/marks i
the first joint venture of producer-, Colin :
Clark with his father. •;.' \.
Annotmeemertts
London Theatre
The Communications and Theatre
Department of the University of Hartford is
offering a: London Theatre Trip from
January 1-15, 1973. The price of the trip is
$339.00, which includes transportation, twin-
bed room with private bath, English break-
fast and seven theatre tickets, The .trips
covers two weekends when participants
may fly to, Amsterdam or Paris from $39,00.,
round trip. Anyone interested in theatre-.)?,;
eligible to go. Trinity credit will not be given,
for the trip. Prof. George E. Nichols. Ill of
the Theatre Arts Department is theiTnruty
Coordinator. If you are interested, in.th)S:.
trip, see him in room 230 in the Austin;-Ap.-
Center. November 27 is the deadline for ™e
first.deposit. > ;•,..• ' ' ' v '
,. '. . .,. tyadswprjt^ I?ln»sf:::i-:^*q
"THE GANG'S ;'ALL HERE," ;SBusby::.
Berkley's first technicolor motion picture,
featuring Carmen Miranda,/Alice Fayeywiu
be the first^prOgramYirlrfthe/WadsW:
Atheneum's>Films--ofvFaritasy:;SeriW,:
scheduled for the; first thi'e'e Fridays,m.
Saturdays "in November at 7:30and;9;45 -vy:.
the Atheneum Theatre:: ;;i • : -,•:""^.:,
; To Celebrate the openihf 6f the senes^f|
museum lobby will be transformed mW£
banana jungle which, "is a parody on w?:
scene in which yellow costumed girlŝ wi'M
giant bananas into an oversized xylopnoWv;
Hostesses in Mirand,a-style costumes, w
fruit basket hats will pick bananas for moyi
goers to enjoy.: during the performarice-.,,..
. All three films in the series deal W I t t l oy,surreal and: imaginable: in different ways-
"Juliet of the Spirits," wiH be tlieseconj;
motion picture .in the.' series. Folioweq JJ._ ,
"Luminous Procuress." ....::• ; ^ v;,,
Yale Drama School
•The Yale School of-D>ama will rpresM:
Maxim Gorky's "The Lower Depths' as :«s,
first production,.' November 2; throii^v
November ,4 at. the University Theatre, M\
York Street. Tickets for "The Lower pepp:
ths" may-be;:purchased at thebox officê  w.,;.
-,  may. be ordered "by phone at 56?-9:R5.3-; ./*»;,;
; performances begiii at 8:00 p,m. and• ticKeM>, ;•:•
;are.$2.00-Student Rush $1.00. ':.,.-::•'/£-t':>
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Cellulose:
Bertolucci's Brilliance In 'The Conformist'
Bernardo Bertolucci's "The Conformist."
which arrived at Cinestudio Sunday and
plays through tonight, is a wonderful film to
watch. The visual imagery becomes more
arresting than the actual script.
Through the use of lighting and grotesque
imagery. Bertolucci creates an amazing
vecreation of the K)30's and the facism that
came to dominate Europe.
Vet "The Confoi mist" is not simply a film
about politics but rather uses the conformist
himself as the symbol of a much larger
theme: man trapped and engulfed by his
obsessions and fantasies. Conforming to
societal norms is just one form of prison.
The film details the life of Marcello Clerici
i played by Jean-Louis Trintignant) who
works for the facist regime. In the course of
the film we learn that he had experienced a
brief homosexual encounter at age thirteen
which culminated in his killing his seducer.
.Alter this, his life is clearly directed to
fulfilling the most conservative and ac-
cepted of value systems. Thus, with the rise
of the facists he is a facist and works to
destroy all those who threaten the facists.
With the fall of the facists he denounces
Ihetn ;md works for their destruction.
The people in the film are all exaggerated
;ind their behavior is unbelievable. Yet
Marcello considers •them integral parts of
society, which points out. Marcello's ob-
spssion with conforming. Bertolucci notes,
however, that normality is a relative truth,
not an absolute one.
What Marcello finds distasteful about
certain characters, i.e. the sensuous dance
between his wife and another woman, is not
;i commonly shared opinion. And yet the
impressions people convey are not
necessarily a part of their character; people
play roles, and unfortunately, sometimes
fool themselves with their protective fronts,
convince themselves that the illusions- are
real. Their identities are thus comparable to
shadows, an ephemeral imaee which is
constantly changing at times visiole and at
•IIUTS not.
Bertolucci exploits this idea of the
•-hadowy quality of people, particularly with
Marcello. He alludes to it by including a
discussion of Plato's "Prisoners in Chains"
•\ liich is a discourse on the illusory nature of
i-xistonce. Marcello and his former
professor. Quadri. discuss the Plato
'I'Uumcntina room lit only by the light from
• nit1 window. The audience cannot clearly
distinguish the bodies of the men but only
Marcello's shadow. Marcello uses the
doctrine as an opportunity to regurgitate
liiscist cliches, while the professor un-
convinced of his student s ioyalty to the
cause, opens the drapes from another
window, thus disintegrating Marcello's
shadow. He is a fascist only by convenience
:ind circumstance.
The same use of shadows occurs at the
very end of the film in an almost exact
reenactment of the parable Plato used to
make his point. Marcello. realizing that the
homosexual he thought he had killed as a
hoy is still alive, travels a full circle. He
attempts to rectify his first sexual encounter
by conforming to the prescribed
heterosexual existence of a wife and
children has been a waste. Once again the
shadow disappears as Marcello sits, con-
templating a male prostitute by the light of a
lire. His suppressed homosexuality emerges
hut whether he will succumb to his emotions
or not is left ambiguous.
The story of "The Conformist" is told as a
series of flasbbacks which culminate in the
murder of the professor and his wjfe, Anna.
Although after this incident the film jumps
ahead a few years to 1945, the bulk of the
story is focused on this one event.
By retelling the circumstances leading up
•o the assassination through Marcello's
eyes, Bertolucci is able to emphasize all the
people and situations his protagonist finds
repugnant because of their eccentricity: his
mother, a morphine addict who is sleeping
with her chauffeur, an. insane father, the
lesbian tendencies of Anna,
While Marcello tries to escape from the
life of decadence and abnormality, he is at
tlie same time attracted to it, particularly to
Anna. She "is intellectual, sophisticated,
free-living and artistic. Her life:style is
juxtaposed'with-'.that of Marcello's wife,
Julia, who is rather dull, unexciting and
unimpassioned.
Marceilo can't relate totally to Julia
because she is simple and embarrasses him
easily. And yet he also can't totally relate to
Anna, because she is a lesbian and this1
reminds him of his own guilty response tu
homosexuality,!
His life is built of constant contradictions
and reversals due to a fetish for conformity.
He denounces fascism as readily as he had
embraced it; after repeated condemnations
of the Catholic church, Marcello is seen
praying with his daughter. Again the
shadow imagery is applicable and ap-
propriate. Marcello cannot escape from
"resembling" the prisoners.
Bertolucci has brilliantly visualized the
philosophical and psychological questions
that his film poses with the use of both
lighting and settings. These elements
combine continually to remind the audience
of Marcello's trapped condition and lack of •
true identity. The sets convey a strong
claustrophobic quality. Bertolucci's genius
is that he has explored all the ways one can
create this quality, without reverting only to
small rooms, or any of the perhaps standard
visual tricks.
We find Marcello imprisoned by other
people most notably in the scenes in the
dance hall, with the marching anti-fascists,
and in the crowded tenement of his home.
scurring any possibility of true identity.
There also seems to be a predominance of
black and white as the chief color scheme.
Naturally since the film is Marcello's
recollection of the events, where he is able to
clearly determine what is right and wrong,
what is normal and abnormal behavior, the
uses of these colors emphasizes the way
Marcello is ready to label and categorize
everything around him.
Marcello's falut is not so much his desire
for conformity, but rather in the way he
approaches his goal, where there is never
the possibility for questions or the
acknowledgement of the fine line which
exists between the appolonian and dionysian
dichotomy. Everything isn't so black and
white.
This is a fault shared by all the charac-
ters, who cling to one concept as being
By Monsieur G. G.
Little can be said of the performances
except that they were excellent. I feel it is
unnecessary to name the actors with the
exception of Dominique Sanda, who plays
Anna. She is not only talented, but is cer-
tainly one of the most beautiful ladies to
have appeared on the screen recently. Her
final scene, running through the forest
trying to escape her assassins, was cer-
tainly one of the most horrifying while at the
same time most beautiful scenes in the film.
"The Conformist" is certainly not a film to
be missed. It works on so many varied levels
that one can't help but find the film
engrossing.
'Marcello is a Fascist only by
The crowds personify the mental trappings
of Marcello and in each sequence he is very
uncomfortable and nervous. Bertolucci then
moves to his actual sets and with the
recurring images of mazes (the insane
asylum benches, the hanging sheets, and the
trees in the forest) and the incredibly
spacious, yet sterile vaccuum-like
surroundings of the fascist headquarters, he
once again emphasizes that Marcello is lost
and cannot find a way out of his obsession.
Marcello is the traveler, wandering en-
dlessly in search of normality. (Movement
is very important to the film. Marcello is
rarely seen standing still or relaxing. When
he is not transporting himself by his own
physical exertion, he is being moved by
vehicles.)
sacred and refuse to acknowledge the
possibility of alternative life-styles. Julia is
preoccupied with her own pettiness, with
sex and marriage; Anna is concerned with
using other people for her own pleasure and
security, the professor with his anti-fascist
blatherings. He seems curiously naive, in
that he never suspects that his position as a
rabble rouser is at all precarious and may
lead to physical harm.
Yet each of the characters realizes that
their obsessions have not only been futile but
also destructive. Thus they are like Mar-
cello, 'and presented in the same way
although not to the same degree. They are
all trapped"in existences they have created
for themselves, existences characterized by
a perverse mania for one ideal.
Poetry
Reading
On Wednesday. November 1, at 8 p.m.
there will be a poetry reading given in
Seabury 19. Reading from their own works
will be Pierce Gardner. Clay Debevoise,




With the use of light Bertolucci has again
tried to explore the different possibilities of
expressing the same abstractions. Again he
succeeds wonderfully. Again the feeling of
being trapped is conveyed (by having light
-pass through, an obstruction like Venetian
blinds, which is reminiscent of prison bars,)
while also working to emphasize Marcello's
lack of conviction, relating back to the Plato
argument. This is accomplished through the
use of blinking or swinging lights found in
the Chinese restaurant kitchen, on the
streets with the roving searchlights, and at
the start of the film, in which, Marcello is
sitting on the bed in his hotel room, the only
source of light being a blinking neon sign.
In each instance Marcello is never totally
visible, only a vague image of a man. It is
only at the end of the film that the viewer is
able to go back and relate the symbols and
perceive how skillfully Bertolucci has in-
terjected them.
Finally Bertolucci also uses his camera to
. emphasize his arguments about Marcello's
engulfment. There are recurring instances
when Marcello is revealed, behind glass
walls, in which we can see him talking but
do not hear the words: at the radio station,,
on the train with Julia, at the dance hall
while talking to his associate fascist agent,
and in thercar. '
Marcello is trapped in these glass cages
and totally powerless to break their barrier,
as proven by the absence of vocal ac-
companiment.
Bertolucci also uses many of these same
occasions to blur Marcello's face, ob-







'The Graduate' Is Corning!
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To Restore America
We have finally learned Richard Nixon's
secret plan to end the war: reelection.
During the past week we have finally seen
the possible beginnings of peace for the
seemingly never-ending war in Indochina.
Yet we cannot rejoice in this overdue peace
because the horrifying statistics of men and
women who have been killed, wounded, and
made homeless wilUor generations haunt
the American people.
After so many years of bombing and
killing, after so many lives lost, we ask:
What have we gained? What, after all, was
the purpose? Are we or the Vietnamese now
n any better position than if our troops had
>een withdrawn four years ago? Can it be
possible that a president of the United
States actually sacrificed the lives of 1.5
nillion soldiers to win an election?
We will not know for at least several
'.Veeks whether the cease-fire called in
'ietnam will last, and whether a true peace
will have been achieved. Meanwhile, we
rnust elect a man to lead our country for the
next four years in a post-war era. Without
question the Tripod asserts that this man
must be George McGovern.
A very important issue that will soon face
the American people is amnesty. In every
war from the Revolution to the Korean war
our government has granted amnesty to
most draft registers. Nonetheless,
President Nixon stated last Saturday that
under no circumstances would he grant
amnesty to any draft resisters.
This was in direct contradiction to a
statement he made last January: "I, for
one, would be very liberal with regard to
amnesty, but not while there are Americans
in Vietnam fighting to serve their country."
Senator McGovern has urged that
"amnesty should be granted to those who,
on the ground .of genuine conscience, have
refused to participate in the Vietnam
tragedy ... tried on a case-by-case basis by"
the military courts."
Both Nixon and McGovern long ago
recognized the need to end American in-
volvement in Indochina. For the past nine
years McGovern has urged an immediate,
complete withdrawal of U.S. troops, while
Presidents Johnson and Nixon have neaped
shame on America by stating that we must
kill and maim for the sake of our honor.
It would be a great dishonor to America if
those who refused to be a part of the im-
morality, illegality, and futility of the
Vietnam war were forever condemned to
exile in foreign countries.
We probably will not learn the precise
nature of the war in Vietnam and the Paris
Peace negotiations for many years to come.
Certainly if President Nixon is reelected we
can expect four years of a deceptive, un-
communicative White House.
In addition, Nixon's covert and overt
attacks on the press which may very well
intensify, will discourage reporters and
editors from pursuing in-depth studies of
governmental operations. If Mr. Nixon
continues to appoint his lackeys to the
Supreme Court, publication of future studies
similar to the Pentagon Papers may be.
completely halted.
Harassment of the press is a serious
threat to an effective democratic system.
Contrary to his Inaugural promise of an
"open administration," President Nixon
has conducted governmental affairs with
utmost secrecy. He has avoided press
conferences and interviews. He has refused
to comment on the incredible Watergate
incident. He has even refused to campaign
in person for his reelection, except in cities
already proven to be favorable to him.
President Nixon's administration is
corroding the First Amendment; it is
destroying public confidence in his
credibility; it is hidden from the American
people and is becoming dangerously similar
to the totalitarian regimes it supports
around the world.
We have had enough of the lies and
hypocrisy of the Nixon administration. Let
us restore the conscience and honor of
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/Editor's note: Last week's TRIPOD
editorial proposed that either the present
chapel facilities should be opened up to
students of all faiths, or a separate facility





How do the editors of the Tripod presume
in speak for the majority of the students?
We wish (o make it clear that in. the matter
of the Chapel and the Chaplain they do not
speak lor us. We deplore any personal insult
to Chaplain Tull who is in our opinion a very
valuable member of the college community,
especially in the area of interfaith
t'oopemUion. We can only hope that the
opinion "of the Tripod will not hamper such
•.cooperation The Chapel serves the College
: very we,II in its cultural and educational
functions above and beyond its role as an
Kpiscopa! sanctuary. The Tripod is in error
in spying that Jews and Catholics may hot
-hold services in the Chapel. Previous to Fall.
IMiiK HCllel Sabbath services had been held
in the,Crypt Chapel. The opinion of the
Tripod editorial of 24 October 1972 is nut the
official opinion of-the Hillel Society. The
Hillel Society has not yet formulated an
official position in these matters. Neither do
any of the executive officers of the Tripod
participate in Hillel functions.
We hope .that''people, of good will of all
faiths' at Trinity will continue to work
toward ecumenical goals in spite of the
hinderances put forward by the editors of
the Tripod. In this spirit of friendship we are
Sincerely,




\ The editorial and article concerning the
Chapel in the October 24 issue of the Tripod
raised important questions that must be
discussed by the college community at
large. Many of the questions have also been
raised by members of Trinity College Hillel.
However, no concensus has been reached
within Hillel. In light of this, I wish to em-
phasize that the opinions expressed in the
editorial were those of the editorial board,
and that the suggestions made by Mr. Orsi
\vere based on private discussions with his
acquaintances. Neither the editorial nor the








I wish to support the stand taken by last
week's Tripod editorial criticizing the
present use of the college chapel. When I
came to Trinity I had the understanding that
Trinity was • a nondenominational in-
stitution. While this may be officially so, the
reality of the situation is that Trinity is
visibly Episcopal in outlook. In and of itself,
this cannot be criticized. However, when
Trinity advertises itself as non-
denominational,, it should make an effort to
be so.
Perhaps the Tripod suggestion that the
chapel be converted for use by Catholic and
Jewish students is unrealistic. It is possible
that this might be deemed offensive to those
who would see this action as disturbing the
historical continuity of the college.
However, other alternatives were suggested
that may be of value. One is that other parts
of the chapel proper be set aside for Jewish
and Catholic worship. As rooms within the
chapel are currently set aside for other
functions, I do not see where this is
unreasonable.
Another suggestion is that a presently
existing facility on campus be converted to
an interfaith chapel. This is most certainly
feasible when one considers that only one
room would be necessary. If the game room
is closed down, perhaps that space could be
used.
But the problem of a physical locale is not
the main problem. The basic problem is that
since only Episcopal students are given a
permanent facility, Jewish and Catholic
students are made to feel as if they are
guests. I have the ardent hope that this is not
the type of feeling that Trinity wanted to
create for its non-Episcopal students.
However, when services are forced to be
held in spaces ordinarily used for lounges,
this feeling of "we don't really belong here,
is hard to overcome. Whereas Episcopal
students have a "monument of faith," Jews
and Catholics are forced to run a "fly-by-
night" operation.
I fully realize that within the faiths of
Catholicism and Judaism, a buildingper.se
is not of utmost, importance. However,
because of the lack of permanence of
structure, a problem is presented to the
student who wishes a facility during the
week. True, people can go off campus, but
this provides a hardship and inconvenience
too great for most students. With some sort
of permanent structure, students would
have a place to go all throughout the week
and would gain a feeling of belonging, which
is so essential for the spirited survival of an
nondenominational educational institution.
Recognizing the forementioned problems
(but not necessarily agreeing with rny
viewpoints towards them), the Trinity
College Council empowered a- committee,
composed of Mr. Smith, Dr, Bradley, and
myself, to investigate the situation of chape
use or possible misuse. The committee will
try to examine the extent of the problem and
determine a range of solutions. Anyone who
has any ideas as to problems or answers,
please get in touch with one of us or attend
the public hearing on the subject when it is
publicized,
Peter Basch 74
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photography by Rick Woodward.
Miramar
there'll"beno miracle tonight; by the third drittk
you can tell. The nerves deaden from steel
or a hollow sax. I look through the window:
and turn. The stripper's spinning; pink
tits, falsies in a falsejight, her crotch's .! '
mechanical lurch is her own rut, and thiiik:-,'
of the night I almost burned my balls
off with some abrasive, powdery chemical
. and iii the next ward of the tea ching hospital
would listen all night to the clenched, stuck
howl of a child dying of lockjaw. Clench, hold
on to what you have. After a while, this whole,
slow grinding circus doesn't give a fuck. "
There is nowhere to go. You'd better go,
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Impressions of Derek Walcott
"Go Get Mickey Mantle's Autograph"
By Michael Gross
>1
Two Trinity Students walking down the
long walk:
"Hey mon, you hear Derek Walcott, his
voice so sweet, go up and go down, boy, near
put me to sleep.
"Dats cause you no listen."
"No mon, I listen, really. But I been
running round all day, and Life Science
Auditorium so big and chairs so soft. You
know he sound just like my momma when
she rock me so long ago. No mon, I listen,
but I fall right to sleep."
"Derek not going to like that, you know."
"Oh Derek, he laugh, Ha ha, I'll tell you
secret he whispered to me at party. You be
good now, and not tell no one, cause denn
everything ruined. He no care if you sleep or
not, dat, your business. So long as you don't
snore real loud."
Two Trinity Students walking down to
Austin Arts Center:
"I like the way he walks."
"And his clothes...
"Oh yes,,, aren't they beautiful, the
combination of the turtleneck and the brown
sportscoat and that confident swagger.
Doesn't he look like the kind of man you'd
expect to meet on the Eiviera, or
something."
"A round the world cruise, perhaps?"
"Or Hollywood. Have you ever been to
Hollywood?" You know I always expected
to go there and walk into a restaurant and
see all the actors eating sandwiches. Isn't
that silly? Could you imagine if one of them
actually came over to me, with a half eaten
egg salad in his hand, and asked me to join
him?"
"I'd say that's probably one horny actor
and you'd better watch out. Deep down
inside all actors are positively obscene. I'd
look at my watch and note the time. See how
long it takes before he tries to drag you back
to his bedroom."
"Really now Martha, I think..."
"On the other hand, Lisa, maybe you
should go, just to see the way he has it set
up. Big round bed, mirror on the ceiling,
weU stocked bar, music coming out of
coiieo. Sect-speakers, the playboy approach.
A drip I-, my dear? What can I offer you/ I
hav (î e.rythiug-yois could possibly" desire.
Positively obscene;" •
"Derek isn't like that, is he? You don't
' think he's like that, do you?"
"I don't know. I went up to his quarters,
you know, and the first, thing he did was to
drag me over to a little makeshift bar and
offer me some Bourbon. "We have Jack
Daniels," he said, "or if you'd like, some
Liebfraumileh, or Beaujolais. Its up to you.
You ever notice the way- his left eyebrow
moves up when he tal;
read my goddam post
"Did he read it?".'-
Wbh >:W
t e i i >>l
its i)n 'n«i »ii * \ •
" j ve !> <w ire.
:,a«s
x . l - 'mi-
"Yes, isn't it sexy?"
"I thought it was ugly, myself."
One Trinity Student Sitting under a Tree
on the Quad talking to a group of about Six
other students about his experience with
Derek Walcott:
"I was with him, you know, I mean I
really spent some time with him in that
plastic wooden cubicle they stuck him with.
The living room is stocked with books you
know. They're like the worst books in the
world, they look like the left overs from a
rummage sale. Detective stories, cook-
books. I picked up one, "the life and times of
* to l i Suit
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Even there the chasm yawns, between
twin bed _ ,
any boredom; like lilies her mind drifts
backwards, oh, towards some lost
rordance; his
careers rakehell through red, flickering
stews
through every brothel, of imagination
where lewd, insatiable harlots are spread
v/hiuj, or a black, tangled harem dances.
This is the last of nature's wedding gifts.
e s t a t e s may rise in righteous in-
« Agnation; ,
oivy 1" newlywedt- will ifaly be' news.
some dildo, I don't know. From the
collection of Mrs. Dorothy West, Simsbury,
Connecticut. Derek was all upset over the
fact that they didn't have a refrigerator in
the room. He needed ice for his drinks. I
went down to the cave to get him some.
When I got back he was name dropping
again. J. D. Salinger, Pasternak, Proust.
That was the one he used when I was
hesitant about going out for the ice. He said
if he were Marcel Proust I wouldn't
hesitate. I felt sorry for the poor guy, you
know. Here he is an accomplished poet and
playwright. He must have been bored stiff
by all these college students clinging to him
day and night. I wanted to say something
significant to him, some statement about
life that he'd still be mulling over when he
got back to Trinidad, but I couldn't think of
any. Nobody could, that's why the whole
afternoon was spent with small talk rnd
namedropping. Derek was all hopped up
over the question of history and New York
and the American empire. Kept comparing
New York to Atlantis and Babylon. Its
cyclical, you see. This is a decaying society,
you have to realize that if you want to write.
Twelve Tenths of the world is being
destroyed by American bombers at this
very moment, how can you say so what to
that? You've got to let it eat you up, let it
gnaw at your insides. Go on, have a drink.
He said the world wasn't going to miss
anything if we (in the room) never wrote
another word. Who the hell cares about our
petty inner struggles, our little visions?
Someone asked me if I thought this was the
good life, this life of a successful poet.
Travelling around to different colleges
giving readings, having these cute little
conversations with boring people you're
never going to see again. A girl came in and
asked him to autograph a book. I jumped up
and started pushing her around. He's tired
of that sort of shit, I shouted at her. Don't
you see what your doing to him, you and a
thousand other little girls that stick pens in
his face. Go get Mickey Mantle's autograph.
Mr. Walcott doesn't want to be disturbed.
He wants to go into his bedroom and work
on this poem he's got called Atlantis. There
now, isn't that better than an autograph.
Now you know what Derek Walcott's
working on. Why don't you go into your
room and write your poem about Atlantis
and see how close it comes to his? Derek
was sitting in this big green stuffed chair.
He reached out with the utmost of grace and
took the pen and the book from the girl and
signed his autograph. Don't mind him, he
said. He's a young writer, he's bound to be
obnoxious. When she left he noticed that we
were out of ice again. I was very em-
barassed. I couldn't help it, I told him, I just
wanted to protect you. You wanted to
protect yourself, he said. Very calm, very
relaxed, I admire the man, you know. His
suave, Ms control. You see yourself in
twenty years, you think you'll be in my
position. Maybe, I said. Its an illusion, he
said, your not good enough. We both
laughed. That's possible too. More than
possible. ;Why don't you go down and get
some more ice? I shuffled out with my head
down thinking that the world really was
going to miss something -if I didn't get back
to my room and write. Or maybe it was just
me that was going to•'miss something.
What? I ran 'across the quad screaraiag,
"THE BANANA MAN'S COMING! LOOK
UP, THE:BANANA MAN'S COMING I " M
I was stopped by two security guards...."
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The week that poet-in-residence Derek
Walcott spent at Trinity was an unsettling
one for more than a few people. He was
catalytic, and many people found serious
self-examination and self-evaluation to be
necessary because of the questions raised:
strenuous questions about writing, about
teaching, about what it means to be an
artist. I found myself wondering exactly
what a poet-in-residence is: poet, teacher,
both?
Most people probably assume that the
value of having a poet on campus lies in his
role as a teacher. For one week he is ac-
cessible to students not only as a participant
in writing classes but as a critic. When
Derek was here, he had numerous
discussions with students who brought him
samples of their work or who came just to
talk to him. One conversation in particular
lasted for literally hours when Derek, about
six students, and a bottle of Jack Daniels
decided to attempt some answers.
Unfortunately or fortunately, I can't
quote anyone as I gave up trying to keep
track of who said what very early in the
evening. Suffice it to say that whether or not
Derek actually raised these questions
himself, he caused them to be raised. We
began with a deceptively simple one: why is
it that some people want to write? Why, too,
do others seem bent on encouraging them?
Writing seems an unhappy occupation. It is
solitary, exhausting, either as stubborn to
start as a Volvo in winter or else unending;
in short,, the hardest of work and certainly
the least lucrative.
What is a writer then, what is a poet?
Someone expressed the following opinion:
that in order to be a poet in America today,
one must be like Caligula's horse: a par-
ticipant who somehow escapes the guilt and
madness. America is an empire, and an
empire that is involved in madness. We
believe that our leaders are not mad, that
we are not responsible for most of the
world's anguish at this moment. In tribal
societies, the poet is a eelebrator. In ours,
he is a mouthpiece of madness, for how can
he, the conscience of the race,, give voice
thatisiree of the guilt and madness he has
taken on?
Be that as it may, what of suicide? There
is a current popular notion that "real"
ijoehy or the state of .being a "real" poet is
«̂ how surely and logically linked to
tK In the past few years figures like
ana all Jarrell, SyMa^ Plath, and John
T .-/man have attracted a lot of romantic
•^nVion. Suicide* and madness.have long
been conceptually linked. It is interesting
that the madness of America's writers, if
there is any truth in the analogy of
Caligula's horse, are mad with deviance
from social norms that are themselves
mad. I believe that neither truth nor virtue
is to be found in either extreme. Madness is
not a key, not therefore even a romantically
desirable end, and likewise a strict
adherence to social norms will furnish no
clues. Anyway, it is far from established
that there is any correlation between "real"
writers and madness.
Still, what of the pain of writing? Anyone
who has found himself writing seriously
knows about it. The pain of poetry is nothing
so simple as the drudgery of the work in-
volved, or the constant baring of heart and
soul that a "sensitive and perceptive"
person must do. It is a relentless and
unending exposure to the most un-
dermining, destructive questions one can
face. Being a poet is dangerous because it
traffics in ego, in competition against
oneself. It is the self that is presented, be it
consciously in a particular, intended form
or unguarded and unconscious. One
question leads to another:
What is the writer's responsibility, both to






audience was unnecessary. I cannot agree.
The need and desire to communicate must
be at the root, whether vision dictates the
language or vice-versa, usually both. It is
probably the writer's rationalization that
his role is justified because in satisfying his
needs he satisfies those of others, since
communication takes at least two.
More specifically, what are our
responsibilities as teachers, readers,
writers, and potential writers, poets-in-
residence? The clue is in the meaning of the
word 'responsibility.' If a person is
responsible, simply, they are able to
respond. It is responsibility that guides us
through the maze of questions as unsettling
as these. It follows that if. writers'are'a'
painful lot, then it is the responsibility of
teachers of writing to discourage rather
than encourage their students.
Of course, not every writer feels this way,
nor is pain necessarily linked with any kind
of wisdom. Pound says, "the concept of
genius as akin to madness has been
carefully fostered by the inferiority 'com-
plex of the public." And Randall Jarrell:
" ! see ai last that all the knowledge
I wrung from the dartttess-that the
The darkness from the darkness. Pain
comes from the darkness
And we call it wisdom. It is pain."
Even here there is the suggestion that
pain precedes writing anyway, though
writing probably taps it.
It seems true that, as Derek said,
somewhere the sadness enters. America's
greatest misfortune is the extent to which
her people must make decisions.
Nowadays, anyone with'the desire and the
will can "write". So maybe it is the
teacher's responsibility to discourage. It is
not up to me to define "real" poets, but
surely they comprise a minute proportion of
the would-be's. But one can't discourage art
any more than one can discourage or need
and desire to communicate.
The question, what determines a "true"
poet? entails two others: what can be
learned? and, conversely, what can be
taught? In regard to the latter two, craft,
certainly, can be both learned and taught.
This is the important question: what is
there in poetry besides teehne, and how
does one come by it? As poet-in-residence,
Derek didn't do any teaching in the con-
ventional sense of the word. When he at-
tended writing classes, he did not lend a
hand in the teaching of writing by offering
his criterion for literary judgement.
Rather, he engineered students toward
more elemental exposure to the subject. I
am not implying that conventional writing
classes fail to what they should, for I believe
that craft can and should be taught, and
further that it is probably the proper subject
of writing classes since that part of writing
which is not craft has yet to be defined by
anyone to anyone else's satisfaction.
Therefore, it stands even less chance of
being communicable on those grounds. Nor
is this to say that the questions raised here
should not be raised in writing classes, but
simply that their answers cannot be taught
as I believe craft can be.
Teaching should be a living experience,
not a mere exchange of ideas to be taken or
left. Derek caused a lot of people to
reexamine their old assumptions, their self-
conceptions in regard to their
"writerhood." He made people think,
redefine their notion of what it means to be
responsible. Since so many people are
toying with the responsibility of writing
these days, catalysts like Derek should be
valued for their power to unsettle, to shake
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Warrior Walcott By Carlos Martinez
•'! i
It is simply not sufficient to evaluate a
corpus of Poetry in, and of, itself, nor to
evaluate a poet as a poet qua poet, but,
rather, to examine the poet as being a MAN,
by which I mean to say, as an individual
entity that pisses and shits as do a multitude
of other individual entities; in short, as
someone who exists within the sphere of
mundane occurences, and out of which, in
an almost corrolary fashion, the corpus of
work emerges and functions as the
apotheosis of the individual and his
situation. It is in this light that I wish to
examine Derek Walcott.
Derek and I did NOT get along. From the
very first evening that he was here, I could
readily detect a man who, in certain aspects
of his self, was Herculean, someone whose
niche in life was far above that of other
mere mortals. But, with this, I could also
sense someone who inhabited two places
simultaneously: the upper, removed realm
within which poetry took place, and the
lower plateau where it was necessary to
wake up in the morning, brush teeth, and go
to the bathroom. And the inner tension
between the two produced a complex,
confusing man.
I don't think Derek felt sufficiently secure
in that other realm, the higher realm.
During the week, he strove constantly to
reaffirm that, yes, he was deserving of
being there, that although he was in certain
irrefutable senses a man, and thus nothing
more than a man, that in fact he was more
than merely a simple man, a biped who shat
and pissed.
He assumed a posture, a stance, a
position that would allow him to suc-
cessfully withstand the forces and
pressures that bore down on him. I am
reminded of how one stands in the surf when
trying to resist the onslaught of a wave. This
is what Derek did.
During his stay here, he spoke, rather,
pontificated, on a variety of subjects, and
although I agreed with him on virtually
every topic, he spoke on, I felt compelled to
argue, to refute. He spoke as a Poet, and
hence, as one alone, and that those of us who
"hung out" with him that week were alien,
were part of that against which he was
struggling; in short, we were part and
parcel of MORTALITY. I felt, that as a
poet, he felt contraposited against that
which exists, that his dissatisfaction with
the world was made manifest through his
writing. His poetry, and his intelligence, are
his sword and his shield.
If anything, Derek was, and is, a warrior,
someone whose predestined task if is to
struggle, to wrestle, but not necessarily to
win. For that, I cannot help but respect him.
During our last argument, one in which I
alluded to him as a baboon, and he to me as
an insolent prick, I leaned over and said to
him, "You know Derek, your porblem is
that you're a warrior, an old warrior, and
even though you flail out more and more as
the years pass, you KNOW that old warriors
must inevitably fall,"
He scratched his chin, looked up at me,
and nodded.
^••••:;^*V iv:"u.ti&/ifi<
Homecoming: Anse La Raye
Whatever else we learned
at school, like solemn Afro-Greeks eager for grades,
of. Helen and the shades
of borrowed ancestors, ,
there are no rites
for those who have returned,
only, when her looms fade,
drilled in our skulls, the doom-
surge-haunted nights,
only this well-known passage
under the cocnuts' salt-rusted
swords, these rotted
leathery sea-grape leaves,
the seacrabs'brittle helmets, and
this barbecue of branches,-like the ribs ; {1 r
of sacrificial oxen on scorched sand;
only this fish-gut reeking beach,
whose frigates tack like buzzards overhead,
whose spindly, sugar-headed children race ;
pelting up from the shallows
becailse your clothes, ' ; ;
y b u r p o s t u r e ' f ' '• ,','..,': , •'.• -. . • . . • , • . • ,,-.:••.••
' seem a tourist's
They swarm like flies •..••' ••" .
round your heart's sore. ; ,
Suffer them to come,
, entering your needle's eye,
knowing whether they live or die,
what otherg.mak|iofj^eiwil|,p,assthem by , ;
like that faX-si]^|^'^relgMe;r^:;^ \ ,:
 : .• ••" V-"'vA.<
threading the horizon like a toy;
for once, likei-,them; -.-'
you wanted £0, career *'. -
but'this sheer light, this clear,
infinite, boring, paraciisal sea, .
but hoped it Would mean something to declare
today, I am your, poet, yours,
all this you knew1, .
but never guessed you'd come
to know there are homecomings without home.
:(Y6u give them nothing1),;^ * '"'•'
• Their curses melt iiti air.'"'"
The black cliffs scowl, ' . ....
the ocean sucks its teeth,
like that dugout canoe
a drifting petal fallen in a cup,
with nothing but its image,
you sway, reflecting nothing.
The freighter's silvery ghost
is gone, the children gone.
Dazed by the sun .
you trudge back to the village
past the white, salty esplanade
under whose palms, dead
fishermen move their draughts in shade,
crossing, eating their islands,
and one, with a politician's
ignorant, sweet smile, nods,
as if all fate
swayed in his lifted hand.
r State Elections ———
The Connecticut Vote
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By Emily Sullivan
If you have registered as a voter at Trinity, you are
not only a United States voter, but also a Connecticut
and Hartford voter. Your vote can mean more than
support of either the McGovern-Shriver or Nixon-
Agnew ticket. Since you've bothered to register here,
why not help your adopted state arid city elect better
legislators and solve problems?: :
There are three local races on the ballot: the seat for
the first congressional district (House of Represen-
tatives), incumbent Representative William Cotter, a
Democrat, against Richard Rittenband, a Republican,
(see Kent Allen's profile in the Trippd of a few weeks
ago). The second race is for the seat of State Senator
from the south end of Hartford (Senate of the General
Assembly), and the incumbent Senator Joseph
Fauliso, a Democrat, is running against Joseph Brown,
a Republican. The third race involves the seat of̂  State
Representative from the district surrounding Trinity.
The incumbent is Rep. Nicholas Motto, a Democrat,
against Attilio Consoli, a Republican.
The rest of the ballot includes nine questions, to
which you answer "Yes" or "No", or in approval of or
against adoption of the proposal. What you will see in
the voting machine is listed above. Even with careful
reading, most of the proposals remain obscure and
bureaucratically abstract.
Question #1 guarantees the right of every person to
have a jury of not less than 6 for his trial, except in
capital offenses, where a jury of not less than 12 is
required. This is a standard amendment, although the
abolition of capital punishment may require future
amendment. I would, with the information I now have,
vote yes. But do further research if you want.
Question #2 is very controversial. Above you will find
a summary on this proposal prepared by the League of
Women Voters. One additional fact on this: if the
Board of Education elections are made partisan, they
are forever under state jurisdiction, and can be
changed back only by state action, which is highly
unlikely. Also, the two independents who are now on
the Board would have slim chance of re-election.
Question #3 actually involves no new appropriation of
money, but allocates new furniture for the high school,
which is desperately needed. Vote Yes.
Question #4 sounds good on the surface, but the
location of the new garage may require the demolition
of the old Ann St. School, which* now houses a con-
troversial Bilingual Education program. Vote no.
Question #4 involves the matching of city money with
federal money, so if the project is successful, the city
would spend only $4,000,000. However, there is some
question whether industry (in this case, light industry)
is willing to arrest its retreat into the suburbs and
beyond. But if this project does succeed, it may serve
to revitalize the city's economy. I am still undecided,
on the basis of the benefit of the project to the im-
mediate community: wiil.Hartford residents get the
new jobs, or will out-of-towners?
Question #6, as far as I know, is valid.
Question #7, yes.
Question #8, yes-or Medi-Mart will sink into
oblivion!
Question #9, Yes. MDC is the Metropolitan District
Comsmission..
Please y,ote? Please consider these important local
issues! For further information, contact me (Emily
Sullivan, Box 620) or the League of Women Voters, If
you do vote, the date is Tuesday, November 7, and the
time is all day. The polls for your district are a short
walk from Trinity: the'M.D. Fox Elementary School,
at the corner of New Britain Avenue and Washington
St., at the School Street entrance to the building: If you
aren't sure whether or not you're on the voter list, call





"Students for Nixon? You must be kidding. The
students, are all for McGovern, aren't they?" Not
necessarily. A poll appearing in the October 23rd
edition of Time reported that 41% of the college
students sampled support Nixon, 48% McGovern, the
rest not sure. McGovern still has the advantage, of
course; but it is certainly not so large as he and
everyone else expected. More important, where are the
legions of student volunteers who were going to form
another Children's Crusade, this time carrying their
leader all the way to the White House? Doing
something else, evidently. Students have been most
noticeable by their apathy this time around, even
though most of them are now eligible to vote.
This should not be surprising, really. The vast
majority of American voters are usually apathetic;
and students are pretty much like other voters. The
McCarthy campaign of 1968 and the peace movement
of ,the late 1960's gave birth to a myth that students
have a higher „ level of idealism arid political con-
sciousness than anybody else. The myth has now been
exposed. Nixon did this by eliminating the threat of the
draft from the great majority of students and by
making it policy to send only volunteers to Vietnam.
Without the immediate, personal threat of induction
and a year in the Asian jungles (or the same threat to
closest friends), students have ceased to be noticeably
more active than other middle and upper-middle class
people.
Most people, it turns out, get excited about politics
only when they have some direct, immediate, and
personal interest in the outcome. To be sure, they
express their concern in the language of general issues
and ideals: students are for peace; businessmen
celebrate free enterprise; busing opponents idealize
the neighborhood school. It is not even necessary to
assume hypocrisy; most people probably do believe
their expressed ideals. But observers of politics are
accustomed to a marvelously frequent coincidence
between a person's conception of the public good and
his own personal interests. There is no reason to expect
college students to be any different.
Now if you ask students why it is they are not
• working for McGovern (assuming they favor him), you
get a variety of answers, the most common being that
he has reversed his positions, that he is just another,
politician rather than a real challenger of the system.
But if these same students felt that McGovern's suc-
cess would have some influence on their personal
futures, such criticism would make little difference.
They would work for him because they would be
working for themselves in a directly perceptable way.
By neutralizing the war as a personal issue (and this '
happened before the current likelihood that the war
itself is finally ending), Nixon eliminated the principle
source of support and (to a greater degree) activity for
McGovern on the part of students. Thus the students,
like other voters, will make up their minds for a
variety of other reasons, some favorable to McGovern,
others to Nixon. In this respect, Nixon's trips to
Moscow and Peking help him with students as with
many other voters. There is probably a residual an-
tipathy towards Nixon from the early days of his ad-
ministration-the invasion of Cambodia, Kent State,
the unleasing of Spiro-sufficient to explain why
McGovern has more support among students than
among the voting population at large. But beyond that
there is no obvious reason why students in particular
wouldn't support Nixon. Which is not to say that they or
anyone else should support him. That's another
question; .
Campaign Commentary I
On Apathy And The
By Gene Frankel
Only a blind geek or a waterhead could mist the
difference between McGovern and Nixon. Granted,
they are both white men; and both are politicians-but
the similarity ends right there, and from that point on
the difference is so vast that anybody who can't see it
deserves whatever happens to them if Nixon gets re-
elected due to apathy, stupidity and laziness on the
part of potential McGovern voters.
On Indifference
As a newcomer to Trinity, I can't tell which of
those words laziness, apathy or stupiditv-best accounts
for the indifference on campus toward the McGoven
campaign. Sure, McGovern looked bad on the Eagleton
affair. Sure, he courted the old-line Democratic bosses.
Sure, he's not as eloquent or handsome as Bobby,
Teddy and Jack.
But he's the first major candidate to stand firmly for
those things which the University has in recent times
come to view as "progressive'.': an end to the war, a
reordering of priorities away from the military, op-
position to racism and sexism, the rebuilding of our
worn out health, education, welfare, mass transit and
housing systems, an end to favoritism for the corporate
rich. He is, in the. (approximate) words of David
McReynolds, "the best candidate either major party
has offered us in years...far better than we deserve."
Nixon, on the other hand, "represents the dark side
of the American spirit"; the side that nods approvingly
while tens of thousands of. Indochinese civilians are
killed, injured'and maimed in an illegal war; the side
that screams for more "defense dollars" (translate:
"war spending") while begrudging the dimes and
quarters needed to build schools, homes, hospitals,
daycare centers and mass transit systems in our dying
cities; the side that equates patriotism with blind
allegiance to "the flag", that thinks you can have
political democracy in an economic system run by a
few dozen large corporations who regularly buy and
sell favors from the government.
And, as always, the war makes all this "perfectly
clear".
The War is Still With Us
Despite all our wishful thinking, and despite all the
optimistic headlines of the past few days, the war
remains with us as the central issue of this campaign. •
Even if Nixon does sell out Thieu and sign a peace
treaty with Hanoi (which I still doubt he can bring
himself to do), the thinking that got us into Vietnam
and kept us there for 18 years will still remain. In fact it
will be strengthened for Nixon will rewrite the war's
history as a "victory for freedom," a "check to
Communist expansion", etc. And many people will
believe him. And he and the military will feel free to do
it again and again. Nothing succeeds like success.
The agreement negotiated this month by Henry
Metterriich illustrates the way in which the war's
history is already being rewritten. The key provisions
of that agreement are* those calling for an end to
American military operations and a withdrawal of
American military personnel, without stipulating a
corresponding withdrawal of North Vietnamese forces
from the South. This means that 60 days after the
agreement is signed there will be 140,000 North Viet-
namese soldiers in South Vietnam (along with untold
numbers of guerrillas), opposed only by the South
Vietnamese Army. That same army was incapable of
stopping the spring offensive (without massive US
bombing support) and has consistently shown itself
unable to fight alone against its enemy. No wonder
Thieu refuses to sign this agreement which would, in
effect, seal the death of his regime in the South.
Thieu's opposition to the plan is not likely to be
changed by any amount of American persuading. It is
fundamental and deep seated.Moreover, it forces
Nixon to reverse his entire policy of four years and
admit it was bankrupt. For if he can drop Saigon now,
Nixon could obviously have never done so four years
ago and saved hundreds of thousands of lives. Nixon,
however, wants us to believe that it is Hanoi that is
changing its position, not he.
This is the second point about the peace settlement
that is already being rewritten. Hanoi did not drop its
demand for a coalition government because it had a
sudden change of heart, or because it was bowing to the
pressure of American bombing, or because the spring
offensive was a faflure.-It was rather the success of
that offensive, liberating 60 percent of the land in South
Vietnam for the Provisional Revolutionary Govern-
ment, that made a coalition government following a
cease-fire unnecessary. With more than half the land in
its control and the North Vietnamese army on the spot,
the PRG no longer needs a coalition government to
prevent Thieu from rigging the elec tions, as he has done
in the past. (Continuedon P. 16)
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George McGovern can win. And he very well may.
Aside from all the arguments about why he should win,
here are three cool, objective factors to consider:
First, there is the "return-to-the-fold factor." A
review of Gallup polls shows that since 1940 the trailing
candidate has (with only two exceptions) picked up
from 4 to 10 percentage points in the last two weeks.
Since McGovern's weakness" is based on defections
from the Democratic party, and since his campaign is
far stronger at this point than was that of Humphrey
and others, his "return-to-the-fold factor" will be high.
If you take McGovern's Gallup poll strength in July
and add to it ten percentage points formerly in Nixon's
column and split the "undecided" vote evenly, the
result is a McGovern win by one slim point. And since
many of those "undecided" votes were wavering
Democrats, the McGovern win could become slightly
stronger.
Second, there is the "cease-fire backfire" factor.
Everyone wants to see an end to the war these days.
Hawks have gone underground. But there is a growing
sense of outrage at the theatrical timing. After all, if a
war can be "turned off" for the sake of an election,
many are going to ask why it wasn't turned off four
years and 20,000 deaths ago.
Ask Hubert Humphrey about cease-fire backlash. In
the final days of his campaign, President Johnson
stopped the bombing for him. They thought it would
win votes. Instead, it lost them. The public gets fairly
cynical about politics, but turning wars on and off for
votes is going too far for many.
Finally, there is the "commitment factor." Early in
the campaign a Gallup poll asked representative
samplings of McGovern and Nixon supporters how
much time they planned to spend for their respective
candidates. McGovern supporters planned on twice the
investment in time.
This has been substantiated. More voters have been
reached by Democratic canvassers and far more
Democratis have contributed money. The Republican
surplus of funds is due largely to contributions of
$10,000 and above-several in excess of half a million.
But there is a. real question whether automatic
shredders of paper and blowers mounted on rooftops at
Republican rallies to simulate enthusiasm can match
in effect the door-to-door calls by hundreds of
thousands of Democratic workers.
McGovern can win. The first time I saw that, his
recognition factor was only 5%! Even among
Democrats it was "George who?" So the press
predicted that he couldn't win in New Hampshire, They
were wrong. They knew he couldn't win in California.
They were wrong again. They predicted he couldn't
raise money, but as of last week he was already ahead
of Humphrey's fund raisers at the same point.
The final percentage points will be determined
during these last seven days-too late for polls. The real
question is: How many McGovern supporters will back
their convictions with hours of work and last-minute
contributions? The effort made in this final week is
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In The Nation —
The Press As Ostrich
By Tom Wicker
KANSAS CITY, Oct. 25-The newspapers here, as
might seem to befit the heartland of America, are
supporting Richard M. Nixon for re-election. So are
hundreds of others across America, in one of the
strangest paradoxes of a paradoxical election.
In Chicago last week, for example, the conservative
Tribune announced a $1,000 contribution to the defense
fund of Peter Bridge, the New Jersey reporter who was
I hen in jail for refusing to answer certain questions put
lo him by a grand jury. The Tribune also ran an ex-
cellent editorial defending the reporter's necessity to
he free of this kind of harassment in the interest of
informing (he public; yet. The Tribune, too, is sup-
porting Richard M, Nixon, whose Administration
carried to the Supreme Court and won-with the con-
curring votes of four Nixon appointees-the case which
made reporters like Mr. Bridge vulnerable to
prosecutors and grand juries.
That is only one example. The hard fact is that the
great preponderance of the metropolitan press is
supporting Mr. Nixon for re-election. Each gives
plausible reasons; The Atlanta Constitution, for in-
stance, pegged its endorsement to what it saw as Mr.
Nixon's greater competence. None, however, has
cited, because no sensible editor could, Mr. Nixon's
concern for the First Amendment and the Bill of
Hights, upon which the very existance of a free press
depends.
It may well be (in fact, that this Administration is
less sensitive to First Amendment rights than any
since that of John'Adams and his Alien and Sedition
Acts. Why should anyone, let alone newspapermen,
think that in a second term things can do other than get
worse, in light of this record:
The first "prior restraint" in American history,
imposed for nearly'two weeks by injunction on The,
• New York Times, The Washington Post, and other
newspapers, until the Supreme Court finally ordered
the Administration to stop preventing publication of
the historic Pentagon Papers.
The; still existing possibility and the often-voiced
Ihreat of criminal prosecution by this Administration
of reporters and newspapers involved in publication of
I hose important historical documents.
The practice of issuing subpoenas to reporters in
order to subject them to inquisition by grand juries
about confidential sources and the contents of their
private notebooks - a practice which, as noted, was
upheld by the Supreme Court at this Administration's
insistence and by the votes of its judicial appointees.
A full-scale F.B.I, investigation of a reporter-Daniel
Schorr of 0,B.C.--considered unfriendly by some of Mr.
Nixon's men.
Vice President Agnew's determined and vitriolic
campaign of denigration and denunciation of television
and newspapers, which undeniably has diminished
public confidence in a free press and probably has
inhibited many editors and publishers from exercising
lo the full their constitutionally protected freedom.
Mr. Nixon's subtler, but no less consistent, attacks on
the press, most recently his claim that "opinion
makers" have a duty to support the President - a
claim which, like the Bridge case, brought many a
pious protest from Nixon-supporting newspapers.
The most "closed" Administration of modern times-
one in which the President avoids news conferences
and the ad men who surround him assiduously
manipulate news-as when they recently prevailed on
A.B.C. (oask White House-planted questions of Senator
McGovern. on a program on which Mr. Nixon himself
refuses to appear.
All this strikes directly at or corrodes the First
Amendment immunity of a free press; but those who
depend on such guarantees ought to be equally con-
cerned about the other depredations on the Bill of
Rights wrought by the Nixon Administration and in
some cases approved by,a supine Congress: unlawful
wiretapping, political surveillance, dragnet arrests,
preventive detention, conspiracy trials and the un-
savory list of sabotage practices coming to light in the
wake of the Watergate case.
That so many American newspapers, for whatever
reasons, are nevertheless supporting Richard Nixon
and those he has brought to power only raises these sad
and no doubt futile questions: If the Bill of Rights and
Ihe First Amendment are not vital to a free press, what





Campaign Commentary II — — ———
On Choosing Between Two Candidates
By Edwin P. Nye
Why do Isupport efforts to re-elect President Nixon?
How does one determine which, candidate to support?
In none of the eight presidential elections in which I
have been eligible to vote have I been completely
satisfied with the choice which was presented to me.
Every candidate has his strengths and weaknesses.
Only the blindest unthinking partisan could hold
otherwise. Virtue, wisdom and moral rectitude are not
the singular attributes, of any one group of persons
even when they comprise a political party. But in the
process of voting in an election one is confronted with
Hie necessity of being counted in binary terms. Yes and
,no are the only allowable modes of response. Whereas
one may very well feel that the "pro" factors are
nearly in balance with the ''con" factors there is no
way that an individual Can reflect that in his vote.
Presumably, wheaa large number of persons record
their decisions in "yes" or "no" fashion, the vote totals
begin to reflect the actual distribution' of votervsen-
timent rather well. ::.
Why, then, if many persons are not in fact 100%
supporters of one candidate or the other, do they so
often act outrageously when asked to explain the basis
upon which they have arrived at a binary decision? I
believe that their own inner uncertainty is probably
one cause of their loud and often bombastic reaction.
They are uncomfortable with the fact that they cannot,
in any fully rational manner make an easy, clear-cut
choice. Not wanting to appear to Jack compelling
reasons, they compensate for the weakness of their
conviction by raising the level of their voices.
I do not intend to shout or to be irrational, I will set
forth my reasons as simply and as quickly as I can. I
believe that elected officials should be judged on the
basis of performance rather than personality! Those
seeking election for the first time or to positions such
hat their prior record is not relevant must be* judged
on the basis of apparent aptitude and ability to perform
in the new role which they seek.
President Nixon has a record of accomplishment in
foreign policy which even his most severe critics have
not faulted seriously. Senator McGovern can only be
judged by his utterances and his apparent intentions.
As one who. as a college student, witnessed the era of
the isolationist mentality climaxed by Chamberlain's
pitiful attempt to appease Hitler in the mid-nineteen
thirties. I cannot vote for a return to unpreparedness
and wishful thinking as a basis of foreign policy
negotiations.
President Nixon's handling of the complex domestic
economv has been a mixed performance, but it has
been good enough in' comparison to what has gone
before so that Dr. Otto Eckstein, noted independent
economist at Harvard University, has stated that he
would give Mr. Nixon an "A-minus" for his per-
formance over the past eighteen months. By contrast.
Senator McGovern's supporters, embarrassed by their
candidate's economic pronouncements in such areas
as taxes and welfare, have sought to reassure us that
Ihe Senator really would not do what he is promising
and that Congress probably would not let him do so
even if he tried. Small comfort, that.
What it comes down to in the end is this: I have
greater confidence in Mr. Nixon's operational
judgement and resoluteness of purpose in crucial areas
of policy decision than I do in that of Mr. McGovern.
Nixon has a record of accomplishment, not unflawed,
but solid and substantial. McGovern has little or no
record but judged on what little record he has plus the
implications of what he has said, I believe that he too
often betrays unsubstantiated hopes and indecision.
Perhaps, Mr. McGovern's heart is pure and his in-
tentions are all good but folk wisdom has it that more
than that is required. There is a much travelled
thoroughfare fully paved with good intentions. I feel
that the risk that he may be headed in that direction is
too great. But, if I am outvoted and Mr. McGovern is
elected. I will respect the will of the majority, Said
majority is often - although not always - right.




A rally for peace is going on perha ps a hundred yards
outside" my window. It is easiest to describe it as a
futile gesture, the speakers are convincing people who
are already convinced. The war must stop, they feel
the guilt, the death, and so does everyone else standing
there in 30 degree weather. We are patting each other
on the backs in such rallies. Perhaps, if you turn the
amplifiers up, you may reach someone in the dorm, if
you can cut through the stereo apathy.
The country is an odd state where demoralized is a
national emotion.
Three years ago I stood on the Washington Memorial
grounds in this same weather, stood-there with a half
million others in a rally for peace. People came against
fears that they might not be going home that day,
nagging thoughts back to the summer before in
Chicago. Yet one half of a million people were there
saying no to the government, saying that if this is truly
a people's government, then we are the people and we
say stop the war.
Our elected president, he that vowed to end the war,
he that leads according to the wishes of the people,
watched a football game. In a man who is a national
institution, indeed mainly responsible for this nation's
acts, ignoring the day was horrid in the most extreme
sense. For over a halftime entertainment's worth of
time, over half a million people asked that he give
peace a chance. He stated that he would, in his
speeches, peace on his terms. Yet how can I believe
that? When we asked that he give peace a chance, what
clearer answer could he give than to watch a football
game on the television? The words have promised
peace, but, the peace is not here yet, nor does it look as
if it is very soon in coming. American men have left,
true. But American planes, guns, computers, and
various other electronic weapons are in Vietnam
waging the most automated, and most expensive wars
ever waged.
I cannot say that I am for violence, but I can ask
myself if that day's attention would have been on us,
had we each carried a brick in our hand, our fingers
clenched in fists instead of being open in the peace
sign. But that would have been as futile. No battle
would have been won, the times when such a battle can
be effective are long past.
And I'went to Washington to oppose a war, not to
fight one. Had I fought, it would be like fighting myself.
To throw a brick would have been like hitting myself.
And to be sure, I would not have been the only to be
hitting me. The effects of violence have already been
proved to me.
This cannot be a physical thing. If things are to
change, then people must change them; Violence would
not have changed people's minds, and many people
Peace Come?
here would have. joined those dead in Vietnam,
crucified on their own crosses. But half a million
people did not fight. We came both for, and in peace.
But what has happened in these three years? The
war is still there, submerged under cotton candy,
promises, and lies. Those who are opposed to the war
have been worn down. I felt frustrated when I found out
that half a million people were being totally ignored,
myself included. And in three years the weight of being
ignored has hurt. I still stand full against the war, but
my posture has developed a definite shrug in the
shoulders, "what can I do?"
I must do whatever I can. America is committing one
of the grossest acts of all time. A war that is one of the
most horrible acts of stupidity, obscenity, and im-
morality in every sense of the word, has become a
routine, day-to-day fact in what is supposed to be the
most informed nation in the world. Have we as a people
become that callous?
We do not see the war. I have never seen a Viet-
namese village razed to the ground, never seen a child
crippled because she stepped on a spot that a computer
and chance deemed an enemy territory. But I know
that when I am told that the war is being winded down,
that means that it is being automated, relocated.
Ground troops are down in number, we've all been told
that. How many people know how many airplanes we
have in southeast Asis, how many types of bombs we
have; how they are designed to kill people, and Will not
hurt bridges, houses, stockpiles, or even someone
protected by straw shirts. We are killing people in
Vietnam, an enormous technology has developed,
advancing the ways in which we can kill people. Anti-
personnel bombs are not told to kill the enemy, just
kill, man, woman, or child.
The war must stop, yesterday was too late.
The ideals that started this war were both a miser's
complaint, and a paranoic's tantrum. We feared that
we would not be able to take Vietnam's resources for
ourselves, and feared that someone else would take
them. Why those resources should be America's I don't
really understand. And can the resources of Vietnam
ever be worth the squandering of American-resources?
The spirit of our country is now one of futility, hatred,
violence. American citizens are dissatisfied with
America and what it is doing. There is hatred in
poverty-striken ghettoes that don't have to exist. But
the money is being used elsewhere, being used to kill.
The war is futile. We have been involved in Vietnam
for over twenty-five years. Our armies have been
fighting for almost ten years. For all the power of
America, whatever enemy we are fighting has not been
losing. And what is winning this war-destroying the
country? 0. We are creating destruction from the
mildness of guilt of the American citizen, to the death,
maiming, evacuation of Vietnamese "citizens. The
money beingused to build, design, and deliver bombs
could be used to build homes. It is needed here, needed
throughout the world. The technology being devoted
now to designing bombs, etc., could surely be used
more wisely.
I am a person. We are a people. The killing must
stop, all'morality states so much. Some say wars will
always be. Yet if people are always to be, the wars had
better stop, because the end of the human race is at the
touch of a button these days. We've gone to the logical
extreme in war machines, we now must change our
course to persue peaceful ends to nationalistic
problems.
I am a person. We are a people. We must help other
people as we would help ourselves. A president has
shown how much he cares for people by watching a
television set, The aff rontary appalls me, as a person I
would give more attention to one person, let alone half
a million.
I am a person. We are a people. Let us be people, let
us all be people.
Footnote - written Oct. 27, 1972.
It may seem"that I spoke too.soon- perhaps the end of
the war is near, the reasons for this sudden end are
unclear, the possibilities confusing.
Perhaps we finally have destroyed the enemy,
beaten a people down to submission, If this is so, I can
only celebrate the end of the killing. I cannot be happy
with the fact that America has brutalized the Viet-
namese so.
Perhaps North Vietnam is in trouble, and can only
see this way out. Russia is no longer helping, China
wants our wheat. It seems, then, that we- have
destroyed a nation.
Perhaps North Vietnam has always wanted this
peace, and can see that if ever our administration was
to give them some of their demands, now is the time.
Election day is in a week.
Or maybe this chance at peace is not new, maybe it
has been postponed until the appropriate time by our
Administration. A cease-fire the day before election
•day is the grandstand-playtoendall
Or it could be a false hope. The politics of the timing
cannot be mistaked. A peace proposal has been agreed
on, its signing delayed twice by the administration. Not
only is this proposal an international business, it is also
an internal political tool. And politically, it does not
even have to be signed. The administration has
produced, beautifully timed, all that can be asked of it.
America has already broken conditions of the treaty- if
they are still broken, and North Vietnam does not sign,
or extends the date, the election will still be won. And
peace may not necessarily be produced.





I am going to assume that of all the possible issues in
this Presidential campaign-what to do about
discrimination in employment, education and ear-
nings; how to equitably and efficiently reduce en-
vironmental damage; how to control inflation with
minimal unemployment; how best to reduce crime and
at the same time preserve liberty; how to bring peace
and maintain security--the most important to teachers
and students is a candidate's attitude towards our
constitutionally guaranteed civil liberties. When we
review Nixon's record in this field, we find a consistent
attack on civil liberties wherever such an attack
promises political gain.
We should begin be reminding ourselves that it was
President Nixon who nominated' and supported the
appointment, of G. Harold CarsWell to the Supreme
Court as repayment of his political debt to Senator
Strom Thurmond. It has been said that "nothing
revealed the character ot iMixon more tnan me
character of Carswell", When the Senate was
exhausted from that battle, Nixon then successfully
nominated Rehnquist, the one who had cleared Car-
swell's nomination for the Justice Department,
Neither Carswell nor Rehnquist could be called the
strict constructionist that Nixon claimed he was ap-
pointing. Rehnquist has the distinction of being the
Attorney who, while in the Department of Justice,
helped prepare the major assult on the Fourth
Amendment guarantees of security from unreasonable
search and seizure which were finally reversed by a
unanimous Supreme Court this year. If the Rhenquist-
Mitchell-Nixon Justice Department had succeeded,
wire-tapping without a warrant would now be legal and
constrained only by the Attorney General's conscience
or lack thereof. This assault on the Fourth Amendment
has called forth the prediction by the legal director of
the ACLU of "thfi end of the exclusionary rule, which
forbids the use at trial of evidence which has been
seized illegally". It should not be forgotten that the
prohibition of illegal search and seizure was one of the
issues fought, over in the Revolutionary,War.
In the face of an acknowledged crisis in the Courts,
instead of responding with enough dollars to guarantee
our right to a speedy and public trial, the Nixon Ad-
ministration responded with preventive detention, a
procedure which amounts to the suspension of due
process of law. Senator Ervin, a conservative
southerner, but also a true strict constructionist, called
it "repugnant to the traditions of a liberty-loving
people". The rest of the D.C. crime bill, which many
thought violated no fewer than three..Qf.the_fiE£lJen.-
Amendments, was called by Ervin, "a garbage pail of
some of the most repressive, nearsighted, intolerant,
unfair and vindictive legislation that the Senate has
ever been presented". What Nixon and Mitchell both
knew was that the population which would have been
.detained is primarily poor and black, a minority
already written off by Nixon and one of little concern to
most voters. Such a law could be expected to appeal to
our prejudices and fears, and serve as a prelude to
another law and order campaign.
In addition to these and other overt assaults on
fundamental freedoms, there were covert attacks on,
our liberties as well. For example, the Administration
attempted to gut the Voting Rights Act of 1965 when it
was up for renewal, The changes sought by Mitchell
and Nixon would have made enforcement of the law
administratively impossible. The ranking Republican
on the Judiciary Committee, Rep. McCullough of Ohio
said, "We are asked to repeal the Sec. 5 requirement
that the covered states must clear their new voting
laws and practices with the Attorney General...in the
face of spellbinding evidence of unglagging Southern
dedication to the cause of creating an ever more
sophisticated legal machinery for discriminating'
against the black voter." Supreme Court decisions on
racial desegregation were also not enforced by the
Administration, and, as noted in the 1969 Civil Rights
Commission Report, "for the first time since the
Supreme Court ordered schools desegregated, the
federal government has requested a court slowdown in
the pace of desegregation".
In-similar fashion the Justice Department has tried
to scuttle the Miranda decision which forced police to
inform a suspect of his constitutional rights. According
"o a former head of the Office of Criminal Justice, Mr.
James Vorenberg, the Miranda rule affected less than
1% of criminal activity. Such sideshows make it look as
if the Nixon. Administration is doing something about
crime, while criminalogists and surely the Ad-
ministration must know by now that the. eventual
•control of crime will come not from dismantling the
Bill of Rights but from changes in the condition of life
in the slum areas of our cities. Constitutional rights
were further eroded "during The T971 Mayday demon-
strations in Washington where the chief supporters of
Constitutional suspension of due process were Mssrs.
Nixon and Rhenquist. But the Administration went
further than simply dropping due process procedures.
Several of the Department of Justice attorneys were
duped into falsifying arrest records after incarceration
of the protestors. When they discovered what they
were in effect doing, these attorneys actually switched
to the side of Legal Aide in counseling the detained
protestors (New Yorker, March 25, 1972).
This brief summary could be lengthened-how, for
example, can General Lavelle go essentially un-
punished for his countervention of civilian authority in
ordering bombing missions over North Vietnam-but
unfortunately, I fear it would make very little dif-
ference-to the-voter. The frightened and complacent
don't care. "Fear has to be combined with ignorance to
produce such a state of mind which allows active, play
to an equal ignorance to produce such a state of mind
which allows active play to an equal ignorance in-
flamed by passion... People will answer 'Yes', when
asked if they believe in a certain form of liberty
granted by the Constitution. Then, when a hypothetical
case is put before them involving that right, they are
likely to approve the denial of it. Those who respond in
this paradoxical fashion are not illiterate
ignoramuses...They include in heterogeneous disorder
doctors, preachers, teachers, editors, lawyers, stale
legislators, congressmen, governors and entirely too
•many judges of state'and federal courts." (Irving
Grant, The Bill of Rights: Its Origin and Meaning,
•Bobbs-Merill, 1965, p. 5). I fear they also include our
President.
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Beware Of Nixons Bearing Gifts
By Steve Barkan
There are only seven more days to give your energy
and your money to George McGovern. Isn't it time you
did something about it?
One Trinity student gave a dollar to the campaign
and said, "I'm broke, but if McGovern doesn't win, I'll
be a lot worse off." v
Birth control advocate Bill Baird talked of
McGoVern's weaker stance on abortion and noted,
"Even on his worst day he's a saint compared to
Nixon."
I.F. Stone says this election makes 1960's look like a
contest between "two Cold War warriors."
David McReynolds, who has been in the forefront of
the radical movement since the 1940s, recognizes
McGovern's compromising but adds that he'll "do
these things because he wants to win an election.., But
if, after all the compromises are made, there still
remains a difference, we should get to the polls. We
.should be cautious of our own purity."
Chicago 8 defendant Dave Dellinger, who has
sharply criticized McReynolds for endorsing
McGovern, nonetheless calls the South Dakotan "the
best Establishment politician we've got."
Yale Chaplain William Sloane Coffin says he would
welcome the opportunity to picket a President
•McGovern in the White House, because at least
McGovern would come out to talk to the protesters
instead of staying inside to watch a football game.
There are seven more days to get Nixon out of the
White House. Yes, McGovern has compromised and
made mistakes. Yes, he's "just another politician,"
but what's crucial is whether, as President, McGovern
would bring that quality of moral leadership to the
White House that has been lacking there over the last
nine years of Nixon and Agnew and LBJ.
As of this writing, we apparently have an imminent,
settlement of the war, but even as peace has been
predicted, the bombs have been falling' and people
hdve been dying. Peace seems so near only seven days
before Nixon wants so desperately to win by the
biggest majority in history. Once again, as Eve
Merriam has written in "My Prez,"
of whom





a bad reason for it
There are seven more days to get this do-gooder out of
the White House,
Many people have rightly asked what Nixon might
get now in Indochina that he couldn't have gotten four
years ago, before 20,000 Americans were killed, 110,000
wounded, and 500 added to the POW or MIA lists;
before hundreds of thousands of Indochinese soldiers
and civilians were killed and millions more were
wounded or driven from their homes.
When you see the massacre of Indians in "Soldier
Blue" at Cinestudio this week, the parallel to Indochina
should hardly be surprising. But there is a difference:
Nixon's not on the front lines; instead, he hides in the
White House from his complicity and talks of "peace
with honor" in a land where we have never had any
honor. There are seven more days to get Nixon out of
the White House.
The President should set some standard of morality
and virtue, since his is the highest office in the land.
Yet we hear, in thq words of The New York Times, of
an apparent "complex, secret campaign of sur-
veillance, sabotage and espionage" directed,at the
Democrats and planned by officials in the White House
and the Committee to Re-elect the President
(CREEP).
These officials, says the Times, apparently have
included Nixon's "personal attorney, his appointments
secretary, his Deputy Director of Communications,
and other senior aides as well as former members of
his Cabinet." The Watergate was (allegedly) bugged;
forged letters were (allegedly) written to disrupt
Democratic contenders' primary campaigns; people
were (allegedly) hired to infiltrate into offices of
Democratic candidates.
Ten million dollars were secretly given to Nixon
before a new campaign law went into effect. ITT
agreed to contribute $400,000 to the Republican Con-
vention and soon after obtained settlement of an an-
titrust suit. Wheat was sold to the Soviet Union while
giant grain dealers profited with apparent inside in-
formation, as a Deputy Secretary of Agriculture
resigned and joined the largest grain dealer only a
month before the deal was consummated. The
Secretary of Agriculture announced that milk support
prices would not be raised and changed his mind after
dairy leaders gave $322,500 to Republican campaign
committees.
The public be damned and let the voter beware.
There are seven more days to get this corruption and
secrecy and contempt for the American people out of
the White House.
Unlike McGovern, Nixon can change his mind and
get away with it. Recently he said that amnesty would
be "the most immoral thing" he could think of and two
days ago announced that there will be no amnesty if
he's re-elected. Last January, however, he had said he
"would be very liberal with regard to amnesty." Let
(Continued on P. 18). «<•
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THE FREE UNIVERSITY begins!!
non-credit/ tuition free classes sponsored by
Hillel.
WEDNESDAY NIGHT:
7:30 Contemporary Jewish issues and
Questions-an Informal open discussion lead by
Dr, Weisenberg. Seabury 19.
8:30 Midrash/Talmud (Pirke Avot) a
seminar lead in English by Rabb! K. Rosen-
baum. Seabury 19.
THURSDAY NIGHT:
7:00 Modern Conversational Hebrew-
beginners taught by liana AvIsarSeabury 19.
8:00 Modern Conversational Hebrew-
advanced taught by liana Avisar Seabury 19.
7:00 Yiddish-taught by Dr. Miller and Mr. S.
Kassow Seabury 9.
TUESDAY NIGHTS:
8:15 Institute of Adult Jewish Studies. This
week: The Left and Social Reform Dr.
Abraham Duker, Beth El Synagogue, W.
Hartford. .
SUNDAY NIGHTS:
7:00 Folk Dancing (not sponsored by Hillel,
but recommended) Wean Lounge.
On-Apathy from p. 13
Finally, the last and grossest revision of the war's'
history is the official lie about American bombing. Our
air war in the North has not substantially hindered
North Vietnamese resupply efforts, nor has it changed
the course of the war in the South. Now was that ever
its primary purpose. B-52's fly too high and are too
inaccurate to target a factory, bridge "or
has called forth the prediction by the legal director of
people that happen to be in the way. Moreover, in
addition to explosives, they also drop anti-persond
bombs (Outlawed by the Geneva and Hague con-
ventions) which are designed to injure, maim and kHl
CIVILIANS. This is part of a deliberate policy of
terrorism, acknowledged by the Pentagon as
"psychological warfare" to "break the will of the
people."
The ugliness of this bombing; the wholesale
destruction of villages, homes, hospitals; the
deliberate maiming of innocent civilians; the
napalming of acres of forests and thousands of people;
the destruction of the ecology of an entire nation;--" this
is a page of our history we would all like to see
rewritten. Nixon, the war criminal most responsible
for these atrocities, will not only rewrite that page; he
will try to obliterate it entirely from our minds. And if
elected he and his military cronies will never .be
confronted with the immorality and futility of what
they have done.
McGovern on the other hand represents the only
electoral chance for us as a people to tell Nixon and the
Pentagon that they were wrong, that we don't buv their
version of history and that we refuse to lei; them make
history repeat itself.
The choice seems to me to be "perfectly clear".
p l t , '
J|
Kit
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Let's Abolish Female Slavery
By Susan Crimmins and Susan Ellman
Women are people. Why does it seem necessary to
stress that over and over again? Because it is obvious
that people here at Trinity either do not believe that
females are actually complete human beings or do not
understand what it means to view someone as a full
equal person.
Women are. as, capable of functioning, be it suc-
cessfully or unsuccessfully, as are men. But if the
efforts of those women are not viewed as serious im-
portant efforts, then the women are being viewed as
some kind of lesser halflings.
Take women seriously, not because you are kind,
considerate, and condescending, but because women
have as much right to actualize their potentials, and
the respect due to pnyone who does. And we as self-
respecting humans must demand that respect.
' But women are taken seriously here at Trinity, some,
argue. The sad truth is, they are not. Historically, (in
the last four years) very little understanding or
knowledge of women showed itself on this campus.
Simple items such as Tampax and feminist literature
were until recently nowhere to be found. It isn't that
these items are so crucial to the very survival of
women, but the lack of these items here, is indicative of
the prevailing attitude and ignorance of the limited
male perspective.
It is this narrowness which causes beliefs and
statements like Mr. Chernaik's (Tripod Oct. 24), that
our women should be protected from the nasty realities
of life such as male coercion and exploitation. It is
reality that all of us (both men and women) are subject
to coercion and exploitation, and locking us up at night
does little to educate us to, and eliminate, that coer-
cion. For each time the gates are open the realities of
coercion and discrimination are there unchanged.
Mr. Cherniak seems to be concerned for our well-
being much as the benevolent slaveowner is concerned
for his darkies. But we are not sheltered, unexposed
children, Mr. Chernaik, Trinity College is not the first
and only place in which we have encountered male
sexual exploitation, as any woman on campus would be
able to attest. ,
We are in the process of becoming mature adults-
just as the male students are in the process of
becoming mature adults. We therefore expect equal
educational opportunities so that we may complete this
process. It is the iack of demonstration of such com-
mittment, and perhaps the very lack of a committment
itself on the part of the College and those within it to the
principle that women are worthy of equal respect and
consideration that leads to the unequal education
provided,
If the College is sincere in its commitment to educate
women on an equal basis with men, how can it subject
those women to a discriminatory admissions quota?
How can it fail to recognize the routine health care
necessary for women and not obtainable here? How
can it justify allowing only short term contracts to
women on the faculty? How can it tolerate sexist at-
titudes and practices on the part of its faculty? Why do
these questions continually go unanswered? In this
respect we will continue to be educated badly, until
such a time whenthe commitment to educate women is
demonstrated in a sincere and concrete way.
By Steven Chernaik
The problem, of course, is not homosexuality: AH
definable segments of American society have their
share of homosexuals. Doctors, lawyers, clergymen,
truckdrivers, whites, blacks, conservatives, liberals,
politicians, artists, soldiers-all of the aforementioned
contain homosexuals in their ranks, All the laws in the
world will not legislate homosexuality out of existence.
However, the general public's distaste for
homosexuality is also here to stay, and hence, the
problem for the homosexual person who desires the
door of the closet to spring open. ' 'i1; .,
My main concern is not homosexuality as a reality,
but rather homosexuality as an obsession-either for
those who advocate it, or for those who detest it. An
obsession is a distortion of reality, which often has the
effect of warping one's thinking and one's actions.
' 1'hose who advocate homosexuality often view their
homosexuality as encompassing a distorted proportion
of their being, i.e., they see themselves as
homosexuals, primarily, rather than as human beings
who just happen to be homosexual, in their passion
preferences. If they do not actually view themselves as
such, at the very least, the more militant homosexual
advocates convey the impression of. being
; homosexually obsessed to the casu"aj observer,'This
obsession "phenomenon, ̂ i s fs arfJQn'g;,. most militant
groups, be they gay, bJa'cK 6r tybjteh^lib.
The problem with forming qft-angantzation whose
sole goal is to foster homosexualities that 'the gay
people involved,.b'y their'acjfons, ar<£ very likely going
to turn off the very people'whose friendship they Would
seem to desire to solicit most strongly. While I stated
that homosexuality exists in all segments of our
soe'ety, there is no segment, with the exception of a
few art oriented professions, in which homosexuals are
prevalent. No responsible parent or adult leader is
going to encourage young people to become
homosexuals, or to associate with a homosexual
organization. Most parents would be disappointed, at
i the least, to know that they had reared homosexual
children. In other words, homosexuals must be aware
that their own condition is one that is very unpopular
w ith the public, and even if they do succeed in escaping
the public's wrath when they flaunt their
homosexuality, the injuries done tctheir loved ones
and friends are inescapable: My.owtf'reaction must be,
what kind of person would advai.ee the cause of
homosexuality at the expense of the inevitable hurts
inflicted upon his family and friends.
Another problem with organizational gaiety is the
number of eocentrics and reckless individuals at-
1 tracted to the movement. Just as women's lib has
ladies with hairy legs, and black organizations'have
their apologists for police murders, so then has the gay
movement attracted its share of nuts. Unfortunately,
for all such movements, 1) it is the nuts who often
create the tone of the organization in the public's mind
as well as the ones who capture headlines, 2) the
organizations themselves do little to weed out the nuts
from the responsible members. The gay movernents in
general have too many members who believe that
progress is being made when homosexuals can make
out in public, organize their own public dances, get
married, dress in drag or carry signs' with offensive
slogans, and perform as they see fit in public rest
rooms and public locker rooms. If >such behavior is
largely sanctioned, it is more from- a public resignation ,.
that One simply cannot outlaw all forms of revolting
behavior, rather than from an expression of: civilized
approval from the public.
I attended a small meeting of the Trinity Gay
Liberation. I got to know a few of the members as in-
dividuals. Being homosexual or being heterosexual is
simply insufficient grounds for' liking or disliking a •!
person. However, a person who blatantly associates
himself with homosexulity is going to blockade a lot of
the roads .leading him to contact with other people,
Another p'ersonwill know him/first as a homosexual, •
anH will not care to know him any further. I had trouble -.
in deciphering the exaefpurpose of the organization. '
The organization cannot be fighting for tolerance,
because a Trinity student who would go on record as
being iritoiefant to homosexuals would be harder to
find than a Trinity homosexual. The vast majority of
Trinity students are paternalistically liberal on the
subject, though a number I spoke to did not desire to
slake their curiosity by attending the meeting, for fear
of being marked themsvles. A number of homosexuals,
I'm sure would not attend for the same reason.
The meeting was held originally to discuss an up-
coming gay dance to be held in Hamlin Hall. I fear such
activities as a public gay dance for two reasons. First,
such a dance is little more than a stage on which the
more militant homosexuals can express their con-
tempt for the straight world through shock-i.e. a
passing straight person will be hit over the head by
George and Johnnie making out on the dance floor,
something akin to peace demonstrators who burn the
American flag. Second any "bigoted" jokes made by
the straight world in reference to the dance can be used
by the GLF to prove how terribly intolerant "liberal"
Trinity College really is. Some of the more militant
gays would probably like nothing more than to have a
• fight break out at the dance so that sympathy can.be
"invoked for them, because their beautiful party was
destroyed by some insensitive blockheads from the
straight world. Also the dance would be evidence of my
own worst fears about the organization-that it is in
reality little more than a glorified dating service for
homosexuals.
The main problem, then, is whether such an
organization as GLF actually helps homosexuals. My
own feeling is that it does not. Even at liberal Trinity
College the turnout was depressingly small. If
anything, such an organization helps . :io isolate
homosexuals from the rest of the straight community.
It is much more important for a person to be liked as an
individual and to contribute to the society in which he
lives, than to be known for his sexual preference. The
two homosexuals I spoke with at the meeting, Chuck
Nazarian, the president, and one who asked not to be
identified were both very pleasant and honest,
sometimes uncomfortably so, in answering my not
always friendly questions. The second fellow ex-
pressed reservations oyeP the more militant behavior
of some of the gay organizations, as well as great
''• regret that his family knew he:was gay. One of the girls
• present also expressed great apprehension over her
parents discovering- |hat she is^gayv^ ;: „./
At a school like Trinity; ,|hom<qge!xualis riot likely to
encounter much ha^d';core-;'prejudice^- so the
organization cannot be justified in terms of a defensive
reaction A homosexual; preference is best kept a
private affair; one?s love stock does not increase in
value by having it go public. Nor will organizations like
GLF make public homosexuality acceptable. Most
homosexuals are aware that you cannot legislate
public attitudes. So the clandestine bars, clubs and
pickups will continue to flourish, out of a homosexual's
feeling of responsibility to his job, family and friends,
if not his sensitivity to entrenched public attitudes.
This responsibility is best served by a homosexual's
keeping his homosexuality a secret.
GLF has a budget of $150, which amounts to ten cents
per Trinity student per year, a small enough con-
tribution; still, I can't help but feel that the money
could be better spent than on gay mixers at Hamlin
Hall. Essentially, gay lib exists as a college financed
organization because homosexuality is chic, and
because it gives us that good, gut feeling of HOW
LIBERAL WE ARE.
I do not wish to legislate in the bedroom. If two adults
choose homosexuality for themselves, it is of no one's
concern other than their own. Still, I do not believe that
our college financed venture adds a more respectable
or nobler dimension to. homosexuality, which is, after
all, the goal of GLF.










After All, Tomorrow Is Another Day
By Matt Moloshok
It's catch-up-on-work time. A few pointers from
someone who's always catching up:
1) When unsure of how much work you really have to
do, spend five minutes or so perusing your syllabi and
then four hours panicking. This takes the form of sit-
ting in the Cave mourning, even though you haven't
tasted their coffee, or running up and down Jones Hall
moaning, even if you don't live there, and, by an effort
of the will, sitting in the Dining Hall, munching
pimentos, and moanjng,
2) After the Initial shock has incapacitated you,' vow
the impossible so as to 6e"able to accomplish the
possible. Some typical examples: promise to read 25
pages of Language and Mind tonight. This is nothing
more than a statement of energy expenditure, ap-
proximately equal to the megaton. In fact, the
declaration of a 25 page goal in Noam Chomsky means
you will read at least one page and a half before you
initiate a chess game, or pick up your guitar, or race
off to consult your R.A. on birth control information.
When traditional diversions like music and chess and
old Westerns become boring, design new ones. For
example, eraser baseball: take a large rubber eraser
and a fifteen inch ruler. As your roommates pitch, try
to hit the eraser into the opposite wall. Everything is a
single, and you are permitted only one swing. This
should keep you busy for at least one hour.
As a last resort, watch re-runs of I Love Lucy and
The Rifleman.
3) To get back into language and mind, read Fleurs
du Mai. Pick some flours du mal. Eat some. As your
stomach sinks, consult your syllabi again, spending at
lea'st one hour choosing which of the various courses
you are behind in you will work on and how much time
you should apportion to each.
4) After taking two Alka-Seltzer, decide to work on
your history paper due Monday. This entails reading
1.450 pages between tonight and Sunday. Figuring that
you cannot possibly accomplish this, accuse your
roommates of making too much noise and hike to the
library by way of the People's Republic of China. When
you return to the Trinity Campus maybe your
professor will be dead.
5) Discovering on your return that he is not dead,
settle down in the smoking room at the Library. After a
forty-five minute nap, awaken to find yourself con-
fronting page three of your reading assignment.
Amazed at how quickly you are progressing, take a
break to check the Chinese periodicals in order to see if
your visit was reported.
6) Go home. Visit your next-door neighbor and
complain about how much work you have.
No, agree to go to Friendly's with him and get a CUD
of coffee. This will keep you awake. On the way decide
that you don't really want any of that fattening ice
cream, because it's no good for your state of mind
Instead, you want some beer. Onward to the College
View Tavern.-Vow to split only one with your room-
mate, knowing that this will let you get off with having
just two and a hamburger. Moan about how much
money you're spending these days.
7) Return to your room. By now it's clear that you've
passed the last barrier to your studies. Except that
what you're studying will ho longer matter. Play out
the moves of Capablanca vs. Steiner (Budapest, 1928)
and listen to E Pluribus Funk. Call your friend in Iowa.
8) At 2:05, start to read history again. When you
read, be sure to take enough time to comprehend the
words. A good figure will be one word per minute. At
this rate in seven hours you should complete 11 pages.
9) As the dawn begins to pour into your room,
surrender. Check the syllabus one more time to see
how much you have to accomplish tomorrow. Discover
that your history paper isn't really due on Monday. It's
been due since last Monday. Laugh yourself to blissful
sleep.
After all, tomorrow is another day.
Community Involvement f
Please feel free to drop by the Community Service
Center located in Seabury 45 either to respond to the Items
featured In this column, or to inquire about other volunteer
opportunities, !
SPHERE-Sphere Is a program for inner city high school
students which aims at academic tutoring and cultural
enrichment through an intensive summer program which
is carried over into the academic year. Sphere is now
looking for tutors for these students In the areas of
Algebra, Geometry, and English especially with reading.
The tutoring will be held at the following locations. Fox
Middle School, Tuesday 1:00-2:30, Watkinson School
Thursday 6:00-7:30, and St. Monica's Tuesday 7-9.
Tutoring will be done on a one to one basis. If interested,
please contact Ivan Backer in McCook 326.
BARNARD HOUSE- Barnard House is a residential
home for youthful offenders. The youths ages 15-18, are all
in school. A tutoring program is being held on Thursday
evenings, from 6:30-8:00. This would be a good chance to
work either on a one to one or group basis with youthful
offenders. Contact Ivan Backer McCook 326 if interested.
TUTOR A 15 YEAR OLD WITH LEARNING
DISABILITIES.
A 15 year old 7th grade boy with learning disabilities
, needs to establish a relationship with an older boy. He Is in
school only V2day,from 8:30-12:00. He needs help through
tutoring, in both reading and other subjects. If interested,
please contact Marilyn Stepnoski, E. Windsor Middle
School 623-4488. A car Is needed for this position.
RECREATION
10 Centers in Hartford conducted by the American Youth
Hostels need people for their winter program. Programs
are conducted in sewing, cooking, tutoring, football and
basketball. If you are interested, please contact Mrs.
Thelma Sarter, Poor Peoples' Federation, 1491 Main
Street 278-7570.
PLANNED PARENTHOOD
The following opportunities exist for students who would
like to volunteer time to work for Planned Parenthood in
Hartford., If Interested, Please contact Sara Laden, 246-
9501. -:
CO-LEADER IN EDUCATIONAL SESSION
A male is needed to work with new patients, both male
and female, who come to Planned parenthood for the first
time. He will help an education.leader with discussions and
perhaps counseling. Three males are needed to fi l l the
following time slots. One is needed Monday from 12:30-
1:30, one is needed Tuesday, from 6:30-8:00, and one is
needed Thursday, from 6:30-8:00.
RECEPTIONIST
This |ob will involve greeting patients, taking names,
filling out charts, and recording through interviews, the




The first person to finish the
Targum crossword puzzle
correctly each week, and mail it to
the TRIPOD, Box 1310, will win a
one dollar prize. Please put the
time of mailing on the envelope.










16. Body of Troops










35- Outeri Comb. Form
36. Famous Puppet ,
37. Call for Help y
38. Language Group
bO. Playwright, Simon





W . Sea Cow
52. Raincoats





62. Parts of Speech
63. Building Wings
-DOWN ••-. ••• •' '••'
1, Insect
Z. E g g - s h a p e d ..••.•;'
3. Mother of Helen
k. Flying Saucer" ; : ' ''' ":':
5. Moral Philosophy
6. Field of Sports- .. .•;
7. Labor Union , , .,.'. : •
8. Water-controller" '
9. Qualified
10. Hurries About • • - .,.:
11. Caucasian Language , •
12.-Partiality
13. Word Source (abbr.)








30. Love in Italy
31. Tree Substance"
33. Fruit Decay





^5. Sings Like Crosby
^7. Front Part of Stage'
48. High Landmasses (abbr.)
49. Egyptian Month
50. Leningrad's River
51. Ron Hunt, e.g.
53. Follow Closely
54. Of the Mouth
55. High-speed Planes
57. Heat Measure
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McGovern do such a turn-around and he would never
hear the end of it. .
In 1963 Nixon said the U.S. would be "harming the
cause of if it sold wheat to the Soviets. He
now attacks McGovern for once espousing the very
same principle of a guaranteed annual income that
Was outlined in his own, long-forgotten Family
Assistance Plan. Nixon just vetoed the $30 billion
appropriation for the Department of Health, :
Education, and Welfare, saying it was $500 million too .
much; yet a $3 billion rise in the military budget he
found perfectly okay.
He also recently vetoed a $24 billion water pollution
bill, while his campaign posters on the environment
ask us to stop breathing garbage by re-electing him.
There are seven more days to get the stench out of the
White House. : .
Nixon is a man who talks about little'Tanya but not
about the napalm-burned Kim running in desperation
in that one picture that summed up the war so well.
Nixon is a man who calls protesters "bums" and did
not share in the sorrow many of us felt over the mur-
ders of students at Kent and Jackson States-murders
that occurred in the aftermath of his own invasion of
Cambodia.
Robert Kennedy once said of McGovern, "Of all my
colleagues in the United States Senate, the person who
has the most feeling and does things in the most
genuine way, is George McGovern. He is so highly
admired by all his colleagues, not just for his ability
but because of the kind of man that he is."
McGovern has made mistakes, but .they have
stemmed from his compassion and openness, not, .like
Nixon's, from obstinacy and insensitivity. And "even
on his worst day, he's a saint compared to Nixon."
We do have a real choice this year, "the clearest
choice of the century," according to Nixon. It is a
choice between a man who cam admit mistakes and a
President who hides from them in the White House, It
is a choice between a man who is feeling and a
President who is callous. It is a choice between a vision
of all of us as God's children and a contempt for human
dignity. It is a phoice between some measure of hope
and an abundance of despair.
There are only seven more days to kick Nixon out ot
the White House. We do-have a choice this year, not
just an echo, but the real question is whether you will
help bring it about.
This Week
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Wednesday, November 1
Noon Football Highlights Senate Room.
12:30 p.m. The Eucharist Chapel
2:00 p.m. New Film Series by Kenneth
Clark, author of "Civilisation" #1 "Pioneers
of Modern Painting - Manet and Cezanne"
Cinestudio.
4:00 p.m. Community Seminar Sym-
posium: Chaplain Alan Tull, Moderator
W e a n L o u n g e , . . • ) j j 0 / ,, :.,,-. • ,,-. • :i •:;.:•••!.
7:30 p.m. Filrn^jSoyjfi? Bhie'Ginpstud^ •,
8:00 p.m. 1M^^Lgfijju:e.;!iHi:.̂ copc(ipaifs.ir
"1964 and 1972::>.E;ec1jiqns: Whjeri?.th?ifi«n»r!i
didates are .DiffjE-ept}'<,tq>be; delivere.dj by'
Gordon Tullock - Virginia Polytechnic ^In-
stitute and State University LJS.C.
Auditorium. .:
8:00 p.m. Student Poetry Reading S19.
8:30 p.m. Young Republicans Alumni
Lounge. : ' •:
9:40p.m. Film: The Graduate Cinestudio.
Thursday, November 2
4:00 p.m. "Civilization" - Parts 9 and 10
McCook Auditorium. •. ; ,,
4:00 p.m. Memorial Service - for
Professor Edward Troxell - Department of
Geology at Trinity from 1919 -1954 Chapel.
7:30 p.m. Film: Soldier Blue Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. Theater. Arts Production -
"Taming of the Shrew" Goodwin Theater.
8:30 p.m. Young Republicans Alumni
Lounge.
9:40 p.m. Film: The Graduate Cinestudio.
PARENTS WEEKEND
Friday, November 3
12:30 - 5:00 p.m. Parents Weekend
RegistrationM.C.C.
2:00 p.m. Freshmen Football - Wesleyan *
Home.
3:30p.m. Womens Field Hockey - Chaffee
School - Home.
6:45 p.m. Hillel - Shabbat Service and
Kiddush Goodwin Lounge.
7:00 and 11:45 p.m. Film: The Graduate
Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Production
"Taming of the Shrew" Goodwin Theater.
9:30 p.m. Film: Soldier Blue Cinestudio.
Saturday, November 4
10:00 a.m. -1:00 p.m. Bookstore open
8:45 a.m. Parents Weekend Registration
A.A.C.
9:15 a.m. Panel Discussion - "During
Trinity - What?" Goodwin Theater.
10:30 a.m. Freshmen Soccer - Wesleyan -
Home.
10:45 a.m. - 11:45 a.m. Modern Dance
Program A.A.C.
,11:45 a.m. -12:30 a.m. General Seminar -
,','After Trinity - What?" A.A.C.
i^iSfta.m. Luncheon Field House.
",42i0Q Noon Cross-Country-W.P.I. - Home. -
,,;l;:*3p p;.m. Varsity Football - Coast Guard -
,\$ome.
4:00 p.m. Carillon Concert following
football game. David W. Shively '73 student
carillonneur.
11:00 p.m. Varsity Soccer - Union - Away.
2:30p.m. Film: The Assassination Bureau
Cinestudio.
7:30 and 11:45 p.m. Film: The Graduate
Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Production (see
Friday),
8:30 p.m. Film: The Solid Gold Cadillac
McCook Auditorium.
9:30 p.m. Film: Soldier Blue Cinestudio.
Sunday, November 5
10:30 a.m. Chapel Service Sermon by the
Chaplain Chapel Singers Chapel.
11:30 a.m. Coffee President's House.
1:15 p.m. Newman Apostolate Mass
Alumni Lounge.
2:30 p.m. FilmMatinee: The
Assassination Bureau Cinestudio.
7:00 p.m. Young Democrats Alumni
Lounge.
7:30 p.m. Folk Dancing Wean Lounge.
7:30 p.m. Film: Bombshell Cinestudio.
8:15 p.m. Theatre Arts Production (see
Friday).
9:30 p.m, Film: The Big Store Cinestudio.
Monday, November 6
7:30 p.m. Gay Lib Alumni Lounge.
7:30 p.m. Film: Bombshell Cinestudio.
9:30 p.m. Film: The Big Store Cinestudio.
4:00 p.m. Lecture by Sir John Pope-




When I returned from watching
"Backseat Generals" and "Village by
Village" last Monday, I was stunned and
• horrified. I felt a deep frustration and
despair because in spite of all my demon-
strating, letter writing, pleading and
praying, the bombs keep falling and humans
keep being mutilated in my name and in
-yours. The fact that only thirty-five people
attended these films bears sad testimony to
the ability of many Americans to divorce
themselves from the terrible reality of this
war and their- responsibility for it.
Now we have hope of a cessation of the
destruction so vividly displayed in "Village
by Village". Let us not forget the dreadful
carnage of the antipersonnel bombs we
drop, bombs which kill or mutilate not only
soldiers, but also mothers and daughters,
grandfathers and sons, brothers and sisters.
We must remember these acts and the men
who led us in committing them, so that we
may prevent so dark a horror from ever




I have feared for many years that, due to
the influence of mass media and the ever
increasing sophistication of the American
public, the phenomenon known as "Right-
Wing Paranoia" would disappear. After
reading Steve Chernaik's column, "On
Coeducating Badly," (Tripod 10/24/72) my
fear disappeared. Unfortunately,-for those
who are intelligent, or fortunately, for those
who like a good laugh every now and then,
this species of "they're out to get me"
American refuses to die.
Firstly, Mr. Chernaik based his article on
a debatable if not entirely fallacious
hypothesis, that being that Trinity did not
need to coeducate. I am sure that the
trustees of Trinity College were foresighted
enough to realize that without coeducation,
Trinity enrollment and reputation would
fall. For those who made the decision to
attend Trinity in or before 1969 because it
was "unplagued or unpleasured" by
women, I extend my deepest sympathies. If
the reality of existing in a female-male
society is too painful, I can offer two
suggestions: (a) join a monastery, (b) dig a
hole and bury yourself.
The majority of the student body, in-
Clemment Lecture
Broun To Speak
Heywood Hale Broun, whose witty sports
commentary entertains millions over CBS
News, will be "at large" on Thursday, Nov.
9, at Trinity College.
Broun"will appear at Trinity to give the
sixth annual Martin W. Clement Memorial
Lecture. He will speak on the topic,
"Heywood Hale Broun at Large," at 8:15 in
the Krieble Auditorium of the Clement
Chemistry Building.
The lecture, which is free and open to the
public, is sponsored jointly by the College
and the Episilon Chapter of Delta Psi
fraternity-in honor of thelateiMr. Clement,
former "head .of the Pennsylvania.1 Railroad
,an«ta dsnoriinoff the; Chemlstey; Building.
• Clem^nfcwag-a-member of Belts Psi while a
Broun
yg
Broun, who states that his own career
"illustrates either a broad spectrum of
interests or a deplorable lack of purpose,"
has been "sports essayist" for the CBS
Evening News with Roger Mudd since 1966,
appearing each Saturday and Sunday, as
well as occasionally on the weekday
newscast with Walter Cronkite.
A 1940 graduate of Swarthmore College,
he has been a sportswriter for PM, a former
New York newspaper, proprietor of two jazz
record companies, on TVs' "Arrow
Theatre" in 1949, and engaged in summer
stock theatre in Woodstock, N.Y. He is listed
in Who's Who in the American Theatre.
During World War II he served in the
Army artillery. His 41/2-year stint included
a year in the European Theatre "and a
mysterious nine months at the University of
Pittsburgh where, for reasons clear to no
one, he was taught the Serbo-Croatian
language."
In 1965, Broun wrote a book on theatre and
sport called "A Studied Madness," and has
continued as £ magazine writer,
specializing in the Victorian era.
Broun also opened on Broadway in April,
1967, in Jules Feiffer's illfated play, "Little
Murders."
Announcements
eluding the women, came to Trinity with the
full understanding that it was a
coeducational institution. I do not believe
that special privileges for women were
expected, or even wanted. Mr. Chernaik's
assertion that women have extra-special
needs for privacy and social life leads me to
believe that he was not really referring to
women as human beings at all, but rather to
a rare species of one-legged flamingos from
Lower Lompock, Indiana.
I would hope that the fear and misun-
derstanding that Mr. Chernaik displays of
women is not held by women of men.
Perhaps Mr. Chernaik is correct in inferring
that "seduction is as prevalent as in-
digestion after dinner" (FBI Crime
Statistics-1972), but, I would tend to doubt it.
Really Steve, what can the college do to
prevent it (if indeed there is anything to
prevent)? Perhaps you could write a book of
"150 of the World's Greatest Come-Ons" or
give a course in the women's movement to
chauvinistic males so they would learn not
to exploit their girlfriends. But would that
solve the problem? Can a problem that is
interpersonal be solved by making that
"inter" distance even wider than it already
is?
And what, Mr. Chernaik, of the other side
of the coin, that being seduction of males by
females? Why do you not mention that
problem, which I am sure is as prevalent as
the former? Scarcely a night gdes by that I
am not forced to resort to violence in th-
warting off the hordes of aggressive young
females out on the make. I have been forced
to move seven times since school started.
Mr. Chernaik, I am tired of living out of a
suitcase!
In summary, I would agree with Mr.
Chernaik in that there is a problem in
female-male relationships. However,
continued ignorance and faulty stereotypes
do nothing to solve that problem; instead
they increase it. I would recommend that
Mr. Chernaik attend a meeting of TWO to
find out more about the women's movement.
I would further recommend that Mr.
Chernaik (Heaven forbid!) talk to a woman
and see where his personal biases are
clouding the real issue. A last recom-
mendation would be that in the future Mr.
Chernaik sticks to writing columns about
subjects that he is more knowledgable in,
such as the dangers of fluoridation, the
international conspiracy to do everything,
and the pollution of the bodily essence.
Peter Basch '74
Alcoholism
The Connecticut Association for Alcohol &
Drug Problems, Inc., is holding its 5th Annual
Conference, "Conception for the '7O's-
Combating Alcohol & Drug Abuse Thru In-
formation," on Friday October 27, at Darien
High School, Darien, Connecticut,
Susan M. Deakins, M.D., Supervisor of
detoxification at Smithers Alcohol Treatment
& Training Center, Roosevelt Hospital, New
York City, is the keynote speaker. The title of
her address is "New Frontiers in Alcoholism."
Economics
The department of economics is sponsoring
the annual Mead lecture in economics on the
topic of "1964 and 1972: Elections When the
Candidates are Different," The lecture will be
delivered by Gordon Tullock, University
Professor of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute
and State University tomorrow evening at 8:00
p.m. in the Life Sciences Center auditorium.
Gay Women
There will be a meeting to discuss activities
and program for Hartford's gay women at the
Women's Liberation Center, 11 Amity Street,
on Tuesday, Nov. 7 at 7:30 p.m. All gay women
welcome!
ATTENTION: HARTFORD VOTERS!
ON NOVEMBER 7TH VOTE AT
FOX SCHOOL, CORNER OF SCHOOL ST.
AND NEW BRITAIN AVE., FACING WASHINGTON ST.
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Announcements
PRESS
The Central Recorder, campus newspaper of
Central Connecticut State College, in con
junction with the State intercollegiate News
Network, is sponsoring a campus press sym-
posium on November 18 at 10:00 a.m. in the
Student Center of CCSC.
Speakers for the event will be:
Alexander Girelli: city editor of the Man-
chester Evening Herald "General Technical
News Writing." • •' •
Henry Keesing: editorial editor of the New
Britain. Herald "Editorial Responsibility and
the Campus Press".
Dr. Haines Brews: History Professor at
Central Connecticut State College, "The Social
and Political Role of Journalism in History"





Central Connecticut State College
1615 Stanley St.
New Britain, Ct. 04050
or call: 225-7481 ext. 306 between 1:00 and 2:00
p.m. any day.
AFRO-STUDIES
The Afro-American Studies Program at
Brown University needs your help in the
construction of a research center. We need
people to ask professors for bibliographies,
check accessions lists at libraries, review
periodical indexes, inventory college
catalogues, and do general scut work. None of
it is very glamorous and we have no money to
pay you. You can bo of service without leaving
your campus. IF you can help send your name,
address, and phone number to the Afro-
American Studies Program, Brown University,
Providence, R.I. 02912. Or call Leah King at
(401) 863-3137. We do need your help and will be
grateful for any time you can give us.
Thank you for your attention in this matter.
LOCATER SERVICE
A new program designed to help the nation's
graduate schools seek out potential students
from minority groups, is underway this fall.
Called the Minor i ty Graduate Student
Locater Service, the program is offered by
Educational Testing Service. ETS estimates
that about 10,000 to 15,000 students could
initially use the new service which is offered
free to both students and institutions this year.
Now, students will have a chanbe to volun-
tarily complete a special 17-Item questionnaire
as one step towards entering graduate school.
Information about the academic interests
and goals of Black, American-Indian, Asian-
American, and Spanish or Mexican-American
students who wish to pursue graduate level
education, will beavailable to those institutions
seeking to bolster minority enrollment.
Admissions officers may then contact
students directly and invite the applications of
those whose particular interests could be
served by their schools' graduate offerings. -
The locater service will be used first by
graduate schools in December. According to
Williams, some 300 schools are expected to join
this year with more offering the program later.
The locater service is open to second-term
college juniors, seniors and college graduates.
Nearly 2,200 counselors at undergraduate
schools across the country have received in-
formation about the program and can supply
questionnaires to interested students,
whatever their racial background.
The student response form is also available
with information bulletins describing the
Graduate Record Examinations (GRE). But
ETS said GRE scores are not included in the
locater service and that a student need not take
the exams in order to participate in the locater
service.
Live free in small West Hartford commune.
One opening. No Drugs. 233-4908.
We are looking for a student to sell our 8
track tapes, We are respected throughout
the country as producing a premuim
product, have your own thriving business.
We carry almost SOO selections of all types
of music. Soul, Pop, Oldies, Country &,
Western, Popular, etc, If you are interested
call Melody Recordings Inc. (201) 575-9430
ask for either Mr. Jonas or Mr, Reid.
FOREIGN CAR REPAIR
. SPECIALISTS
AND ALL OTHER FOREIGN MAKES
COMPLETE SERVICE
KEN MARINO
West Horfford Motors, Inc




If you're a niglit owl or an early bird, you can get our
lowest one-minute rate on long distance phone calls.
Tust call without operator assistance any night after
11 P.M. Or, if you prefer early mornings, call before
8 A.M.
This mighty minute nimimum rate applies on any call
within the U.S. (exc.pt Alaska and Hawaii).
Southern New England Telephone
CIVILRIGHTS
The U.S. Commission on Civil Rights will
hold two hearings in mid-November on the civil
rights status of American Indians, John A.
Buggs, Staff Director of the Commission,
announced today.
The first hearing will take place in
Albuquerque, New Mexico November 14-15 and
the second in Phoenix, Arizona November 17-
18. These are the first in a series of hearings in
which the Commission will examine the civil
rights issues confronting reservation and non-
reservation Indians in various sections of the
country, including a hearing at the Navaio
reservation In northern Arizona early in 1973.
Help WwMied:. Married,
couples with or without'childreri
to- babysit in private«home$.
while parents vacation. .jCall
Vacation Sitter Services Inc
666-3584 or 666-1047.
WASTING YOUR IDLE MOMENTS? If
you are looking for a more rewarding and
constructive college experience, please
consider the following. We are urgently in
need of a single, male, college or graduate
student who is interested in working with
troubled adolescent boys residing in a group
home in Hartford. Position includes room,
board, and a small salary. Many young
people today talk a great deal about helping
others. Now is your opportunity to put those
words into action. Give us a call at 527-0462.
Ask for Dave, Ed, George, or Leah. Thanks!
Discover the World on Your
SEMESTER AT SEA
Sails each September & February
Combine accredited study with
educational stops in Africa, Aus-
tralasia and the Orient. Over 5000
students from 450 campuses have
already experienced this interna-
tional program. A wide range of
financial aid is available. Write
now for free catalog:




' "There is one filing better than good
government, and that is government in




Paid for by the Committee to Re-elect Congressman
Bill Cotter, Conrad J. Kronhoim, Jr. and Ann Klein,
co-chairmen.
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An Open Letter to the Trinity Community
In 1952 Dick Rittenband was a political activist at the University of
Pennsylvania. He participated in the historic election between Dwight
D. Eisenhower and Adlai E. Stevensen.
Now twenty years later, Dick Rittenband seeks the office of Congress.
The intervening years have heightened his idealism and determination *
that every American should have a better life in a peaceful, and J
democratic society.
Running as a Republican in a district overwhelmingly Democratic, , ' . ' • ' .
Dick Rittenband is waging a courageous and uphill fight for election.
Mr. Rittenband's opponent, William Cotter, was the Connecticut
Insurance Commissioner in December of 1969. At that time he had
within his hands the power to grant or deny the ITT-Hartford Fire
merger. Mr. Cotter denied it.
In May of 1970 Mr. Cotter reversed himself and granted the merger-an
action that created the largest corporate merger in the history of the
world. Two months later Mr. Cotter was running for Congress.
To this day Mr. Cotter has never explained the reasons for his abrupt
reversal. The Securities and Exchange Commission is still investigating
5 Mr. Cotter's role in the six-billion dollar merger and the stock tran-
sactions surrounding it. The SEC has refused to clear Mr. Cotter despite
his request to do so.
Dick Rittenband believes that the granting of such ecomonic power,
such, vast control over our society, to large conglomerates like ITT is
bad for America. When Hartford Fir's assets are depleted to finance
ITT's world-wide operations (such as the fomenting of revolution in
Chile), this merger will prove to be bad for Hartford as well.
Bill Cotter used poor judgment in granting Ahe merger. He acted
politically. He voted for the special interests and the conglomerates.
You may disagree with Dick Rittenband on some of his foreign policy
* positions, but despite this disagreement his life-style has been one of
unquestioned integrity. If elected to Congress he will work for all
citizens, not conglomerates and special interests.
Regardless of your political affiliation, irrespective of your choice for
President, when you vote for your Congressman, think about voting for
a man of proven integrity and decency-- D i c k R i t t e n b a n d
Paid for by the Rittenband for Congress Committee
1 '.
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Varsity Bows to Williams,
Injuries at Fullback Hurl
By Murray Peterson
The Trinity Soccer Team saw their record
drop to 2 and 4 at the hands of a Williams
squad that evidently played their best game
to date according to the refs and other
'regular fans'. The final score was 5-0, and
that is how much difference there was
between the play of the two teams last
Saturday.
The first ten minutes of the contest were
played on fairly even terms, but after that,
and pretty steadily at that, the game was
between the .left side of their line and the
right side of the Bantam defense.
A speedy wing named MacMillan and
their tall center halfback, Buchler, made
mincemeat of the Trin defense corps, as
their excellent short passing along with
their well-timed give and go's ran the
Bantams ragged. The score at the half was
3-0 as all the goals were scored from inside
of ten yards.
Buchler opened the scoring with an eight
yarder to the inside corner, which does not
happen too often. MacMillan dribbled past
three halfbacks and fullbacks, finishing it
off with a six yarder into the right side of the
net. Buchler's second goal of the afternoon
was the prettiest of the day as he headed a
super cross from MacMillan into the upper
left hand corner.
The second half saw two more scores by
the Ephmen, both on penalty kicks, and
included another by Buchler to give him a
hat trick for the day.
(Photo by Levin)
.laimicWhitall and one other, unidentified, Trinity player (face turned) contest for the
ball with a Williams soccerman in Saturday action. Trin lost 5-0, as they continue to be
dominated by the Ephmen.
Hartford Charter Revision 1972
What's It All About ?
By The League of Women Voters
The Charter is to Hartford what the Constitution is to the
nation; the basic document of local laws and procedures. It is
sometimes revised, either to modernize out-dated provisions
or to change basic governing procedures. In January, 1972, a
Charter Revision Commission was convened; the Charter
changes they proposed are summarized below.
TECHNICAL AND MODERNIZING CHANGES (39 items)
These eliminate mention of defunct agencies; clarify
departmental functions; align city fiscal year with state and
federal; provide for staff for Council and Mayor.
Scorecard: There has been little opposition to these items.
MAJOR CHANGES (Controversial; 3 items)
I. Proposal to increase Council salaries from $4,000 to
$9,000 annually.
A. Arguments for increase:
1. The long hours and heavy responsibilities of the
office deserve a living wage.
2. All citizens should be able to consider running for
Council, not only those of high economic position. The $9,000
is more realistic for supporting a familyl
3. Asking less financial sacrifice is apt to attract
more qualified candidates.
B, Arguments against increase:
1. Council seats should not be considered full-time
, • • . . - - . • •
2. Given the economic situation, this is a bad time to
raise salaries.
3. Some taxpayers earn less than $9,000; they cannot
afford to support this raise.
Scorecard: Seems to have general support, although some
have opposed the increase. The League of Women Voters
favors the proposed raise.
II. Proposal to increase bonding powers of City Council.
At present, when total estimated costs of any building or
improvement exceed $250,000, voters must approve the
project before bonds may be issued. The new proposal would
give Council authority to approve any necessary amount
without automatic referendum. Citizens could, by petition,
challenge a proposed bond issue and call for referendum.
A. Arguments for increased powers:
1. Getting bond issues to referendum can take 18
months, during which time costs keep rising, sometimes
beyond the original estimate. Then another referendum is
needed for the additional monies. This time lag has pushed
up costs for some projects 18-20% - millions of dollars. Badly
needed ̂ facilities have been delayed for years.
2. With today's costs, $250,000 is an unrealistic
ceiling. Council needs the flexibility and efficiency of less
conservative bonding authority. (Hartford has one of the
most conservative bonding procedures in the state.)
3. Council members are also taxpayers; they are
likely to bond carefully.
4. The challenge petition would safeguard voters
against unpopular bond issues.
B. Arguments against increased powers:
1. It is doubtful that any singlfe political body should
have authority over the vast sums involved in major con-
struction.
2. The towns with more liberal bonding procedures
have different forms of government than Hartford. They
have systematic checks and balances (such as the power of
their mayors to veto) that Hartford does not have.
3. Without the protection of voter approval, Council
would be subject to pressures that could open the way to
unwise spending and potential corruption.
4. Frequent referendums would produce voter
apathy, cancelling the protection of the challenge petition.
Scorecard: There is little question that Hartford's bonding
procedures need revision; consensus appears to be that
$250,000 is indeed too low a ceiling. Debate centers on the
unlimited authority proposed. The League of Women Voters
opposes the present proposal, but would support a less
sweeping revision.
III. Proposal to change Board of Education elections
from non-partisan to partisan.
Connecticut statutes call for partisan Board elections.
Hartford and Berlin have legislative approval for non-
partisan elections; these special acts may be revoked by the
towns' voters, but cannot then be reinstated.
A. Arguments favoring partisan elections:
1. The political parties would be accountable for
Board members, making them more responsive to the wishes
of voters.
2. Partisan elections would ensure cooperation
between members of the Board and of Council; antagonisms
could be eliminated.
3. More people would vote for partisan candidates;
now a minority of people vote.
4. The present Board is not representative of the
City's residents.
B. Arguments against partisan elections:
1. Politics should be kept out of the schools. Policies
should be determined for educational, not political, reasons.
Patronage would be a danger.
2. Partisan elections donot remove basic differences
of opinion. Cities with partisan elections still have the same
problems of accountability and disagreements.
3. Candidates now come from the total community,
riot just from the group that fs politically "in". The voters,
not the parties, control who is and is not on the Board. An
unpopular Board member can simply be voted out in favor of
another. .
4. The 13,000 Independent voters could have no voice
in the selection of partisan candidates. Independent can-
didates would be virutally eliminated.
Scorecard: This is probably the single most controversial
proposal. In general, residents who are displeased with the
present Board of Education favor partisan elections as a
control measure. Others feel that partisan elections can lead
to abuses from which there would be no recourse, noting that
the national trend is away from partisan elections. The
League of Women Voters strongly opposes this proposed
change.
During the public hearings, several groups requested that
major changes be voted on separately. Among them were the
three that had followed the revision process most closely: the
Charter Revision Commission itself, the League of Women
Voters, and the Chamber of Commerce. Individuals also
requested separation of items. After discussion, Council
voted to present all 42 items as a single package in November
- all or nothing.
Submerge Coast Guard
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Fresh Soccer Triumphant
By Jeff Chin
The freshman soccer team continued its
winning ways by rolling over the Coast
Guard to up their season record to 4-1.
From the start, the freshmen controlled
the vital mid-field area, and dominated play
throughout with great ball control and
persistant aggressiveness. Trinity con-
tinually trapped well and passed with ac-
curacy while out-hustling the cadets for the
ball. In this way, the Woodcocks were able
to keep the ball in the Coast Guard end of the
field for most of the game. This allowed the
Cadets only a few scoring opportunities,
mostly on breakaways, since the Trin
defense never gave Coast Guard a chance to
set up and mount any kind of sustained
attack.
The first blood was drawn at 17:00 of the
first half when, after pressing the Guards'
defense unrelentlessly, Doc Chin slipped the
ball past the goalie on a scramble in the box.
The Baby Bants began to break away from
the Coasties when at 21:30, Gino Barra
notched his first goal of the campaign on a
cross from the opposite winger, Bob Fer-
nald.
Just two minutes later, the Stork Jennings
fired his first of two goals when the Doc
sprung him loose from mid-field, allowing
Jennings to go in one-on-one with a Coast
Guard fullback.
At 26:17, the Doc fired his second goal of
the game, assisted by the Stork to put the
game out of reach. The second string played
the remaining twelve minutes of the half
and with five minutes left in the half, Charlie
Stewart pumped in a volley kick from the
goalie's crease after a succession of five
beautifully executed passes by the forward
and halfback lines, culminating in a cross
from left wing Rich Feinberg to the
Chuckles.
The first squad took the field for the
second half with a 5-0 lead, but tricky
dribbling and howies left and right resulted
in nothing. The Stork put an end to the first
string's playing time when ha netted his
eighth goal of the season at 16:53 with the
assist going to Jimmy Solomon.
With this 6-0 lead, the second string
finished out the game playing exceptionally
well, allowing the Cadets only five shots on
goal, but defensive lapses cost goalies Andy
Kaufman and Lou Benjamin their bid for a
combined-effort shut out.
The Coast Guard provided no competition
for the first string, and the second string
Woodcocks' managed to make the Cadets
look very inept also. Everybody on the
squad saw action except Tom Richards who
was nursing a bruised toe, but he was not
needed as Jimmy "the Mouth" Wyatt filled
in at left half and later moved to center
halfback, doing a superior job cutting off the
Guards' attacks. Hobie Porter turned in the
best performance of the day, however, and
his best of the season at right fullback.
The Baby Bants entertain Manchester
Community college TODAY, on the varsity
soccer field at 3:00, and finish their home
games this Saturday against Weslyan.
Support this fall's winningest team at
Trinity. Come out this afternoon and watch
the amazing freshman soccer team.
Tickets for the Trinity-Wesleyan
football game, our last game of the-1972
season to be played at Wesleyan on
November 18th will go on sale at the
Ferris Athletic Center Office on
November 1st. Seats in the Trinity
Cheering Section are priced at $3.00 -
students and faculty may purchase one
ticket per Trinity I.D. at half-price
($1.50)". Seats in the General Admission
Section are $2.00.
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(Photo bv Levin)
Ti-inin Aquajiighter Gene Shen prepares to clear the ball in a scrimmage at
Tiowbridge Poll last week. Looking beautiful in the foreground is fellow Aqtiaman Peter
I.eliovitz. See adjoining story.
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Trinity first-string soccer fullback Don Hawley looks wistfully at ball prior to the
attive players' engagement at Williams Saturday. Hawley starred in the Bantams' first
two games before breaking his foot. Injuries such as his have decimated the Bants'
defensive credibility.
Attempt No. 1: Waterpolo
Drowns at SoConn, 27-2
By Gene Shen
Well, it wasn't much to speak of, we were
inexperienced, that's all, but we had a
pretty good time anyway, We could see that
it wasn't going to be a normal afternoon
from the moment we started. Thirteen
people were going to Southern Connecticut
State College and we had three cars: two
VW's and a Chevy Malibu. That wasn't bad,
but when Schmance's VW broke down on the
way, we began to have problems. Eight
people went into one car and five-went in our
VW. The cop that pulled up didn't have
much to offer either, except a word of
comfort, "Terrific!" '
to come together, and to play a game that
bore a striking resemblance to waterpolo.
We held them to nine goals in the second
half- ' .' : '
We were surprised that we were invited to
the New England Waterpolo Championships
. this last,weekend, but on such short notice,
that we couldn't get organized fast enough to
go. Our first game was to be against number
one seeded Harvard1.
Experience is what we need, and next
year we hope to find it in our regular
schedule of games and practice times,
culminating in the New Englands..
Hopefully-we will have a large turnout
next fall to build such a team to counter the
large New England powers and become a
part of the waterpolo dynasty of the Nor-'
thoast- i
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Our play was very sloppy, and by the end on In u style
of the first half, we found ourselves behind Their next race is against U Masa this
18 0 However, in the second half we began Saturday at the Trinity Boat house coutse.
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Trin Rally Crushes Rochester, 28-6
By Doug Sanderson
Jim Balesano caught fire in the second
half to lead the Trinity Bantams to. a 28-6
come-from-behind victory over the
' Rochester Yellowjackets Saturday at
Rochester's Fauver Stadium.
Balesano sped 38 yards to help set up
Trinity's first touchdown late in the 3rd
quarter. Then he carried the ball 4 times for
34 yards in Trinity's next touchdown drive,
and ended up with 105 yards in 21 carries. It
was the first 100-yard day for a Trin runner
this year.
The first half of the contest was much like
the Williams game. The Bantams rolled up
an impressive 195 yards total offense in the
half, but could not score.
The first time the Bants had possession of
the ball, starting quarterback Harold Gray
led them down to the Jackets' 24-yardline,
but a holding penalty ended that drive.
Rochester took over and scored after a 12-
play drive. The touchdown came on a
halfback option play from Dave McNelis to
Steve Hoffman. The point-after was no good,
and the Yellowjackets led 6-0.
Benefitting from other major Trinity
penalties and two interceptions by Larry
Stukey, Rochester was able to prevent any
Trinity scoring. Midway through the 2nd
quarter, Gray was lifted, and Saul
Wiezenthal inserted at quarterback for the
Bantams.
As the second half began things went
downhill still further for the visitors. The
first two times the Bantams had the ball
their total offense figure dropped from 195 to
172.
Meanwhile Rochester was having no
success against the tough Trinity defense,
as evidenced by their 6-point output, so
freshman Brian Pasley was sent in to
replace Don Adduci at quarterback. He had
. no better luck, however, and Trinity took
over midway through the 3rd quarter. The
rest of the game belonged to the Bantams.
Balesano made his long jaunt to the
Rochester 30. Paul Gossling, a junior
playing his first year of Trin football, then
went in briefly for wingback Dave Kuncio,
and sprinted 16 yards around left end to the
14.
Three plays later Wiezenthal hit Ron
Duckett, wide open in the end zone, for the
game-tying touchdown. A delay-of-game
penalty on the first conversion attempt
made the second attempt into a 25-yarder,
and Ed Raws, no Jan Stenerud, couldn't
handle it from that distance 6-6.
Rochester began a march upfield after the
ensuing kickoff, led by McNelis. But Ray
Perkins picked off pass and ran it back 12
yards to the Trinity 36 to halt the
Yellowjackets' drive.
The home team soon got one more chance.
Balesano made his only mistake of the day,
fumbling at his own 32-yardline. The ball
was recovered by Rochester.
Here the Bant defense stopped the
Jackets. First Bob .Thiel, then Barry
O'Brien broke through to halt Rochester,
and Rochester gave the ball up on downs.
Balesano then led the Bants to their
winning touchdown. Carrying successively
for 2, 17 and 10 yards, he moved the Ban-
tams to the Stingers' 40. A pass interference
call put the ball at the 25. The swift halfback
carried for 5 more, and two plays later,
Kuncio swept in from 19 yards out.
Wiezenthal hit Joe McCabe, Trinity's
Forgotten Man, in the enddzone for a 2-point
conversion and a 14-6 lead.
At this point there was still 13:00 left in the
game, but the Trinity defense, which is
impenetrable when it wants to be, refused to
allow the homeboys any yardage.
With under 2 minutes left, Trinity broke
open the close game by scoring twice. With
4th down and 6 yards to go at the 26 of
Rochester, Kuncio hit Duckett at the 9, as
Duckett made a great catch, practically
taking the ball out of Larry Stukey's hands.
Then Kuncio took the ball in on two sweeps,
Raws converted, and it was 21-6.
Rick Tucci intercepted a Pasley aerial the
next time Rochester had possession. Coach
Don Miller then put in his substitute backs,
and Greg Garritt promptly responded on the
third play with a 25-yard touchdown sprint.
The conversion made it 28-6.
Trinity's offense continues to be
productive, as it rolled up almost 400 yards.
If the offense can continue to play the kind of
error-free football they displayed in the
second half, they will be hard to stop.
Meanwhile the Trinity defense is
responsible for keeping the Bants in the
game for the first 3 quarters. The Bantam
defense, keyed as always by its linebackers'
Poirier, Curren and O'Brien, held Rochester
to just under 200 yards. While Jackets'
quarterbacks hit 10 of 21 passes, 2 others
were inttrcepted, and those -ompleted went
for an'average of 3.6 yards p&r pass. 6 yards
per pass is considered necessary to win a
game, offensively.
Saul Wiezenthal finally had the kind of
game expected from him since the beein
ning of the season. Throwing only io tirm*
he completed 5 for excellent 92 yards More
important, he did not fumble the ball or
throw any interceptions.
Besides Balesano's 105 yards, Kucio had
66 on 14 carries. These two sophomores have
certainly developed as well as possibly could
have been expected.
And, of course, there was another great
game turned in by Ron Duckett, the
sprinting, leaping receiver. Not only did he
make a great catch-to keep Trinity's third
touchdown drive alive, but he also broke up
a probable interception just, prior to
Trinity's first score. And he caught 6 passes
for 94 yards.
So, with the Trinity juggernaut finally
fueled up and ready to burn (3 wins, 2
losses) our heroes return to friendly Jessee
Field for an engagement with the Coast
Guard Cadets, who beat us last year in the
closing seconds with a field goal, 19-17.


































A 4-1 victory over the team from
Rosemary Hall last Wednesday kept the
Trinity Varsity field hockey team on the
road to a winning season. Their record is
now 5-1 with only four games to go.
Rosemary Hall brought two teams so both
Trinity Varsity and JV had a chance to play.
The Varsity, who played first, has improved
immensely since their encounter with
University of Bridgeport. The team was
working together much better and managed
to power four balls past the Hall netminder
during the first half. Credit for the goals
goes to Joan Copperman, with one goal, and
Ruth Wiggins with two. Trish Kieswetter
scored the fourth goal on a nice pass from
Kim Bask. Rosemary left lots of space on
the field which gave Trinity good rushing
possibilities. The girls were eager for a
shutout when the half ended 4-0.
During the second half Trinity sent one
long shot into the cage which was called
back because it was outside the circle. Trin
did not score any more but a lapse in defense
let a Rosemary Hall player take the ball
down the field to score. The game ended 4-1
as Rosema'ry had no more chances to score.
The JV's also won their match, 4-0. The
Trinity side had a slow start as each team
held each other back for a scoreless tie at
halftime. .
The Bantamettes blasted back after
halftime to end the game on top, 4-0. Leslie
Hyde scored a hat trick and Barbara Clark
added a fourth goal before the twenty
minute period ended.
The girls were in high spirits after the
match ended. Their coach, Jane Fox, was .
pleased with both teams' performances and
commented "The teams played well against
good Rosemary teams."
-Although .their next game is away at
Smith this Wednesday, anyone is invited to
chcaf this Friday afternoon-at 3:30 when
they face Chaffee School on home ground. If
you do come, remember to put on your
warm clothes because it gets quite cold in
the cheering stands after the sun goes down.
The recent intramural touch football
championship was played between Alpha
Delta Phi and the Seabury Giants with the
AD's winning, 20-0. AD scored once late in
the first half and twice in the second half to
ice the game,
Frosh III defeated Pi Kappa Alpha for
third place, 13-6. A rumored post-season
exhibition between AD and DKE, proposed
by the latter to atone for their late entry into
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ir BiMitaineite (?) Trish Kieswetter shown rushing the ball Sn last Wednesday's action against Rosemary
crntan. These two girls have been among the scoringjeaders for Trinity. (See adjoining story)
